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Abstract

The expectation from a future generation cellular network is to provide multiplay ap-

plications of VoIP, video and data to a continuously growing number of cellular users.

The scarcity of the available radio spectrum coupled with the unique traffic handling

and Quality of Experience (QoE) requirements of the converged services poses a huge

challenge to the network operators. The solution of over-provisioning the network by

increasing the amount of bandwidth is not economical. Therefore, efficient partition of

network resources becomes mandatory. Scheduling plays an important in determining
the overall efficiency of a wireless system. This thesis focuses on quality driven schedul-

ing for efficient resource allocation in multi-user downlink LTE systems. Video traffic

contributes a major proportion of network traffic. Therefore, one of the main goals
of this work is to design scheduling strategies which consider information about video

traffic with the aim of improving the service quality perceived by the user. Various

scheduling strategies are proposed taking into account different criteria such as packet

delay and importance of a video packet. This thesis presents a novel cross-layer resource

allocation architecture which reduces the need for cross-layer signaling and frequent end-

to-end link probing (for video rate adaptation) required by other cross-layer approaches.

Apart from the novel cross-layer architecture, the thesis applies the concepts of game

theory and fuzzy logic frameworks in radio resource management and proposes a com-

posite scheduling rule which considers the service needs of different traffic types such

as video, VoIP and data. Results show that the proposed scheduling schemes lead to

an efficient partition of radio resources while achieving a significant improvement in the

perceived quality as compared to state-of-the-art scheduling rules.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The back bone of any business's prosperity is to realize the forces that will drive the

business in the future. This also applies in the field of mobile-communication. A rapid
increase in the number of subscribers has attracted several new vendors and operators.

There is an ever increasing competition between new and existing vendors and oper-

ators to provide better services to the subscriber in a cost efficient manner. In order
to achieve this, adopting, understanding, and efficiently using new technologies and

standards becomes mandatory. Technical advancements in mobile devices with features
such as mega-pixel cameras and high definition video recorders have extended the use

of mobile phones from simple voice communication devices to multi-purpose highly in-

teractive end devices running many services. In the near future, voice communication

(VoIP) over future wireless networks will be a minority as shown in Figure 1.1. End

applications have been extending from simple voice communication to highly interac-

tive, bandwidth hungry and low delay requirement applications. These advancements

in end applications have resulted in new communication technologies and standards so

that demands in services can be met and at the same time more and more subscribers

can be served with an acceptable quality of service. Therefore operators must ensure

not only delivering services to some of the end users but different service needs (delay

and data rate requirements) of all the active subscribers must be met in an efficient and

cost effective manner.

Currently the cellular technological advancements proposed by the Third Generation

Partnership Project (3GPP) are the most widely deployed. According to research fore-

casts, mobile data subscribers will reach 1.8 billion in 2014 [1]. 3GPP's recent proposals

called Long Term Evolution (LTE) and its subsequent modification called LTE-Advanced

are the standards that will take the cellular technology in the 2020s. Scheduling becomes

extremely important in determining the overall performance of an LTE system. It is

1
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• Mobile volP

• Mobile Gaming
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• Mobile Web/Data

• Mobile Video

FIGuRE l.1: Mobile data traffic growth forecast in 2014 [1] [2].

the main component which determines which users should be served or assigns resources

at any scheduling epoch. Link level (base station to mobile terminal) efficiency largely

depends upon the design of the scheduler. An efficient scheduler design must ensure fair-

ness (according to the service needs of each user) in the system by optimally utilizing the

amount of radio resources available. The main motivations of the operators would be the

end user satisfaction, not merely the amount of system throughput. Scheduling in the

LTE standard is more challenging than in earlier standards, mainly because earlier stan-

dards were based on single carrier system, (mainly time resources were divided among

the users) in contrast to LTE which is a multicarrier system where system resources

are shared among users both in terms of time and frequency. Hence not necessarily

any scheduling algorithm efficiently designed for a single carrier system performs well in

LTE.

1.1 Motivation and Objective

The evolution of mobile networks to high speed, lP-based infrastructure has put onus on

the network operators to provide quality services to users running differentiated services

on mobile devices. In addition to adding network capacity, the network operators must

devise a policy of efficiently partitioning the network resources. The diverse Quality of

Service (QoS) requirement of different traffic types is shown in Table 1.1 [5]. According to
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TABLE1.1: Comparison of QoE Expectations and Performance Requirements by
Service Type [5].

Services QoE Expectations Performance Attributes
Internet Low - best-effort Variable bandwidth consumption,

Latency and loss tolerant
Enterprise /Business High - critical data High bandwidth consumption,
Services Highly sensitive to latency, High

security
Peer- To-Peer Low - best effort Very-high bandwidth consumption,

Latency and loss tolerant
Voice High - Low latency and Low bandwidth per call, Highly sen-

jitter sitive to latency
Video High - low jitter and Very-high bandwidth consumption,

extremely-low packet Very sensitive to packet loss
loss

Gaming and Interac- High - low packet loss Variable bandwidth consumption,
tive Very sensitive to packet loss, Highly

sensitive to latency

the table, each service has different QoS requirements in terms of packet delay bound,

packet loss rate threshold and bit rate requirements. Furthermore, each traffic type

exhibits different bit rate characteristics. For instance, video traffic exhibits variable

bitrate characteristic along with the the intensive bandwidth requirements. On the

other hand, VolP traffic exhibits constant bitrate characteristic with low bandwidth

needs. Similarly the traffic characteristics of web browsing, FTP, gaming are different.

The heterogeneity in different traffic's bitrate and strict QoS requirements has to be

dealt with a dynamic policy management. The policy management depends upon the

network ability to respond to congestions by gracefully degrading the service quality so

that a minimum level of service quality is maintained by the network. It is important

to note that adding capacity to the wireless network by increasing the spectrum is

an important step which must be taken by the operators to handle the continuous

growth of mobile data. However, capacity enhancement by adding more resources is not

the answer to this complex problem as the resources are limited and expensive. Any

increase in system capacity by increasing the bandwidth would eventually be consumed

by bandwidth hungry applications such as video and peer to peer traffic. Furthermore,

if an operator satisfies the service needs of the users by adding more bandwidth, then it

will be a competitive disadvantage for such an operator against the providers providing

the same services by minimizing cost/quality rather than cost/bit. Advanced Radio

Resource Management (RRM) procedures are one of the key features of 4G wireless

systems which must be exploited by the operators. For instance, one of the features

is the maximization of the system throughput by allocating the resources to the most
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appropriate users (users with the best channel quality). On the other hand, meeting the

service quality requirements of each and every user is also critical. These two objectives

are conflicting and there is a risk in achieving one at the expense of the other. Therefore,

the trade-off between these objectives has to be addressed according to the policy rules

of the operators.

PhysicalResourceBlocks(PRB)

Jj
3.1 metric ¢:J
1.5 metric ¢:J
2.7 metric ¢:J

Scheduler assigns PRB to
user with best metric

wireless channel

FIGURE 1.2: Scheduler overview. A network with live video conversation and video
conferencing flows. The scheduling metric is based on the tight delay bound limit of

each packet.

Packet scheduling is one of the most important functions of RRM and plays a key role in

distributing radio resources among different users with different service needs. It is one

of the key elements in implementing operators' policies. LTE is a multicarrier system

where resources are divided into time and frequency domains. The basic time frequency

resource unit is called a Physical Resource Block (PRB). Defining a radio frequency

allocation (scheduling strategy) on a per-PRB basis, as shown in Figure l.2, is simpler

and easier to implement according to the operator defined policy rules.

An operator's policy can be the prioritization of a particular traffic type w.r.t other traffic

types. For instance, Figure 1.2 shows video conference users competing for resources.

Operators can reserve a bandwidth at the eNodeB for live video confcrcncing flows

and make sure that there is always enough capacity to support live video conversation.

The admission control blocks other traffic types under congestion. On the other hand,
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Physical Resource Blocks (PRB)
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3.1 metric ¢=J
1.5 metric ¢=J
2.7 metric ¢=J

Scheduler assigns PRB to
user with best metric

~ !
~eNB

wireless channel

FIGURE 1.3: Scheduler overview. A network with video streaming flows. The
scheduling metric is based on the video quality function.

operators can place a packet scheduling algorithm at the MAC layer of eNodeB that

guarantees a minimum reserved bandwidth and a maximum delay bound for live video

streaming packets. The scheduling metric considers the strict delay bound of each packet.

In the event of congestion, the packet scheduler always favors live video conversation

flows thus reducing the resource allocation for other traffic types.

In other cases, the operator's policy rule could be a prioritization of video streaming

users as shown in Figure 1.3. Video streaming applications are bandwidth demand-

ing, but their data rates can be adapted. Therefore, operators willing to offer quality

video streaming to the users must adopt a graceful video quality degradation (adapting

the data rate) mechanism to handle the network congestion. Operators must ensure a

minimum perceived video quality satisfaction which must be guaranteed even when the

network is heavily congested.

It is important to note that best-effort traffic constitutes a significant proportion of

mobile traffic as shown in Figure 1.1. Proactive and forward thinking operators would

ensure that even under a congested network. some minimum resource reservation must

be guaranteed. Traffic classes such as video streaming have an important property of

flexible rate adaptation. On the other hand, packets of best-effort traffic have high delay

tolerance, i. e., they can reside in the buffer for a longer period of time as compared to
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FIGURE 1.4: Packet latency of different traffic types to ensure satisfactory QoE.

other applications such as VoIP, video conferencing and video streaming. The delay

tolerant property of best-effort traffic can be exploited by designing a packet scheduling

rule which prioritizes packets of real-time traffic while maintaining a minimum resource

allocation probability for the best-effort traffic. For instance, Figure 1.4 shows that the

packet scheduling function under congestion increases the packet latency of the best-

effort traffic while the packet latency of the VoIP traffic remains constant.

1.2 Areas of Contribution

In this thesis, the aforementioned challenges are addressed. Different solutions to this

complex and complicated problem are provided, Wireless network operators will likely

take an approach split into several phases, starting with the basic QoS aware strategies.

In the first phase, the main focus would be on the VoIP and best-effort traffic types.

then evolving to accommodate other traffic types according to their business model.

Therefore, the proposed solutions fall into the following three categories:

• QoS aware strategies.

• QoE aware strategies.

• Joint QoS and QoE aware strategies.
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1.2.1 QoS aware strategies

The main goal of a packet scheduler is to avoid QoS violations in terms of packet de-

lay and loss rate. According to Table 1.1, different traffic classes have different QoS

parameters. The scheduler must guarantee a limit on packet's delay budget and loss

rate limit according to its QCI (Quality Class Indicator). The QCI is the mechanism

which determines the QoS requirement of each flow (also called radio bearer). For in-

stance, Figure 1.4 shows QoS differentiation between delay sensitive and delay tolerant

traffic types. According to the figure, the increase in network traffic above the system

capacity causes the scheduler to increase the packet delay of the best-effort traffic while

maintaining the delay of VoIP traffic at a constant level. It is important to note that

best-effort traffic can tolerate higher packet delays and its QoE satisfaction level de-

creases marginally with the increase in latency thus the scheduler maintains satisfactory

service even under network congestion. QoS-aware scheduling strategies are interest-

ing, promising and easier in terms of implementation. However, this type of schedulers

require strict admission control as fairness is an inherent feature of the QoS-aware sched-

ulers. Any increase of the incoming traffic above the system capacity would violate the

QoS performance of flows already in the network. Therefore with QoS-aware scheduler

in place, the admission control policy must limit the incoming traffic according to the

system capacity. Video traffic exhibits a highly variable rate (high peak to average rate

ratio) characteristics. Consider a scenario where all the video traffic flows are admitted

according to average rate requirements and the admission control blocks further flows

from entering the network. Under such situation, the network resources may get under

utilized (during lower rate periods of video traffic) or may result in QoS violations during

the peak traffic periods.

1.2.2 QoE aware strategies

Video traffic contributes a major proportion of network traffic as shown in Figure 1.1.

QoE-aware packet scheduling strategies are specifically designed for video streaming

traffic. By considering the content of the video traffic, the scheduler aims to maximize

the perceived video quality. The information on the contents of different video traffic

is provided through cross-layer signaling. Under congestion, the scheduler exploits the

redundancy in the video traffic by either dropping the redundant quality layers present

in the video stream or sends a feedback signal to the video server to perform timely

rate adaptation. These type of schedulers consider different objective functions in the

scheduling decision which are based on the video quality. The main goal of the scheduler

is to maximize the video quality of the streaming users. When the network is heavily
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congested, the scheduler exploits the quality, temporal and spatial redundancy in the

video stream, as shown in Figure 1.5, and drops packets having little contribution to-

wards the overall video quality. Different information can be provided to the scheduler

such as the decoding deadline of a video frame, packet's dependency on other packets,

packet's contribution to the overall video quality.

Optimizing video traffic by designing a separate scheduling function has been gaining

importance mainly because most of the mobile network traffic will be video. There are

many content aware scheduling strategies designed for video traffic. However, content

aware scheduling strategies pose a limitation from an implementation point of view

because of the extensive cross layer signaling requirements. Complex application layer

information such as distortion associated with each video packet, video frame size and

its dependency level, rate and quality of each video layer are required by the scheduling

function. Operators intending to use video quality based scheduling strategies must

introduce new network elements which can parse a video packet and provide information

related to the video streams.

•••• 11. Lay..,r1
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FIGURE 1.5: SVC traffic stream at different scalability level.

1.2.3 Joint QoS and QoE aware strategies

By utilizing the important features of the quality aware strategies discussed above, a

novel quality-aware scheduling framework is proposed. In the framework different traf-

fic types are mapped to different priority classes. The characteristics of Scalable Video
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Coding (SVC) traffic, as shown in Figure 1.5, can be exploited by mapping important

video layers (video layers giving higher video quality at lower bitrate) to higher priority

classes. Similarly, traffic classes with tight delay bound such as video conferencing and

VoIP are assigned a higher priority classes. Under congestion, the scheduling function

decreases the resource allocation probability of less important priority classes and sched-

ules the most important classes. Packet priority mapping of different traffic classes is

based on operators policy rules. The scheduling function depends on packet priority,

packets waiting time in the queue and channel quality, thus allowing different traffic

types to be served with a common scheduling metric, which is not the case in quality

aware strategies discussed above.

The remainder of the chapter presents the thesis structure followed by the description

of LTE design goals and protocol architecture.

1.3 Thesis structure

The structure of the thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 presents the performance assessment methodology of scheduling strategies

proposed in this thesis. The chapter further discusses state-of-the-art features and their

performance over an LTE link layer. The performance is investigated through simula-

tions and complemented by state-of-the-art schedulers performance over an LTE link

layer. The chapter also highlights the main issues and important aspects to consider in

designing a performance setup for quality aware scheduling over LTE.

The proposed quality-aware scheduling strategies are summarized in Figure 1.6. The

remainder of the thesis presents them as follows.

In Chapter 3, an opportunistic packet loss fair strategy for delay sensitive traffic is

proposed. The Opportunistic Packet Loss Fair (OPLF) scheduling algorithm is based

on a simple dynamic priority function which depends on the Head of Line (HOL) packet

delay, the packet loss rate (PLR) and the achievable instantaneous downlink rate of each

user. This algorithm overcomes the main limitations of existing algorithms by exploiting

multi-user frequency diversity in a novel way thus achieving better performance than

state-of-the art algorithms, such as Modified Largest Weighted Delay First (M-LWDF),

Proportional Fair (PF), and Packet Loss Fair (PLF), in terms of throughput, PLR and

fairness among users.

In Chapter 4, a fair downlink scheduling strategy for different traffic classes is proposed.

The goal is to allocate the available resources efficiently, but also to guarantee fairness
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FIGURE1.6: Tree diagram of the proposed scheduling rules.

among the different users and traffic classes (including real-time and best effort traf-

fic). Existing QoS aware scheduling strategies, such as M-LWDF, Exponential (EXP),

Exponential Proportional Fair (EXP-PF) and the Log based scheduling rules, prioritize

real-time traffic by considering rules based on the HOL packet delay and the tolerated

packet loss rate, whereas they serve best-effort traffic by considering the elassical PF

rule. These scheduling rules do not prevent resource starvation for non-real-time traffic.

On the other side, if both real-time and non real-time traffic are scheduled according

to the PF rule, delay sensitive applications suffer from delay-bound violations. In order

to fairly distribute the resources among different service classes according to their QoS

requirements and channel conditions, the concept of fuzzy logic is employed. Fuzzy logic

is ideally suited for problems where a definite mathematical solution is not available.

The information about the changes in the radio channel and the traffic rate of each user

is uncertain. Fuzzy logic can deal with such situations because of its capability to make

approximate reasoning. By employing the fuzzy logic concept, all the traffic elasses are

served with one priority metric. Simulation results show better intra-elass and inter-elass

fairness than state-of-the-art scheduling rules, without penalizing the system efficiency.

The proposed scheduling framework enables to appropriately balance urgency of traffic,

system throughput, and fairness.

Chapter 3 and 4 discuss non-content aware strategies, where the service quality of the

received video is measured in generic terms of packet delay, packet loss rate or data rate.
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In general, these methods exploit the variability of the wireless channel over time and

across users, allocating a majority of the available resources to users with good channel

quality who can support higher data rates, while maintaining fairness across multiple

users. In this context, these strategies utilize a scheduling rule, which is defined as either

a function of each user's average throughput, or of each users packet loss rate or delay

of the HOL packet.

Video quality, however, is not a simple function of the data rate, delay or data loss but it

is rather affected differently by the impact of losses and errors in different segments of the

video stream. This is highlighted in an Scalable Video Coding (SVC) bitstream, which

consists of one base layer and multiple enhancement layers. As long as the base layer

is received, the receiver can decode the video stream. As more enhancement layers are

received, the decoded video quality is improved. In multi-user video transmission, this

introduces a type of multi-user content diversity that can be exploited by content-aware

scheduling policies in optimizing the utilization of the network resource. Therefore by

relying on cooperative game theory and in particular on the Nash bargaining solution

(NBS), downlink scheduling strategies for scalable video transmission to multiple users

is proposed in Chapter 5. In the first part of the Chapter, a novel utility metric based on

video quality is introduced which is used in conjunction with a quality-driven scheduler.

Results show that the proposed strategy outperforms throughput based strategies and
in particular it enables the operator of the mobile system to select the level of fairness

for different users in a cell based on its business model. In the second part of the

chapter, an Opportunistic Proportional Fair (OPF) scheduling strategy is presented.

The priority function on each PRil, considering the time-averaged frame significance

and bit throughput, efficiently exploits the multi-user diversity as compared to state-

of-the-art strategies. Simulation results confirm the efficient exploitation of time and

frequency diversity by showing an improvement in the objective video quality of each

user as compared to state-of-the-art strategies.

In Chapter 6, a novel scheduling strategy based on packet priority has been designed.

This scheduling strategy targets at offering an appropriate trade-off between efficiency

and fairness by considering packet importance in addition to the channel quality of each

user, average throughput, and HOL delay.

The proposed strategy reduces the need for cross-layer signaling and frequent end-to-end

link probing required by other cross-layer approaches.

The approach is based on the following key features
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• Exploitation of application layer packet marking: The emerging SVC standard

splits the encoded video stream in different layers of different importance. It is

possible to mark packets belonging to different layers with layer information.

• Exploitation of QoE based mapping of SVC layers into priority classes: The map-

ping can be done at the PDN Gateway (P-GW), thus enabling the mobile operator

to perform optimal prioritization, achieving the maximum overall QoE under the

constraint of network resources. Video layers achieving maximum video quality

(Mean Opinion Score (MOS)) for a given bandwidth are prioritized.

• Opportunistic scheduler: The scheduler exploits QoE-based packet marking and

targets at minimizing delay bound violations for the most important priority

classes. Exploiting packet marking at the link layer decreases the need for link

probing from the base station to the video servers.

• Rate adaptation at the link layer via class-based admission control on the video
layers: jointly with the proposed scheduler, this enables appropriate exploitation

of the resources when the system is loaded above its capacity.

It should be noted that parts of this thesis have been published in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12].

1.4 LTE design goals and protocol architecture

LTE is a major advancement in terms of physical layer technology in the cellular

paradigm with respect to previous releases of 3GPP, with the adoption of OFDM (Or-

thogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) as the main new concept in cellular tech-

nology; LTE takes benefit from this technology to achieve its design goals, reported in

Table 1.2. Some of its salient features include fully switched packet core, only one node

in the radio access network, called eNodeB which links the mobile stations, called UE

(User Equipment), to the core network which achieves very low latency in user plane as

well as control plane. LTE (like previous 3GPP releases) relies heavily on AMC (Adap-

tive Modulation and Coding) and HARQ (Hybrid Automatic Repeat request) to achieve

gains in throughput.

Multimedia applications contribute a major portion of applications in next generation

wireless networks. Video streaming is one of the multimedia applications which must be

supported efficiently by the LTE standard. QoS (Quality of Service) requirements for

video streaming are quite stringent and must be met for all active flows. Hence MAC

layer scheduling becomes extremely important in determining the overall performance

of an LTE system. Traditional scheduling is divided into channel aware and channel
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unaware. Channel aware schedulers take channel information into account and maxi-

mize the cell throughput (link efficiency in terms of bits/sec/Hz) [13J. Maximization

of cell throughput for real-time applications does not provide a fair system. Efficient

scheduling schemes must provide a fair service and all the active flows in the system

must get a minimum guaranteed service by efficiently utilizing the spectrum. AMC and

HARQ are the basis which provides a framework for an efficient channel aware schedul-

ing strategy. Before highlighting the importance of AMe and HARQ for an efficient

scheduling, the characteristics of the different layers in the LTE protocol architecture

are shortly summarized below:

The major design goals for 3GPP release 8 are reported in Table 1.2 [6].

TABLE1.2: LTE design goals [6]

Scalable Bandwidth 1.4, 3, 3.2, 5, 10, 15 and 20 MIIz.
Peak Data Rate Up to 100 Mbps for 20 MHz in downlink

for uplink up to 50 Mbps.
Number of transmit and receive 4 * 2, 2 * 2, 1 * 2 and 1 * 1.
antennas for downlink, Tx • Rx
Number of transmit and receive 1 * 2 and 1 * 1.
antennas for uplink, Tx • Rx
Spectrum Efficiency 3 to 4 times with respect to High Speed

Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) in
Downlink and 2 to 3 times in Uplink.

Latency Control-plane less than 50-100 ms, User-
plane less than 10 ms.

Mobility High performance at speed up to 120
km/hr and maintain link speed up to 350
km/hr.

Coverage Optimal performance up to 5 km radius
and slight degradation up to 5-30Km, op-
eration up to 100 km may be supported.

1.4.1 Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP)

The main function of this layer is to compress the header in the incoming IP packet

[14]; as there is no circuit switching, the entire architecture is packet switched, hence

compression (especially for VoIP) becomes very important. Robust Header compression

(RORe) is the protocol used for compression; ROHe can reduce the IP header size from

40 bytes to approximately 1 to 4 bytes. PDCP is also responsible for the security of user

plane data, RRC (Radio Resource Control) data and NAS (Non access stratum) data.

RORe is performed before the security operation (encryption, decryption, integrity

protection) as ROHe cannot compress encrypted packet.
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1.4.2 Radio Link Control (RLC)

In 3GPP release 7, the main RLC functions (segmentation, concatenation, in sequence

delivery through Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ)) were performed by a separate node

called RNC (Radio network controller). In LTE there is only one node called eNodeB

in the radio access architecture, hence RLC is located in eNodeB [15]. Apart from seg-

menting and concatenating the compressed IP packets, RLC provides reliability through

ARQ operation. RLC is operated in two modes: AM (Acknowledged Mode), where RLC

requests retransmission of the missing protocol data units (PDUs) from the transmitting

entity, this mode is mainly used for TCP-based applications where reliability is more im-

portant. For delay sensitive applications (VoIP or video) UM (Unacknowledged Mode)

is used in which missing PDUs are not requested for retransmission. It is important

to note that almost all the errors due to the dynamic nature of the wireless channel

are handled by a much more efficient and fast (ideal for delay sensitive application)

retransmission mechanism called HARQ (Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request). Hence

a question arises about the retransmission mechanism (ARQ) at RLC. MAC (Medium
Access Control) based HARQ can transfer erroneous packets to the RLC in the event

of ACK/NAK (HARQ Acknowledge/Non-Acknowledge) corruption, for instance when

NAK (due to noise) is interpreted as ACK. The possibility of this event to occur is low,

approximately 1% [6], which is however still high when considering that the maximum

data rate which LTE can support is 100 Mbps. According to [16] for TCP based ap-

plications the probability that a packet may be lost should be less than 10-5• Hence

ARQ at RLC becomes extremely important for TCP based traffic. Since RLC and MAC

layer resides in one node in LTE, there is a tighter interaction between RLC and HARQ,

hence RLC retransmissions are faster in LTE than the previous releases of 3GPP.

1.4.3 MAC (Medium Access Control)

The MAC layer performs HARQ retransmissions, scheduling (both uplink and downlink)

[17], and handles control and traffic channels [18]. Traffic channels carry user data.

Control channels, also called logical channels, are extremely important for the operation

of LTE. From the MAC layer, the RLC layer uses services in the form of logical channels,

as reported below.

1.4.3.1 Control channels

Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH): Important system information such as operat-

ing bandwidth, cell ID and other important configuration information are transmitted
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through this channel. User Equipment (UE) accesses this information before entering

the system, eNodeB continuously broadcasts all the configuration information on this

channel. When a UE wants to access the system resources, it acquires all the configura-

tion information broadcasted by the eNodeB.

Paging Control Channel (PCCR): In the event of unknown UE location, this control

channel is used to page the UE so that cell level location of the UE is known to the

network. Paging message is sent to the UE, which returns its cell location to the network.

Dedicated Control Channel: This channel is used to individually configure each UE;

information such as handover message is carried over this channel. Hence whenever

there is a need for an individual configuration of UE, this control channel is used.

Multicast Control Channel: This channel is used to control multicast information car-

ried over Multicast Traffic channel. Control information related to MBMS (Multimedia

Broadcast and Multicast Service) is transmitted over this channel.

Multicast Traffic Channel: All the multicast transmissions (MBMS from eNodeB to

UEs) are carried over this channel. MBMS services first introduced in the release 6

of 3GPP which makes it possible to transmit same content across multiple users, thus

paving the way for Mobile TV services. MBMS is further divided in to broadcast and

multicast services. In broadcast, part of the radio resources in a cell is reserved and

all UEs (subscribed to this service) received the transmitted signal. It is important to

note that there is no need to track the UEs (as done in unicast transmission) in the

RAN (Radio Access Network). A user subscribed to this service simply receives the

content without informing the network. On the other hand in multicast service a group

is formed called a multicast group, each UE joined this group by notifying the network

so that appropriate amount of radio resources can be assigned.

Dedicated Traffic Channel: - Actual user data is transmitted over this channel.

1.4.3.2 Transport channels

In order to offer services to the MAC layer, the physical layer provides transport chan-

nels. Transport channels carry user data, and the format and the characteristics with

which the data is transmitted over the radio interface is specified by the MAC layer.

The MAC (MAC scheduler) layer decides the type of modulation, coding, the size of

the transport block (number of used PRBs) and also antenna mapping when MIMO

(Multiple Input Multiple Output) mode is used. These characteristics specify the trans-

portation format of the TB (Transport Block) and are called Transport Format. One
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TB (two in MIMO mode) is transmitted over the radio interface in each Transmission

Time Interval (TTl). For information on TTl in LTE see section 1.5.1.

Broadcast Channel (BCH): It is used to transport information on the BCCH channel.

Format with which this information is transmitted is fixed, generally the most robust

modulation and coding scheme is used i.e. Transport Format is always fixed so that

there is a high probability of acquiring the broadcast information over the dynamic

channel.

Paging Channel: It is used to transport information on the pccn channel. In the LTE

standard paging time is kept fixed, so that mobile terminals remains in the sleep mode

(in the event of no transmission) and wake up only (according to the predefined time)

in the event of paging time instant. This feature saves the battery power of the mobile

terminal.

Downlink Shared Channel (DL-SCH): Downlink data is transported over this channel.

MAC layer specifies the Transport Format according to which modulation scheme, cod-
ing rate are specified for each user. All the important features like HARQ, spatial

multiplexing and link adaptation are supported by this channel. It is important to note

that this channel transmits user data in the unicast mode only, that is broadcast and

multicast data is not supported.

Uplink Shared Channel (UL-SCH): Similar to the DL-SCH instead of downlink, all the

features are used for uplink.

Multicast Channel: This channel is used to transport multicast and broadcast data

within a cell or from one cell to another. All the MBMS data is transported on this

channel.

1.4.4 Physical Layer

The main operations of the physical layer include coding, HARQ operation (the phys-

ical layer performs the soft combining operation in which redundancy information is

increased in each retransmission), modulation and multi antenna processing in case of

MIMO (Multiple Input and Multiple Output). The PRB, shown in Figure 1.8, is the

basic transmission unit. PRBs are controlled by the MAC layer and these are assigned

to different UEs according to certain criteria (such as channel conditions, buffer status

of each user). After MAC layer scheduling, a decision is taken about the assignment

of PRBs to different UEs. These assigned PRBs are then processed by the physical

layer which performs CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) operation. The CRC bits are

attached to each PRB, then FEC (Forward Error Correction) through Turbo coding
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is applied to each PRB. After FEC, modulation is performed. It is important to note

that modulation scheme and coding rate is determined by scheduler at the MAC layer.

UE receives the transmitted signal, demodulate and decode the signal, and informs the

HARQ at the MAC layer about the status of the transmission. In the event of erroneous

transmission, the erroneous packet is kept at the HARQ buffer and NAK is sent to the

MAC layer scheduler at the eNodeB.

1.5 LTE transmission schemes

Physical layer OFDM and MAC layer OFDMA offer considerable improvements over

3GPP's previous technologies such as UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication Sys-

tem) and High Speed Packet Access (HSPA). The use of OFDM is a novel concept in

cellular systems: previously single carrier modulation was employed, which results in a

considerable amount of lSI (Inter Symbol Interference). lSI is the result of the delay

spread in a signal due to the multipath effect. In the single carrier system if the data
rate increases the symbol time decreases. In the event of considerable increase in the

data rate one symbol can spill in to the adjacent symbol, thus lSI imposes an upper limit

on the data rate in a single carrier system. In the frequency domain, multipath propa-
gation causes different amounts of distortion (phase shift) and the signal arrives at the

receiver out of phase which further limits the capacity of the system. In order to combat

multipath propagation, channel inversion or rake equalizers are employed, which causes

a complex channel equalizer implementation. The complexity exponentially increases

above 5 MHz.

Contrary to the single carrier system, OFDM utilizes narrow band subcarriers which

results in long symbol duration and thus an increase in the data rate can be achieved

by simply increasing the number of sub carriers (increase in the parallel data stream).

All the sub carriers are tightly spaced and are orthogonal to adjacent subcarriers; this

causes an efficient and flexible use of bandwidth. Another remarkable feature of OFDM

is the use of cyclic prefix that further combats the lSI. Cyclic prefix is simply a fixed

duration of guard band. The only disadvantage of OFDM is a considerable increase

in the signal's peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). The single carrier system utilizes

GMSK (Gaussian minimum shift keying) and PSK (phase shift keying) which produces a

constant envelope modulation which results in a linear operation of power amplifiers. In

OFDMA larger PAPR causes the power amplifier to be operated in the clipping regions

(maximum and minimum amplitude of the signal) which decreases the efficiency of the

RFPA (Radio Frequency Power Amplifier). Due to the reduced efficiency, higher RFPA

are required which results in more power consumption at the base station. Due to the
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limited power capability of the mobile terminal SC-FDMA (Single Carrier-Frequency

Domain Multiple Access) is employed. For more information on SC-FDMA refer to [6J.

This chapter mainly focuses on LTE downlink, thus the remaining discussion will mainly

focus on the LTE downlink transmission.

1.5.1 LTE Frame Architecture

In the LTE standard two frame structures are defined, one for TDD (Time Division

Duplexing) referred as frame structure Type 2 and the other used for both TDD and

FDD (Frequency Division Duplexing) referred as frame structure Type 1. The total

duration of a downlink frame is 10 ms, which comprises of 20 slots of 0.5 IDS each, as

shown in Figure 1.7. A frame is further divided into 10 subframes; the duration of each

subframe is 1 ms, i.e., two slots equal one subframe, which is also called a Transmission

Time Interval (TTl). The PRB is a basic time-frequency resource which comprises of a

set of 12 contiguous sub-carriers over one slot as shown in Figure 1.8. This is the basic
resource unit allocated by the scheduler, i.e., resources are allocated in units of PRB.
The number of PRBs available depends upon the system bandwidth, ranging from 6 in

1.4 MHz up to 100 in 2011Hz bandwidth.

There are seven OFDM symbols in one slot, with each symbol is separated by a guard

interval called cyclic prefix (normal cyclic prefix); this makes a total of 84 resource

elements (7 OFDM symbols x 12 sub-carriers). When the extended cyclic prefix is used

there are six OFDM symbols per slot, which makes a total of 72 resource elements as

compared to 84 resource elements with the normal cyclic prefix. Therefore, the extended

cyclic prefix has more overheads (large guard intervals) but such mode is more robust

in an environment where delay spread is an issue. In the remainder of this thesis, the

normal cyclic prefix mode is considered and frame structure Type 1 (FDD duplexing)

is used. The remainder of this chapter presents the basic state-of-the-art scheduling

strategies.
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FIGURE 1.7: LTE radio frame length.
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FIGURE 1.8: Basic PRB architecture.

1.6 Channel dependent scheduling in LTE

The time-frequency resource is dynamically assigned among the users in LTE, whereas

in HSPA the resources are divided in terms of time and channelization code. In shared

channel transmission the LTE scheduler plays a key role in dividing the resources among

the users. The scheduler decides which user will get what amount of resources (PRBs).

Scheduling decisions are taken at 1 ms intervals. By exploiting multiuser channel diver-

sity, considerable gain can be achieved, hence the throughput achieved by the scheduler

can be greatly increased if the scheduler takes channel conditions into account. The

same concept was employed in HSPA where the scheduler selects the users whose chan-

nel conditions are better, thus maximizing the cell throughput. Because of the OFDMA

technology, LTE utilizes not only the time domain variations but also the frequency

domain variations. Each UE periodically or aperiodically (depending on the system

configuration) sends instantaneous channel quality information to the base station (eN-

odeB). Based on this channel quality information, the scheduler allocates the appropriate

PRBs which face less attenuation for each UE. There are different feedback granularities

in the standard, for instance the UE can send just a single Channel Quality Indicator or

a separate CQI for each PRB. The scheduler then carries out the averaging, i.e., it maps

the signal to interference noise ratio experienced by the PRBs into one (equivalent) Ad-

ditive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) SNR. One of the mostly used averaging methods

is the MIESM (Mutual Information Effective SNR Mapping) [19] [20]. After resource
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allocation, the scheduler uses the MIESM method to calculate a single CQI value to be
used for all the allocated PRBs of a particular UE.

After a short description of the LTE protocol architecture, Chapter 2 discusses the
performance assessment methodology in analyzing the performance of novel scheduling
strategies proposed in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6.



Chapter 2

Scheduling for LTE wireless
systems - Performance
Assessment Methodology

The performance or dependability analysis of modern complex systems is a huge chal-

lenge which can be addressed either via analysis or via simulation. With analytical

methods, the reader can easily understand and verify the proof of the analytical nu-

meric method employed in solving the research problem. The performance analysis

using the analytical method requires a mathematical model. However, the application

of the analytical approach becomes inapplicable with the increase in size and complex-

ity of the model. In order to cope with the the dynamic nature and size of the model,

approximation methods (approximating an analytical numeric method) are employed.

The use of approximation methods becomes inaccurate for large complex systems having

complex dynamic properties.

The system model for radio resource allocation includes several complex sub-models

which change both in the time and frequency domains, for instance the impact of the

channel model, exhibiting fading and multi-path propagation phenomena which affect

the radio resources both in the time and frequency domains. The probabilistic nature of

the incoming traffic, coupled with the multi-user downlink scenario with dynamic channel

quality, pose a huge challenge in the mathematical modeling of such systems. Such

models can be approximated by using a restrictive assumptions on the arrival process

of the traffic and changes in channel quality over time. It is important to note that

the contribution of this thesis includes novel QoS, QoE and joint QoS and QoE aware

scheduling algorithms under different scenarios achieving different goals. Therefore,

developing analytical numerical models for each of the underlying scenarios with different

21
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FIG URE 2.1: Performance assessment setup used in the thesis for the analysis of novel
scheduling strategies proposed in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6.

goals would require restrictive assumptions and may result in inaccuracies. The use of

the simulation methodology in analyzing the performance of non-linear complex systems

with diverse goals is becoming increasingly useful. In order to analyze the performance

of the novel scheduling strategies proposed in this thesis, the simulation methodology is

used as the main tool. The proposed performance assessment setup is shown in Figure

2.1. According to the figure. the important entities used in the assessment setup are:

• Wireless channel: The wireless channel is an important entity as all the impair-

ments on radio resources are due to path-loss, multi-path propagation and other

fading phenomena.

• LTE physical layer: Wireless simulators evaluating the radio resource management

algorithms generally utilize a system level simulator in which the physical layer

of the wireless network is used as an abstraction. On the other hand, a link

level simulator has a complete set of physical layer procedures implemented. In

this work, all the proposed scheduling strategies are implemented on top of the

complete physical layer procedure of an LTE system.

• LTE ~IAC layer: The novel scheduling algorithms proposed in this thesis are

developed at the ~AC layer (at the eNodeB) of an LTE system. The ~IAC layer

is responsible for assigning radio resources to different users in the network.
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• Application layer: The proposed scheduling strategies deal with cross-layer (mainly
for video traffic) working of the application, MAC and physical layers. Therefore,
the application layer plays an important role in the performance assessment setup.

It provides important information about the quality and rate characteristics of the
video stream.

The remainder of the chapter discuses in detail the design of the performance assessment
setup. Section 2.1 discusses the link layer implementation in a simulation platform
utilized in this thesis. Section 2.2 presents some of the basic simulation scenarios from
the link layer of the simulator. Section 2.3 presents the complete design of the proposed
set up, shown in Figure 2.1, consisting of newly built blocks for the performance analysis
of novel quality aware scheduling strategies designed in the subsequent chapters.

2.1 Simulation Platform

There are several simulation platforms available for simulating wireless communication
systems, such as OMNET++, OPNET, NS-2 and 1iATLAB. Considering the LTE phys-
ical and MAC layer features, all the built in libraries and features of all the simulators
are studied in detail. All the LTE physical layers features such as HARQ soft combining,
Turbo coding, AMC and CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) are implemented in the C++
based simulator [4] in MATLAB. The simulator provides physical layer features such as
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and IFFT (Inverse Fast Fourier Transform). In order to
investigate the performance of the scheduling algorithms, a link-level simulator built on
MATLAB's object oriented features is selected as the simulation platform with all the
basic features of an LTE physical layer. In the subsequent sections, the MATLAB based
link level simulation environment for LTE is discussed.

2.1.1 Basic building block of the simulator

The basic building blocks of the simulator are given in Figure 2.2. According to the
figure, the transmitter (eNodeB) and the receiver (UE) are linked by the channel model.
The downlink data from transmitter to the receiver is passed through the channel model
whereas the signaling and all feedbacks (Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) and ACK-
jNAK) are assumed to be error free. This assumption is realistic as the most robust
modulation and coding scheme is employed for the protection of all the signaling and
feedbacks. The signaling from eNodeB to the UE includes information such as the type
of modulation, coding (FEe), HARQ process id, scheduling and precoding parameters.
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The signaling from UE to the eNodeB includes Channel state and ACKjNAK Infor-

mation. The channel state information is further divided into CQI, Preceding Matrix

Indicator (PMI) and Rank Indicator (RI) [21]. The link level simulator allows for an

adaptive as well as fixed modulation and coding scheme (MCS).

AWGN channel model

Typical Urban channel model

Flat Rayleigh channel model

TX
Signalling------ -- -~--------.----

~IChannel model I
RX

COl feedback

ACK/NAKsfeedback

I Delay I

FIGURE 2.2: Basic building blocksof the link level simulator [3).

Table 2.1 reports all the important parameters of the simulator. Different scenarios can

be simulated by simply changing the parameter type. For instance, when the parameter

related to the number of UEs is set to 1 then the single user downlink scenario is

simulated. In order to simulate a multi-user scenario, multiple instances of the UE

class is created. The simulator also allows for a static as well as dynamic setting of the

modulation and coding scheme. The static MCS scheme can be used to evaluate the

throughput performance of a particular MCS scheme over different SNR ranges. On

the other hand, dynamic MCS utilizes the modulation and coding scheme depending

upon the CQI feedback. The parameters given in the table can be changed to test

novel algorithms under different scenarios which is not the case in analytical numerical

methods. For instance, a numerical model used for a single user system cannot be

directly utilized for a multi-user scenario. Simulation methodology gives flexibility for

performance comparison of different algorithms under different scenarios.
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TABLE2.1: Table ofimportant simulation parameters.

Parameters Typical values
Number of base stations to simulate 1
Number of user equipments to simulate 1
Operating bandwidth (in Hz), allowed values are 1.4 MHz, 3 1.4e6, 3e6, 5e6 or lOe6
MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz, 15 MHz, 20MHz
1: Single Antenna, 2: Transmit Diversity, 3: Open Loop 1: Single Antenna
Spatial Multiplexing 4: Closed Loop SM
Number of transmit antennas at eNodeB 1
Number of receive antennas at UE 1
Channel's fading model. Typical values are fast and Block BlockFading
fading model
Channel model Typical Urban (TU)
Scheduler type. Typical options are proportional fair and best cqi
best cqi scheduler
Static or Dynamic: whether the scheduler will statically or dynamic
dynamically assign CQIs.
Adaptive modulation coding (AMC): Whether AMC is uti- set
lized or not
Maximum number of HARQ retransmissions, not including 3
the original transmission. 0, 1, 2 or 3.
Normal or Extended cyclic prefix normal
Delay the uplink channel will introduce (in TTIs) 1

2.1.2 Transmitter structure

The block diagram of the transmitter is shown in Figure 2.3. The design of the transmit-

ter follows the standard proposed in [22][23][24]. PRBs assigned to a UE depend upon

the scheduling decisions and the number of bits scheduled depends upon the number of

PRBs assigned. CQI feedback plays an important role in determining the number of

transmitted data bits to each of the UEs. In the standard, UEs report their instanta-

neous channel quality by means of a quantized feedback called CQI. There are different

feedback granularities in the standard, for instance the user can send just a single CQI

for the whole bandwidth or a separate CQI for each PRB. If according to the scheduling

decision more than one PRB, with different CQI values on each PRB, are assigned to

a user then it is necessary to calculate an average supported CQI value. The scheduler

carries out the averaging, i.e., it maps the Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR)

experienced by the allocated PRBs into one (equivalent) AWGN Signal to Noise Ra-
tio (SNR). There are two averaging methods supported by the simulator which are

Mutual Information Effective SNR Mapping (MIESM) and Exponential Effective SINR

Mapping (EESM) [25] [261 [19]. After resource allocation, the scheduler uses either the
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MIESM or the EESM (depending up on the status of the LTE_params variable in the

Load parameter file) method to calculate the number of data bits allowed for each of

the UEs.
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FIGURE 2.3: Transmitter structure of the link level simulator [3].

After a single CQI value to be used for all the allocated PREs of a scheduled user

is calculated, the next step is the evaluation of the modulation and coding scheme

associated with the CQI index. Table 2.2 shows all the CQI values used in the LTE

standard. Each CQI value corresponds to a particular coding rate and modulation

scheme. CQI '1' has the most robust set of coding and modulation used by AMC

(Adaptive Modulation and Coding) when channel quality is extremely poor. On the

other hand CQI '15', associated to the least robust modulation and coding set, is used

when channel conditions are at its best so that the maximum rate can be achieved. The

spectral efficiency is 0.1523 bits/s/Hz when the CQI index is one. In order to transmit 78

data bits (for CQI index of 1), the total number of transmitted bits are 1024 as shown

in the table (the coding rate is 1~~4 = 0.07617). The associated modulation scheme

with the CQI index of 1 is Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK) which provides

2 bits per symbol (16-Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) provides 4 bits per

symbol). Therefore, the spectral efficiency for a CQI index of 1 is 0.07617 * 2 = 0.1523.

Similarly the spectral efficiency for other CQI values are given in Table 2.2. After the

modulation and coding step, the multiple antenna process is applied which comprises

a layer mapping and precoding steps. The output signal of the IFFT block is fed to
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the Cyclic Prefix (CP) insertion block. The main function of the cyclic insertion is to

avoid Inter Symbol Interference. If the channel impulse response is greater than the

symbol duration then the effect of the previous symbol can be avoided by the removal

of CP at the receiver. According to the standard, the simulator allows for two types of

CP. The normal CP consists of 6 OFDM symbols in a 0.5 ms slot. On the other hand

extended CP comprises 7 OFDM symbols in a slot, thus resulting in a reduction in the

data payload and an increase in the guard interval. The normal mode is useful for small

and medium area cell simulations whereas the extended mode is useful for simulating

larger areas having extreme time dispersion.

TABLE 2.2: - LTE Channel Quality Indicators.

CQI MODULATION Coding rate * 1024 Efficiency
1 QPSK 78 0.1523
2 QPSK 120 0.2344
3 QPSK 193 0.3770
4 QPSK 308 0.6016
5 QPSK 449 0.8770
6 QPSK 602 1.1758
7 16QAM 378 1.4766
8 16QAM 490 1.9141
9 16QAM 616 2.4063
10 64QAM 466 2.7305
11 64QAM 567 3.3223
12 64QAM 666 3.9023
13 64QAM 772 4.5234
14 64QAM 873 5.1152
15 64QAM 948 5.5547

2.1.3 Receiver structure

The design of the UE receiver is shown in Figure 2.4. The information about the PRB

allocation and type of MCS to use for disassembling them is signaled by the eNodeB.

After disassemble of the PRBs, the detection algorithm is carried out by using either the

Zero Forcing or the Linear Minimum Mean Square Error or the Soft Sphere Decoding

strategy. Data bits are produced by decoding the detected soft bits. If the decoded data

bits results in an error then the NAK signal is generated by the receiver. On the other

hand, if the resulted data bits are not in error then the ACK signal is generated by

the receiver. It is important to note that the LTE standard requires channel feedback

information for the the scheduler at the eNodeB so that the instantaneous channel

conditions can be exploited. Therefore, the UE must feedback the CQI, RI and the PM!

information to the eNodeB. Therefore, the channel quality feedbacks along with the
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ACK/NAK feedback are transmitted by the UE and received by the eNodeB after the

specified delay. In order to simulate a multi-user downlink scenario, the object oriented

programming features are utilized according to which multiple instances of the receiver

are created. Each object of the receiver is characterized by a specific signal-to-noise

ratio thus allowing each UE to have its own channel characteristics. Furthermore, the

feedback signals from receiver to the transmitter are characterized by a specific delay.

The amount of delay is set according to the simulation scenario. For instance, if the

uplink delay parameter is set to 1 then CQI and ACK/NAK feedbacks are available

after every TTl.
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FIGURE 2.4: Receiverstructure of the link level simulator [31.

2.1.4 Channel model

The simulator support both the AWGN and the Typical Urban (TU) channel model.

AWGN channel model includes linear impairment of white noise which follows a Gaus-

sian distribution of amplitude. It is the simplest form of a channel model which does

not consider frequency selective fading, interference and non-linear dispersion due to

reflection and refraction. This channel model is more suited to satellite and deep sea

communications. Typical urban is also a statistical channel model which takes into ac-

count the radio signals fading in a heavily built-up urban environments. This channel

model is more suited for tropospheric and ionospheric signal propagation. The channel
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impairment in TU model follows a Rayleigh distribution and it is most applicable for

environments having no dominant propagation along line of sight between the trans-

mitter and receiver. The channel model requires the average SNR for each of the UEs

thus allowing the execution of simulation scenarios having diverse channel quality UEs.

The simulator does not provide the path loss impact, therefore the path loss model is

incorporated into the simulator by providing output of a newly designed link budget

class as the input to the channel model class as shown in Figure 2.5. The RATA model

[271 [281for urban areas is used as the path loss model for radio frequency propagation.

Each UE is associated with a particular distance from the eNodeB. The IIATA model
for urban areas is formulated as:

SNRu = 69.55 +26.16 10glOf -13.82 10glOhB- CH + [44.9 - 6.55 10glOhB110glOd (2.1)

for small or medium sized cities:

CH = 0.8 + (1.110glOf - 0.7)hM - 1.5610glOf (2.2)

and for large cities:

if 150 s f s 200

if 200 s f s 1500
(2.3)

where

• SNRu = Signal to noise ratio in dB.

• hB = Height of an eNodeB antenna, 32 m.

• tiu = Height of the UE antenna, in meters, 1.5 m.

• f = Transmission frequency, 2110 MHz.

• d = Distance between eNodeB and UE.

• CH = Antenna height correction factor.
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FIGURE 2.5: Channel model of the link level simulator 14]. Integration of path-loss
model in the link level simulator.

2.2 Simulations scenarios

By utilizing the object oriented features of the simulator, two types of simulations are

utilized in this thesis. Each simulation type results in different computation complexity.

The first type is a single downlink setting which covers the link between one eNodeB

and one UE. Single downlink set-up allows for the investigation of AMC and feedback

optimization, HARQ performance analysis, physical layer modeling for system level

simulations [29J, channel encoding and decoding modeling [30J. The second type of

simulation is a single cell multi-user downlink setting which covers the links between an

eNodeB and multiple UEs. This set-up allows for the investigation of multi-user resource

allocation strategies [31J [32J which enables the study of multi-user rate regions. The

work done in this thesis mainly utilizes the second type of simulation which deals with

the multi-user resource allocation problems in a single cell scenario, whereas the first

type of simulation studies the performance of HARQ and AMC. It is important to note

that the code of the transmitter, receiver and channel model is written using the object

oriented features, thus allowing a readable and maintainable code. The code can be

easily adapted to the quality aware multi-user resource allocation and scheduling. The

subsequent sections presents the basic single and multi-user downlink scenarios.
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2.2.1 Simulation of single downlink scenarios

The dynamic nature of the wireless channel causes highly unpredictable variations in

the errors. Link adaptation which incorporates Adaptive Modulation and Coding has

been effective in improving the link efficiency. However, receiver's noise, unpredictable

variations in the interference and fast fading effect cannot be combated. Hence all

wireless communication systems incorporate FEC (Forward Error Correction). The

increased redundancy in the transmitted signal causes errors to be detected and subset

of all errors to be corrected at the receiver. Apart from FEC, another method to combat

wireless transmission errors is the use of ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request) technique.

Error detecting codes (typically CRC) are applied at the transmitter; the receiver detects

the erroneous packets and asks the transmitter to retransmit the erroneous packets.

HARQ utilizes both FEC and ARQ. In this section, some basic single downlink scenarios

are simulated, thus allowing for the study of HARQ and AMC performance which are

very important in designing efficient, in terms of bits/sec/Hz, scheduling strategies.

In order to analyze the performance of HARQ, a single downlink scenario is simulated.

The number of UEs to simulate is set to 1 therefore, only a single instance of a UE

is simulated. The parameter related to the operating bandwidth is set to 1.4e6. The

bandwidth parameter does not play an important role since the main goal of the simula-

tions is to analyze the link performance with and without HARQ. Since it is a single user

downlink scenario therefore all the parameters related to multi-user downlink scheduling

does not have any impact. Single Input Single Output (SISO) mode (1 Tx and 1 Rx an-

tennas) is utilized in all the simulations. In order to simulate the channel model between

the UE and eNodeB, Typical Urban channel is utilized. It is important to note that the

channel model requires an SNR value for the link between the UE and eNodeB. In the

first set of simulations, HARQ retransmission parameter is set to ° thus indicating that

a packet is dropped when a NAK is received. There are six set of simulations under SNR

values of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 dB. The seeond set of simulations are repeated with the

HARQ parameter set to 3. Under this scenario when a packet is unsuccessfully decoded

at the UE, the packet is not dropped at the eNodeB and is resent. The packet is stored

at the buffer until the fifth NAK (unsuccessful decoding of the fourth retransmission) is

received. In such an event, the packet is considered as lost if ARQ is not utilized at the

RLC.

In HARQ a method called soft combining is used. In soft combining an erroneously

received packet is not discarded but retained in the receiver's buffer, and then combined

with the next retransmission, hence the error correcting capability is further increased

in the next retransmission. LTE HARQ is based on soft combining. Soft combining

(handled by physical layer) is further divided into Chase combining and incremental
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FIGURE 2.6: Throughput (Mbps) achieved with different SNR values for HARQ with
maximum = 0 and 3 retransmissions.

redundancy. In Chase combining packets with the same set of coded bits, or in other

words the same version of the packet, is retransmitted, whereas in incremental redun-

dancy different sets of coded bits are used in each retransmission. Figure 2.6 shows

the gain achieved in throughput without HARQ retransmissions and when HARQ with

incremental redundancy (maximum 3 retransmissions) is applied. Only one VE (full

buffer condition) with and without HARQ is simulated, and the throughput achieved

is compared. According to the figure, a considerable improvement in throughput is

achieved when HARQ is employed under all the SNR values. Therefore, HARQ plays

an important role in improving the link efficiency in terms of bits/sec/Hz.

AMC and HARQ are the main features which produce an efficient and reliable link level

system in LTE. In order to analyze the performance of AMC, three set of single down-

link scenarios are simulated. The simulation parameters utilized in the HARQ are kept

same with the HARQ retransmission set to 3. In the first set of simulations, parameter

related to AMC is set to dynamic over all the SNR values whereas for the other two set

of simulations, the parameter utilizes a static CQI values of 10 and 15 corresponding a

fixed modulation and coding. Figure 2.7 shows the gain achieved in terms of throughput

with AMC, i.e. dynamic CQI (Channel Quality Indicator) assignment, when the SNR

of the channel is increased from 1 to 25 dB. The scheduler dynamically assigns the mod-

ulation and coding scheme according to the channel quality reports from the VE. Figure
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2.7 compares the throughput achieved when the assignment is static (corresponding to

CQI=10 and CQI=15) and when cQr is assigned dynamically. Simulations of the sin-

gle downlink scenarios shows the importance of HARQ and AMC in designing a link

efficient multi-user downlink scheduling strategies. Therefore, HARQ and AMC will be

the basis upon which multi-user quality aware scheduling strategies are designed.
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FIGURE 2. 7: A~C performance as compared to static CQI assignment.

2.2.2 Simulation of multi-user downlink scenarios

In this section, the performance of some of the basic scheduling strategies are analyzed by

designing a multi-user scenario. The parameter related to the number of DEs is set to 6

with each DE having a SNR value. Specifically, the SNR values of 4, 8, 12, 14, 18 and 22

dB are assigned to the DEs, The main goal of the simulation is to analyze the fairness

and efficiency performance of the scheduling rules. Different SNR values assigned to

each of the 'CEs correspond different channel conditions, hence the performance of the

scheduler for different channel qualities for each DE is studied. The link level simulator

includes some of the basic scheduling strategies which are given below:
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2.2.2.1 Round Robin scheduler

The Round Robin scheduler [33] is the simplest scheduling algorithm; this scheduler

assigns all the system resources to a flow in a round robin fashion. For example if there

are 6 PRBs in the system (considering 1.4 MHz bandwidth), all the PRBs are assigned

to one UE with appropriate AMC according to the CQI feedback for a period of 1 TTl.

Time is shared in equal intervals among all the users. For wireless communication this

basic scheduler is ineffective, since it neither provides higher system throughput nor it

provides fairness. UE with a low CQI will have an extremely low throughput since the

total number of bits transmitted in the corresponding TTl is extremely small because

of the necessity to use a robust AMC mode due to the low CQI value. On the other

hand UE with better channel quality utilizes the channel only for 1 TTl and then its

turn will come after serving all the UEs in the cell.

2.2.2.2 Best CQI scheduler

The most common channel dependent scheduler is the Best CQI scheduler [32]. This

scheduler exploits channel variations between users to achieve maximum cell throughput:
the greater the difference in the channel quality between users, the greater is the gain

in throughput with respect to channel-unaware schedulers. However, users experiencing

bad channel quality may not be served. For example users at the cell edges or users

experiencing deep fades may not be scheduled compared to users experiencing good

channel quality. Thus the user imaximizing the rate R~~ on a PRB (<p) will be assigned

the PRB at scheduling epoch n.

2.2.2.3 Proportional fair scheduler

A Proportional Fair Scheduler [34] [35] schedules users based on the following criterion:

R(n)

i*(n) = argmax-;i.if-, where i*(n) represents the user index to be served at the schedul-
R(i.ave)

ing instant n, R~~~ve) is the average rate achieved over a moving average window. PF
compromises cell throughput so that a minimum amount of fairness can be achieved

among the different competing flows. UE's having good channel quality can still max-

imize throughput but not at the expense of depleting users with bad channel quality.

lIence there is a trade off between maximum system throughput and fairness among

different competing flows.
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2.2.2.4 MAXMIN scheduler

The target of a MaxMin scheduler is to maximize the minimum of the users' throughputs

[36]. This scheduling strategy is not throughput optimal but maintains a very high level

of fairness in terms of throughput: this scheduler is Pareto optimal, i.e., the rate of one

VE cannot be increased without decreasing the rate of another VE with a lower rate

than the one considered.

2.2.2.5 Resource fair scheduler

The resource fair scheduler evenly distributes the resources among all the competing

flows [321.For instance in 1.4 MHz bandwidth, 6 PRBs are available in each scheduling

instant (1 ms), hence if there are 3 VEs competing for accessing radio resources, a

resource fair scheduler will assign 2 PREs to each of the VEs. RF also tries to maximize

the throughput by maximizing the sum rate of all the users. This scheduler ensures
minimum fairness through fair distribution of PREs, i.e., (If) where N is the number

of PREs available and! is the number of VEs. When the number of PREs is not an

integer multiple of the number of VEs some VEs will be assigned l!f J and others r!f-l
in order to make up the available resources. In order to ensure fairness a VE assigned

l!f J in a current TTl will get r!f1 in the next TTl through uniform randomization.

2.2.2.6 Throughput vs. Fairness

In order to analyze the performance of each scheduler a full buffer scenario is simulated.

For the proportional fair scheduler an averaging window of 100 subframes (100 ms) is

taken, i.e., an average rate of 100 ms is taken into account. For the Best CQI schedulers

if more than one VE have the same channel quality then PREs are assigned randomly

among the users having same CQI. Figure 2.8 reports the throughput for different users,

each characterised by a different value of signal-to-noise ratio, for different scheduling

strategies. It is clear from Figure 2.8 how efficiently the Best CQI scheduler utilizes chan-

nel variations and produces maximum cell (system) throughput, as also shown in Figure

2.9. The MAX-MIN scheduler produces the minimum cell throughput but achieves a

fairer system in terms of throughput as shown in Figure 2.8 and in Figure 2.10.

In order to measure fairness of a systems, the Jain's fairness index [37] can be used. It

is calculated as shown below:

J = (2:{=1 T(i))2
t 2:[=1 (T (i))2

(2.4)
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where T(i) is the throughput achieved by each user i. If all the UEs have same through-

put, the fairness index is 1. Fairness decreases as the differences between throughput
increase.

In Figure 2.10, the Jain's fairness index is used to analyze the fairness performance.

The performance of the PF scheduler is better in terms of fairness as well as system

throughput, as shown in Figure 2.9. PF is a better choice than RF when a level of

fairness in terms of throughput is required as PF also produces better system (cell)

throughput, as shown in Figure 2.9.

2.3 Implementation of the proposed performance assess-

ment setup through the extension of link level simula-

tor.

The basic multi-user simulation scenario discussed in the above section exploits multi-

user channel diversity by utilizing the AMC feature. The exploitation of HARQ proce-

dure further increases the system throughput as indicated by the HARQ performance in

the single downlink simulation setting. The AMC and HARQ are the most important

features in optimum exploitation of the link capacity. The channel aware scheduling
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strategies discussed in this chapter form the basis of designing a quality aware schedul-

ing rules. When spectral efficiency is considered as the performance measure, then the

Best CQI scheduler is the best scheduling rule as it maximizes the system throughput.

Other issues such as fairness and QoS provisioning can be addressed at the expense of

a reduced system throughput. The MAX-MIN scheduler achieves fairness (in terms of

throughput) at the expense of system throughput. Therefore, an efficient scheduling

strategy finds a good trade-off between fairness and efficiency such as the PF scheduler

discussed above. This scheduler finds a good trade-off between fairness and efficiency. It

is important to note that full buffer scenario, an infinitely large queue size, is considered

throughout this chapter. In order to design quality aware strategies, the consideration

of parameters such as the packet's waiting time in the queue becomes extremely impor-

tant. The link level simulator settings discussed in this chapter consider the full buffer

multiuser scheduling strategies where the channel quality feedback and time-averaged

throughput were considered in the scheduling decisions. However, designing scheduling

strategies considering an infinite queue is not realistic mainly for the following reasons:

• Video traffic, constituting a major proportion of traffic, exhibits a variable rate
characteristics. The peak to average rate of video traffic is very high, thus the

assumption that queues are always buffered with packets is not realistic.

• The amount of time packets reside in the buffer cannot be infinitely large as each

packet has a processing deadline before which it should be received. Packets re-

ceived after the deadline are generally not useful at the receiver. Radio resources

utilized in scheduling packets whose decoding deadline has already been elapsed re-

sults in an inefficient system. Therefore, packets violating predefined delay budget

are dropped.

• In wireless system, multi-user channel diversity allows users with good channel

quality to be served well, thus the probability of flows having non-empty queues

is low.

Subsequent sections presents the proposed finite buffer performance assessment setup

through the extension of link level simulator.

2.3.1 Performance assessment setup for the proposed quality aware
scheduling strategies (Chapters 3 to 6)

The overall integration of proposed blocks and the LTE link level simulator is shown in

Figure 2.11. According to the figure, the LTE simulator batch file is the Matlab script
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FIGURE 2.11: Integration of proposed blocks wit.h the LTE link level simulator.

which runs the main simulator file. The number of TTls to simulate is input to the

batch file which then passes it to the FOR loop (TTl counter) in the main LTE link

level simulator's script file. This script file contains the TTl counter FOR loop which

initializes all the relevant classes of the eNodeB, UE, Server and Channel model. All

the important parameters shown in Table 2.1 are feed into the simulator by the help

of an LTE load parameters file. The main LTE link level simulator's script file passes

all the parameters to the relevant class files. Once all the classes are initialized, each

entity (UE and eNodeB) functions according to the physical layer procedures discussed

in Section 2.1.

Algorithm 1 shows the structure ofthe main LTE link level simulator's script. According

to the pseudo-code, the first TTl initializes and create instances of all the entities by

using the class constructors of each entity. Each object of class UE is assigned an

identification number (UEid) which serve as the pointer and contains all the information

assigned to the UE. When the server parameters are initialized, each UE is assigned a

buffer at the eNodeB. However, packets are streamed into the buffer depending upon

the start time parameter assigned to the server. After initializing the server parameters,

the channel model of each UE is generated. According to Figure 2.5, the channel model

requires the average SNR which is produced by the urban path-loss model equation (2.5).

The path-loss equation depends upon the distance of the UE from eNodeB. When the

object of UE class is created, the constructor passes several important parameters, one
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Algorithm 1 pseudo-code of the main simulator file.
Nsuhframe: Total number of TTIs to simulate
NUE: Total number of UEs to simulate
for TTl = 1 : Nsuhframedo

if TTl = 1 then
for UEid = 1 : NUE do

Create an object of UE class and assign it an id UEid
Initialize server parameters for the UE with id UEid

Generate channel model for UE with id UEid
end for

end if
for UEid = 1 : NUE do

Get SNR for UEid using equation (2.5)
Get feedback from UEid
Update packet buffer matrix assigned to UEid

Update performance matrix for UEid
end for
Calculate the number of available PRBs available at the current TTl
Apply the scheduling algorithm
for UEid = 1: NUE do

U Eid channel coding of the generated data bits
U Eid Symbol mapping

end for
OFDM symbol assembly
IFFT procedure
CP insertion
Production of the transmitted signal
for UEid = 1 : NUE do

Random noise and channel model impact to the transmitted signal according to
the SNR of UEid
Execute receiver process for UEid
Execute the decoding for U Eid

end for
Calculate all the performance parameters

end for

of them is the UE distance from the eNodeB. At each TTl, the average SNR of the UE is

produced by the path-loss model. When the UE is served by assigning the resources, the

ACK/NAK information is produced depending upon the outcome of decoding at the UE.

When the ACK feedback is received then the packet buffer matrix assigned to UEid at

the eNodeB is updated. The performance matrix assigned to each UE is updated at every

TTl. There can be several performance measures such as the throughput (successfully

transmitted packets), average packet delay or video quality related performance metrics

such as the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). In the event of NAK, the PRBs

assigned to the UEs (UEs responding with NAK) are reserved. The available PRBs at

each TTl depends upon the system bandwidth and the reserved PRBs. For instance,
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if the operating bandwidth is 5MHz (a total of 25 PRBs available for allocation) and

3 PRBs assigned to a UE results in a NAK then the total number of PRBs available

for allocation is 22. The next step is the PRB allocation step which is determined by a

scheduling strategy, the packet buffer (matrix containing all the important information

such packet's arrival time, delay budget, size) is accessed by the scheduler in evaluating

the scheduling metric.

Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 discuss novel quality aware scheduling designs. Therefore, the

pseudo-code 1 is utilized in each of the chapters with a different scheduling strategy. The

output of a scheduling algorithm is the allocation of PRBs to different UEs. After the

scheduling step, LTE physical layer's transmission procedure is applied as shown in the

pseudo-code. The output of the physical layer's transmission is fed to the random noise

generation and channel impairment step which introduces fading and other impairments

according to the SNR and the channel model. The impaired signal is fed to each of

the UEs. LTE physical layer's reception procedure is applied as shown in the pseudo-
code. The output of the physical layer's procedure is the ACK/NAK generation. It is

important to note that the pseudo-code does not show the signaling between the UEs

and eNodeB. All the signaling between the eNodeB and UEs are signaled without any

channel impairment. 'When the TTl loop is finished, the performance metric over the

entire simulation range is computed. It is important to note that the SNR input to

the channel (produced by the path-loss model), the fading model of the channel, the

packet streaming to the buffers and other parameters utilize the statistical distribution

model. Therefore, the results produced by the simulation setup can be easily reproduced

by keeping the seed of the random number generation constant which allows the new

scheduling strategies to be compared with state-of-the-art algorithms.

Subsequent sections present different server streaming scenarios utilized in the perfor-

mance assessment for different quality aware scheduling strategies.

2.3.1.1 Proposed performance assessment setup for the QoS aware schedul-

ing strategies (Chapters 3 and 4)

In order to simulate quality aware scheduling strategies, new entities are integrated into

the simulator. The most important entity is the server which streams packets into the

buffer at eNodeB. Figure 2.12 shows the video streaming process of the server. According

to the figure, the server uses either a statistical based video streaming process or the video

trace based approach. In statistical model based packet streaming, the inter-arrival time

as well as the video packet size are produced using a statistical distribution process. In

order to simulate variable rate video traffic streaming, the Truncated Pareto distribution
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process is assumed. This statistical distribution process requires the minimum and

maximum packet size and inter-arrival time as shown in Figure 2.12. The duration of

one video frame and the number of packets in a frame are deterministic, these parameters

are set according to the average rate of the video traffic. The LTE link level simulator

uses a TTl counter which is incremented by 1 ms. In order to calculate the packet's

arrival and discard time in the simulator, the streaming process utilizes the TTl counter.

According to Figure 2.12, the TTl number is required by the server class in order to

start the streaming. The starting time of the streaming can be generated randomly or

deterministically depending upon the simulation scenario. Once the packet is generated,

its arrival time is added to the TTl counter. The packet buffer (each field is represented

by a column in the matrix) at the eNodeB stores the packets using the First In First

Out (FIFO) process. The packet buffer manager function requires the delay budget of

each packet. Whenever the packet is streamed into the buffer, the delay budget is added

to the TTl counter and stored in the discard time field in the packet buffer matrix.

TTl COUNTER

TIl at which video
streaming is started

Minimum Inter-
Irrlvitltlme
Maximum intar-
Irrlvitltlme

Delay budget -----~
Minimum
packet size

Video trace file Packet
size

Packet buffer

FIGURE 2.12: Proposed packet arrival process at eNodeB's buffer. The process is
either based on the statistical distribution or the trace based approach.

Alternatively, the packet size can also be produced by the using a video trace file ap-

proach as shown in Figure 2.12. The trace file consists of columns of a video frame

size, type of a video frame and encoding and decoding time. The number of packets

produced per unit time is calculated by considering the frames per second (fps) and the

inter-arrival time. For instance, a video sequence having a frame rate of 20 Ips produces
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1 frame in 50 ms. Considering the minimum and maximum limit of inter-arrival time

of 2 and 8 ms and a video frame size of 1100 bytes, then according to these considered

parameters, the Truncated Pareto distribution produces an inter-arrival time sequence

of 5ms, 6ms, 8ms, 2ms, 4ms, 7ms....... Now considering that the packet size parameter

is set to 200 bytes then the video frame will split into 6 packets with 5 packets having a

size of 200 bytes whereas the size of the last packet is 100 bytes. If the value of the TTl

counter is 1005 then the packets will be streamed into the buffer at the counter values of

1010, 1016, 1024, 1026, 1030 and the last packet will arrive at a counter value of 1037.

2.3.1.2 Proposed performance assessment setup for the QoE aware schedul-

ing strategies (Chapter 5)

Cross-layer scheduling strategies consider application layer information in their schedul-

ing decisions. In order to simulate cross-layer strategies, the information about the
application layer is provided in the packet buffer matrix by adding columns containing

information about the video sequence. Chapters 5 and 6 presents scheduling strategies

considering the application layer information. Figure 2.13 shows the implementation of
GOP based video streaming.

TTl COUNTER

TTl at which video
streaming is started

Minimum inter-Deterministic inter-arrival
"'___ -I time arrival time

Maximum inter-
arrival time

Delay budget -----~

Packet buffer

FIGURE 2.13: Proposed GOP based streaming at the eNodeB buffer. The streaming
model is used in conjunctionwith the link levelsimulator in evaluating the cross-layer

schedulingstrategies proposed in Chapter 5.
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It is considered that each video sequence is encoded and organized in independently

decodable units called Group of pictures (GOP). A GOP comprises a group of intra and

inter frames as shown in Figures 2.14 and 2.15. According to Figure 2.14, 10 (an intra

frame) does not depend on any frame for its decoding. The P and B frames in the GOP

are inter frames where a P frame is a forward predictive coded picture and a B frame

is a bidirectionally predictive coded picture. Inter frames achieve a higher compression

ratio by exploiting the temporal redundancy between neighboring frames. Forward

predictive coded picture is predicted from an earlier frame. For instance in Figure 2.14,

P4 is predicted from frame 10 and Ps requires frame P4 for its decoding. On the other

hand, bidirectionally predictive coded picture achieves the best compression ratio by

exploiting the temporal redundancy between two higher layer neighboring frames as

shown in Figures 2.14 and 2.15. Table 2.3 shows the dependency structure of all the

bidirectionally predictive coded frames in Figure 2.15. In order to provide information

about the GOP structure, size of video frames and quality of each video frame is obtained

from video trace files. Trace files can be produced using the video encoder or they can

be directly downloaded from an online video trace database in. Table 2.4 shows the

trace file sample of the GOP structure of Figure 2.15, the first column comprising the

video frame size whereas the second and third columns consist of video frame types

and quality respectively. The trace file sample table shows all the video frames in the

display order. The trace files can be produced both in the display order as well as in

the encoding order from [38J. Figure 2.13 shows the GOP based streaming. The size of

all the frames in one GOP (1 Intra frame and 15 Inter frames) are input to the video

packet buffer matrix with each frame representing one packet. According to Figure 2.13,

the buffer manager time stamps the whole GOP and the scheduler should assign enough

resources to schedule the whole GOP before the delay budget expires. For instance, a

delay budget of 500 ms corresponds to a scenario where remaining frames in the buffer

are dropped and all the 16 frames of the next GOP are input to the buffer matrix

after 500 IDS cycle. The frames dropped by the scheduler due to deadline violation are
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concealed by the Frame Copy (FC) algorithm. In FC the last correctly received frame

is displayed in place of the lost frame. Tables 2.5 and 2.6 report the sample frame copy

trace files of the GOP structure shown in Figure 2.15. When only the first layer frame

of the GOP is scheduled within the delay budget and the remaining frames are dropped

then the video quality is evaluated by considering the PSNR of each frame shown in

Table 2.5. Similarly when 2 layers are received then Table 2.6 is utilized for the video

quality evaluation. The number of trace files for video quality evaluation depends upon

the number of temporal layers present in the GOP structure and can be easily obtained

from [381 or produced using the SVC encoder. The trace based approach follows the

guidelines and procedures given in [39].

TABLE 2.3: Dependency structure of the frames shown in Figure 2.15.

Frames Dependent frames
10 Intra frame does not depend upon any

frame.
B8 10 and 1t6
B4 10 and B8
B12 B8 and h6
B2 10 and B4
B6 B4 and B8
BlO s, and B12
B14 B12 and 1t6
B1 10 and B2
B3 B2 and B4
B5 B4 and B6
B7 Bo and B8
B9 B8 and BlO
B11 BlO and B12
B13 B12 and B14
B15 B14 and li«
h6 Intra frame does not depend upon any

frame.

2.3.1.3 Proposed performance assessment setup for the joint QoS and QoE

aware scheduling strategies (Chapter 6)

The video streaming scenario for chapter 6 is shown in Figure 2.16. Instead of trans-

mission of the whole GOP, the video streaming is based on packets as in the previous

streaming setup shown in Figure 2.12. However, the streaming setup shown in Figure

2.16 adds packet priority information in the packet buffer matrix. The packet marking
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TABLE 2.4: Sample trace file format of the GOP structure shown in Figure 2.15.

Frame size (bytes) Frame type Video quality (PSNR)
2196 10 41.62594
225 B1 42.00678
348 B2 42.04672
225 B3 42.1076
391 B4 42.09565
66 B5 42.17076
240 B6 42.21184
202 B7 42.0804
442 Bs 41.9898
66 B9 42.01629
188 BIO 42.01806
147 Bn 41.95723
270 B12 42.08406
154 B13 42.0504
201 B14 41.98359
71 B15 41.97584
2261 lt6 41.52384

TABLE 2.5: Sample trace file when only one temporal layer in Figure 2.15 is received,
o indicates that the frame is dropped.

Frame size PSNR [dB]
2196 41.62594
0 38.09945
0 33.8092
0 32.36718
0 29.59872
0 29.58075
0 29.17205
0 28.37831
0 28.42554
0 28.40655
0 28.39925
0 28.48415
0 27.89558
0 27.7797
0 27.27696
0 27.24901
2261 41.52384
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TABLE 2.6: Sample trace file when two temporal layers in Figure 2.15 are received, 0
indicates that the frame is dropped.

Frame type PSNR [dB]
2196 41.62594
0 38.09945
0 33.8092
0 32.36718
0 29.59872
0 29.58075
0 29.17205
0 28.37831
442 41.9898
0 41.22557
0 41.11144
0 39.6618
0 36.76608
0 35.56123
0 33.32878
0 33.25925
2261 41.52384

algorithm provides each video layer with the priority index which is then utilized by the
scheduling algorithm.
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FIGURE 2.16: Proposed prioritized packet streaming setup. The streaming model is
used in conjunction with the link level simulator in evaluating the cross-layer

scheduling strategies proposed in Chapter 6.



Chapter 3

Opportunistic Packet Loss Fair
Scheduling for Delay-Sensitive
Applications over LTE Systems

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the basic scheduling strategies by considering an infinite queue

for each UE at the eNodeB was analyzed. It is important to note that designing a

scheduling strategy based on full buffer lacks the service quality awareness of different

flows with different service needs such as VoIP and video. In this chapter, a QoS aware

scheduling strategy aimed at guaranteeing the QoS requirements such as delay bound

and packet loss ratio thresholds of different real-time flows is considered. There are

many scheduling algorithms designed for single carrier systems to accommodate real

time traffic, such as the well known M-LWDF algorithm [40]. This scheduler serves
the flow maximizing the product 'Yi H;n) R~n), where H;n) is the 1I0L packet delay for

queue i, R~n) is the rate available at scheduling instant n according to the instantaneous

channel condition; 'Yj is a constant whose value is adjusted to account for different delay

requirements for different flows. There are two main reasons why M-LWDF is used for

delay sensitive traffic: one is the fact that it is throughput optimal (analytically), proved

in [41], and the second is that it is relatively simple to implement this algorithm, since

only time stamping is required for the incoming packets. Due to its simplicity, this algo-

rithm has been widely used in single carrier systems for real time applications. The use

of M-LWDF has been adapted for the LTE system (which is based on Orthogonal Fre-

quency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)) in [42];a comparison is provided among well

known packet scheduling algorithms designed for single carrier systems, such as PF [34],

49
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M-LWDF [40], maximum throughput [13], Exponential Proportional Fair (EXP IPF) [43]
[44]. According to this paper M-LWDF, in terms of efficiency and fairness, outperforms

the PF, maximum throughput and EXP IPF scheduling algorithms.

Some delay based scheduling algorithms have also been proposed for multicarrier sys-

tems. In [45] an Opportunistic Scheduling (OS) algorithm is proposed. This scheduling

algorithm is quite complex due to the fact that it performs resource assignment and

resource allocation in different steps, resulting in a more complex scheduling algorithm.

The algorithm operates in two steps, where the first step consists of allocating subcar-

riers to users with a good channel by exploiting multiuser diversity; if during the first

step some of the subcarriers remain unused, then those subcarriers are allocated to users

having higher HOL delay to incorporate fairness. Hence, the second step consists of a

subcarrier assignment algorithm which assigns the best subcarriers to users which have

suffered from higher HOL delay violations. This scheduling algorithm lacks satisfactory

fairness, since there is a high probability that the scheduler allocates all the subcarri-

ers to good channel users, thus inhibiting the fairness step. Moreover, there is a need

for a joint scheduling and resource allocation step which takes all the necessary infor-

mation into account before assigning the resources, in order to allow a tighter control
over the resources with lower complexity. Thus the signalling cost is high with such

an approach. OS performance over LTE is analyzed in [46], where a simple scheduling

algorithm, called Delay Prioritized Scheduler (DPS), is also designed. The DPS algo-

rithm takes only packet delay information into account and assigns the best PRB to

the users whose packets have remained in the buffer for a longer period of time. The

best PRB for each user is determined by taking instantaneous SNR into account. The

DPS algorithm calculates the packet delay of all users and assigns the best PRB to the

user with the highest packet delay; in the next iteration the same process is repeated

until all the PRBs are assigned. This delay prioritized scheduling algorithm outperforms,
the OS algorithm in terms of system throughput and also a.chieves very low PLR even

under loaded conditions. However, in the DPS algorithm the only scheduling criterion

is the packet delay information, hence users with bad channel conditions will force the

PRB allocation towards themselves, thus limiting the system capacity. In [47] a PLF

scheduling rule is proposed for OFDMA systems in order to provide QoS for diverse

real time traffic; the PLF rule provides short term as well as long term fairness, but

this scheduling algorithm lacks the exploitation of statistically independent multiuser

frequency selective fading.

A scheduling strategy overcoming some of the limits of the preceding scheduling al-
gorithms is proposed. This is an Opportunistic Packet Loss Fair (OPLF) scheduling

algorithm, based on calculating a simple dynamic priority function which depends on

IIOL packet delay, PLR and achievable instantaneous downlink rate of each user. The
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remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the system model

considered, whereas Section 3.3 presents the proposed scheduling strategy. Simulation

set-up and results are presented in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 respectively with the concluding

remarks appearing in Section 3.6.

TABLE 3.1: Mathematical symbols utilized in Chapter 3.

Symbol Explanation
i User/flow index.
'P PRB index.
n Current scheduling epoch.
flenter(i) The time at which a packet of user i enters the buffer at

the LTE base station (eNodell) and is time stamped by
the buffer manager.

PRF(D)i Priority function of user/flow i at scheduling epoch n.
H,R) HoL packet delay of user/flow i at scheduling epoch n .•
Hm8.X Maximum delay budget of user i's packet.
plr(nJ

I Packet loss ratio of user i at scheduling instant n calcu-
lated over the moving average transmission window two

plrthr Maximum tolerated PLR for user i.
p,(m) d p\mJ Number of transmitted and dropped packets of user i overtransmit, an drop,

the moving average transmission window ttl,.

R~~ Instantaneous rate of user i on PRn 'P.
R(n) Instantaneous rate of user i averaged over all unallocated• PRBs.
<l>uRs(n, k) Set of unallocated PRBs during iteration k at scheduling

instant n.
l<I>uRs(n,k)l Cardinality of <l>uRs(n, k).
<l>PRB.;"(n, k) Set of PRBs allocated to user i·which maximizes the pri-

ority function PRFi(n) by iteration k at scheduling instant
n.

iO Index of a user maximizing the priority function PRF\Dj i
by iteration K.

[active ftows Number of active flows in the system.
'P. User i·'s least faded PRll among the set of unallocated

PRBs, 'Po E <l>uRB(n,k).
"Y; A constant whose value is adjusted to account for different

delay and packet loss rate requirements of different flows.
K, Truncated pareto distribution parameter for minimum

packet size and minimum inter-arrival time.
m Truncated pareto distribution parameter for maximum

packet size and maximum inter-arrival time.
a shaping factor for the truncated pareto distribution

3.2 System Model

The system model consists of an OFDM single antenna SISO multiuser LTE system

with the focus on the downlink. In SISO system a PM can only be assigned to one
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user at any scheduling instant and hence there is no overlapping in PRB allocation. A

single cell scenario is considered in which the serving eNodeB is at the center of the

cell. The serving eNodeB's :MAC scheduler controls all the available PRBs by allocating

them to active flows competing for resources. Each user is assigned a buffer at the

eNodeB. When a packet reaches the serving eNodeB, the buffer management system

time stamps and queues each packet in a FIFO order. At the start of each scheduling

instant, i.e., before the multiuser scheduling decision, the HOL packet delay (also called

sojourn time) for each user's packet is calculated by subtracting the arrival time of the

packet from the current time. If the HOL packet delay is above the considered threshold

Dmax, depending on the QoS requirements for the application, the packet is discarded

by the buffer management system.

In the network, users report their instantaneous channel quality by means of a quantized

feedback called CQI. There are different feedback granularities in the standard, for

instance the user can send just a single CQI for the whole bandwidth or a separate

CQI for each PRB. If according to the scheduling decision more than one PRB, with

different CQI values on each PRB, are assigned to a user then it is necessary to calculate

an average supported CQI value. The scheduler carries out the averaging, i.e., it maps
the SINR experienced by the allocated PRBs into one (equivalent) Additive White

Gaussia.n Noise (AWGN) SNR. One of the mostly used averaging methods is the Mutual

Information Effective SNR Mapping (MIESM) [19] [25] [26]. After resource allocation,

the scheduler uses the Mutual Information Effective SNR Mapping method to calculate

a single CQI value to be used for all the allocated PRBs of a particular user. Refer to

Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.1) for detailed description on the simulation platform.

3.3 Opportunistic Packet Loss Fair Scheduler

Although delay sensitive applications often tolerate losses, they typically require that

the PLR is kept below a threshold. IIence an OPLF scheduling algorithm is proposed

which is based on calculating a simple dynamic priority function which depends on the

HOL packet delay, the PLR and the achievable instantaneous downlink rate of each user.

The packet scheduler exploits channel information in order to achieve multiuser diversity

gain, by assigning PRBs to the users experiencing lower attenuation. However, it is

important to note that relying only on the diversity gain can lead to an unfair treatment

of users experiencing lower average channel quality. The proposed scheduling strategy

addresses this issue by providing fairness and at the same time exploiting multiuser

frequency diversity.
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The available resource blocks are allocated to users through an iterative process, where

the total number of iterations is equal to the total number of PRBs available at each

Transmission Time Interval (TTl) and at each iteration only one PRB is allocated to

the user which maximizes a priority function.

The proposed priority function, PRF(n)i, of user i (OPLF rule) at scheduling epoch n
is:

(3.1)

where

~n) = 1
IIPURB(n, k)1 (3.2)

and

(3.3)

"n p(m)1 (n) _ .LJm=n-t", drop;
prj - "n (p'(m) p(m) )

.LJm=n-t", transmit;+ drop,
(3.4)

• R~n) is the instantaneous rate of user i averaged over all unallocated PRBs.

• IPuRB(n, k) denotes the set of unallocated PRBs during iteration k at scheduling

instant nand IIPuRB(n, k)l its cardinality

• R!~ is the instantaneous rate of user i on PRB <po

• H}n) is the HOL packet delay of user i at current scheduling instant n.

• nenter(i) is the time at which a packet of user i enters the buffer of the eNodeB
and is time stamped by the buffer manager.

• plr~n) is the packet loss ratio of nser i at scheduling instant n calculated over the
. transmission wi d t n(m) d p(m) h bmovmg average ransmission wm ow WI rtransmiti an drop, are t e num er of

transmitted and dropped packets over the moving average transmission window

two

• PLRthr, is the maximum PLR tolerated for user i.
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• Hmax is the maximum HOL delay tolerated for packet of user i.

The priority function above is high when the instantaneous PLR of user i is high with

respect to the threshold (hence the user should get more resources to reduce it) and also

when the nOL delay is high with respect to the maximum tolerated delay. R~n) improves

the system efficiency by exploiting the statistically independent multiuser frequency

selective fading. The priority function tends to favor the user with the highest HOL

delay and the highest PLR; however, if some of the PRBs of such a user are under a

deep fade, the factor R~n) ensures that those PRBs are not allocated to such user.

The OPLF scheduling strategy is described as a pseudo-code in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Opportunistic Packet Loss Fair Scheduler
repeat

Calculate Hi(n), for all i, according to (3.3)
Calculate plr~n), for all i, according to (3.4)
while I~URB (n,k)1 > 0 do

Calculate R!n), for all i, according to (3.2)
for i = 1 to Iactivf ~o\\'s do

Calculate PRFt according to (3.1)
end for
i" = arg max PRF~n)
'P. = arg ma.xR~:!<pwhere 'P. E ipuRB(n, k)
ipPRB,i. (n, k + 1) = cI>PRB,;. (n, k) + {cp.}
cI>uRB(n, k + 1) = cI>URB(n, k) - {cp.}
if packet of user i* is scheduled then
lor(n) ( .• )~;. = n - nenter t

end if
If a user is scheduled on more than one PRB, then MIESM is applied to calculate
the average CQI.

end while
TTI=TTI+l

until END OF SIMULATION

cI>PRB,i. (n, k) denotes the set of PRBs allocated to user i* which maximizes the priority

function P RFi(n) by iteration k at scheduling instant n. It is important to note that at

each iteration only one PRB is allocated to the user which maximizes the priority func-

tion, i.e., the total number of iterations is equal to the total number of PRBs available

at each TTl. In order to fully utilize the available resources, if more than one PRB have

the same instantaneous CQI, then the PRB which experiences the maximum fading for

other users, or in other words has the lowest quality for the other users, is selected. In

this way, multiuser frequency diversity is exploited. The priority function is dynamic,

since when a best quality PRB is allocated to the user, in the next iteration the factor

R~n) will be changed as user i*, which maximizes PRF~n), is allocated its best remaining
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PRB sp". The proposed scheduling algorithm is different from the M-LWDF rule, which

also exploits HOL delay but relies on the the proportional fair rule in order to provide

fairness. OPLF provides fairness by exploiting multiuser frequency diversity, since in

frequency selective fading the same PRB for different users undergoes a statistically

independent fading, hence a PRB which is under a deep fade might be the best PRB

for another user. The plr~n) factor in the priority function equation provides a degree of

fairness for users having poor average channel condition. Simulation results as seen in

Section 3.5 confirm that the proposed scheduler provides better fairness and throughput

than the M-LWDF and the PLF rule which uses proportional fair characteristics.

The positive features of the proposed algorithm are summarized below.

1. The bandwidth is utilized efficiently, as each user is scheduled on its best remaining
PRBs and the scheduler will not assign resources to a user whose channel is under

a deep fade, as indicated by the priority function.

2. Real-time traffic with diverse QoS requirements can be accommodated, and only

information on the delay threshold lImax and on the packet loss threshold P LRthr
is required.

3. QoS parameters are used in the scheduling decisions, which ensures that users will

get a minimum proportion of resources even if the average channel condition is
low.

4. For real time applications fairness is guaranteed when current packet loss rate is
distributed proportionally equal among all the users competing for resources . In

this context, the main goal is to ensure fair PLR distribution over the moving av-

erage transmission window of size tw thus achieving short term fairness. According

to [48] short term fairness guarantees long term fairness, but not vice versa.

3.4 Simulation Environment

The assumptions considered in the simulations are reported below.

• The channel quality of each user remains constant during the subframe period of

1 ms, although it changes from subframe to subframe.

• CQI feedback from VE to the eNodeB is error free. The error free assumption

of the feedback channel is satisfied by using efficient and heavily coded feedback

stream as is anyway customary for LTE system.
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• It is assumed that equal downlink transmit power is allocated on each PRB .

• It is assumed that, at any time instant, pathloss is fixed on each PRB. Multipath

induced fading is represented by a tapped delay line model (Typical Urban). The

propagation model used follows the guidelines in [49][50].

Simulation parameters are reported in Table 3.2.

TABLE 3.2: Simulation parameters - Downlink LTE scheduling for real time
applications.

I PARAMETERS I VALUE
Bandwidth 3MHz
Carrier frequency 2.1 GHz
No.ofPRBs 15
No. of users Variable (40 to 60)
UE distribution Uniform
Cell radius 2km
Application NRTV
Admission Control No Admission control
Mode Tx = 1 and Rx = 1 (SISO mode)
Channel 3GPP-TU (Typical Urban)
Pathloss model Hata-Cost-231 model (urban

pathloss model)
HARQ Synchronous retransmissions (Up to

3 retransmissions)
Channel Fading Block Fading (1 ms)
UE speed 15 to 100 km/h (users moving inde-

pendently at variable speed)
Hmax 50 ms
PLRthrj 1%
tw Is

3.4.1 Video traffic model

In order to analyze the performance of channel aware schedulers on real-time traffic,

a Near Real Time Video (NRTV) model [51] is used. In order to model the variabil-

ity in size and inter-arrival time between packets, a Truncated Pareto Distribution is

considered, with probability density function (pdf):

{

aKa
a+l K~x<m,

fx(x) = X
K

(_)a x=m
m

(3.5)
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The values considered for the parameters of the distribution a,m and ", are reported

in Table 3.3. The total number of slices in a frame is deterministic and each slice

corresponds to one packet. 8 slices (packets) per frame is considered in the simulation

scenario. The total duration of one frame is also deterministic, considered here as 50 ms,

which results in 20 fps. Based on these parameters, packets are produced and streamed

into the user buffer at the eNodeB. Before entering the buffer of each user, packets are

time stamped and served in FIFO order. According to the parameters below, the average

rate of video streaming is approximately 120 kbps. QoS requirements are assumed the

same for each flow. The maximum tolerated delay Hmax is set to 50 ms and the packet

loss rate threshold plrthri is set to 1%. When scheduled and transmitted successfully

through the air interface, packets are assumed to be played. A packet is assumed to be

lost if, due to retransmissions, the deadline of the packet is reached.

TABLE 3.3: Video traffic model parameters

I Streaming Information I Distribution I Parameters
Inter-arrival time between Deterministic 20 fps:
frames duration of one frame is

50 ms
Total packets or slices in Deterministic 8
one frame
Inter-arrival time between Truncated Pareto dis- Min time", =4 ms
packets tribution Max time m= 8 ms

a=I.2
Packet (slice) size Truncated Pareto dis- Min size ", =65 bytes

tribution Max size m= 150 bytes
a=1.2

3.4.2 Benchmark scheduling strategies

The priority functions of the PLF, M-LWDF, and PF rules, considered in the following

for comparison, are reported below:

• PLF scheduling rule

(3.6)

• M-LWDF scheduling rule

(3.7)
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• PF scheduling rule

(3.8)

In the equations above R~~ve and 'Yi are respectively the moving average of the rate

achieved over a transmission window size tw for user i at time t, and a constant whose

value is adjusted to account for different delay requirements of different flows.

It is important to note that all the scheduling rules are implemented in a way that

priority function of all active flows are calculated on each PRB, the scheduler allocates

the PRB to the user which maximizes the priority function so that all these rules exploit

multiuser frequency diversity and a just comparison among all the scheduling rules is

achieved.

3.4.3 Performance metrics

The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated and compared with the bench-

mark scheduling strategies above. The comparison is performed in terms of cell PLR
and its standard deviation, system throughput, and average system delay.

The cell throughput or system throughput represents the total amount of packets suc-

cessfully transmitted through the air interface from eNodeD to all the active flows in

the time unit. The cell PLR is the ratio of the total number of lost packets to the

total number of packets produced. The first two metrics evaluate the efficiency of each

algorithm.

In order to analyze the fairness of the different scheduling strategies, the standard devi-

ation of the PLR of each user is also calculated. The lower the standard deviation, the

higher the level of fairness among the users.

The average packet delay corresponds to the average amount of time packets reside in

the buffer. The characteristics of all the considered schedulers is summarized in Table

3.4.

3.5 Simulation results

The system throughput performance of the proposed algorithm and the reference ones

is shown in Figure 3.1. It is clear from the figure that OPLF outperforms the M-LWDF,

PF and PLF scheduling rules. When the load is above 45 users, the PLF rule outper-

forms the M-LWDF rule, mainly because the PLF rule does not incorporate HaL delay
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TABLE 3.4: Characteristics of differentschedulers

Scheduler Channel Delay Packet
aware aware loss

aware
PF yes no no
M-LWDF yes yes no
PLF yes no yes
OPLF yes yes yes

information, but uses only PLR and the proportional fair rule, therefore users having

higher PLR will get higher priority irrespective of the packet's deadline, whereas the

proportional fair term in the PLF rule ensures that bad channel users do not affect the

system efficiency. The performance of the PF algorithm is the worst mainly because
this rule neither takes HaL delay nor PLR information into account in the scheduling

decision. It is important to note that the system throughput of all the schedulers de-

creases after 55 users as this is an extreme load condition. This means that the QoS of
most of the users is affected as more users are added and, since fairness is incorporated

in all the algorithms, the effective throughput decreases due to the limited number of

resources available, which results in more deadline violations.

The cell PLR performance of all the algorithms is shown in Figure 3.2. It is clear from the

figure that OPLF outperforms the M-LWDF, PF and PLF rules also with this metric.

Note that the PLR threshold considered for this application is 1%. It is important to

note that when the number of users is 45, M-LWDF is slightly better than the PLF

scheduling rule, however under high load PLF performs better than the M-LWDF rule

which does not exploit PLR information in the priority function.

Figure 3.3 can be considered for evaluating the fairness performance of the algorithms.

Fairness is an important criterion as algorithms may provide higher cell throughput

at the expense of lower throughput (and hence quality) for users with bad channel

conditions. In order to analyze the fairness performance of all the algorithms, standard

deviation of the PLR of all the users is considered; a higher standard deviation implies

that some users receive good service whereas some receive bad service, hence fairness

is low. The proposed scheduler achieves lower standard deviation in comparison with

the other considered algorithms. When a user suffers from HOL packet delay violation,

such an event is characterized by a higher priority function value in the case of PLF and

OPLF schedulers. Therefore more resources are assigned to such a user so that further

delay violations are avoided. This is not the case in M-LWDF, delay aware and packet

loss blind, and PF, delay and packet loss blind, schedulers. The fairness performance of

the OPLF scheduler is better than the PLF scheduler mainly because OPLF is deadline
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FIGURE 3.1: System throughput vs. number of users.
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FIGURE 3.2: Cell packet loss ratio (%) vs. number of users.

aware. If users having same PLR violation, OPLF adapts to this situation by giving

more priority to the user having a higher HOL packet delay, therefore further delay

violations are avoided. It is important to note that, although M-LWDF results in a

slightly better system throughput than the PLF scheduling rule when the number of

users is 45, PLF outperforms M-LWDF in terms of fairness, as the scheduling decision

in PLF is mainly based on the PLR. The fairness performance of the PLF rule is better

and close to the OPLF rule under heavy load.
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3.6 Conclusion

An OPLF scheduling algorithm for downlink scheduling at the MAC layer for delay

sensitive traffic in wireless systems based on OFDMA is proposed. This algorithm

outperforms state-of-the art algorithms, such as M-L\VDF, PF, and PLF, in terms

of throughput, packet loss rate and fairness, also keeping packet delay below a fixed
threshold. With respect to existing algorithms, the proposed algorithm will thus enable

the allocation in a cell of a higher number of users served with satisfactory quality,

In this chapter, the proposed scheduling strategy mainly considers the QoS service needs

of the delay sensitive flows. The scheduling metric exploited the delay urgency and

packet loss threshold limit of the delay sensitive traffic flows. Chapter 4 considers the

service needs of the delay sensitive as well as the best-effort flows, thus extending the

QoS-aware scheduling strategy to different types of traffic with different service needs.



Chapter 4

QoS-Aware Composite
Scheduling using Fuzzy Reactive
And Proactive Controllers

4.1 Introduction

QoS aware scheduling solutions available in the literature broadly fall into three classes.

Some approaches solve the problem of resource allocation using optimal solutions, in

other cases resource allocation and resource assignments are performed in two separate

steps; other approaches simply target at adapting schemes originally proposed for Time

Division Multiple Access (TDMA) to OFDMA systems. Thus, the scheduling solutions

fall into the following three classes:

1. In [52][53] [54][55] resource allocation is modeled as a convex optimization problem.

The water-filling algorithm is used to solve the convex optimization problem by

considering a continuous objective function. Linear integer programming is also

widely used in solving the resource allocation problem by first transforming the

nonlinear optimization problem into a linear problem. The main drawback of these

strategies is the high computation complexity. Since the TTl in LTE is only 1 ms,

these algorithms are not feasible from an implementation point of view.

2. In the second class of approaches, such as in [56] [57] [58], scheduling is performed

in two steps. The first step consists of resource allocation, which determines the

number of resources allocated to each user. The resource allocation step is followed

by the resource assignment step, which determines which resources are assigned to

62
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each user. This class of scheduling algorithms are specifically designed for delay

sensitive applications and does not provide a priority differentiation between delay

sensitive and best-effort flows.

3. The third approach is the adaptation of TDMA strategies for OFDMA systems.

Scheduling rules designed for single carrier systems such as the PF [34J, M-LWDF

[40Jand EXP-PF [43Jare adapted for an OFDMA system by calculating these rules

on each resource. This adaptation is referred to as an OFDMAjTDMA strategy.

These scheduling rules are analyzed by [42) for delay sensitive applications over

an LTE system. According to [42), M-LWDF is the best scheduling rule for delay

sensitive applications in terms of fairness and efficiency. A very good survey on

these scheduling strategies for LTE is provided in [59). As each of these scheduling

rules are based on the proportional fair rule, the calculation of these scheduling
metrics on each PRE allows the exploitation of multi-user time and frequency

diversities. The complexity of the OFDMAjTDMA approach grows linearly with

the number of users and resources. Thus, it can be implemented in real time.

However, for delay sensitive traffic these scheduling rules cannot provide fairness

for users with relatively low SL~R [8).

In this Chapter, the following issues of the third class of strategies are addressed:

• Intra-class fairness issues for delay sensitive traffic: Scheduling rules for delay sen-

sitive traffic consider the ratio of instantaneous channel quality and time-averaged
throughput (proportional fair rule) along with either the linear [40), logarithmic

[60) or exponential [43][60] function of the Head of Line (HoL) delay (61). The HoL

delay refers to the amount of time packets reside in the buffer and is also known

as the sojourn time. It is important to note that video is delay sensitive traffic,

hence packets arriving late are generally not useful at the receiver. Therefore,

packets are associated with a predefined HoL delay bound and packets violating

the delay bound are dropped from the queue. The utilization of HoL delay and the

proportional fair rule in the scheduling decisions are not sufficient to avoid delay

bound violation of flows having lower channel quality. Video traffic exhibits highly

variable bit rate characteristics, i.e., the instantaneous peak rate is higher than the

average rate. Lower channel quality video flows exhibiting peak instantaneous rate

have high probability of delay bound violation mainly because of the proportional

fair rule in the scheduling decisions. In other words, these scheduling rules achieve

higher HoL delay for the packets of flows having higher average rate and lower

channel quality. On the other hand, flows having good channel quality and lower

average rate are scheduled way before their delay bound. The probability of delay
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bound violation of the flows exhibiting lower channel quality and higher average

rate is very high which results in an unfair system .

• Inter-class fairness issues: In the literature [59], composite scheduling rules serve

the best effort traffic by using the elassical proportional fair rule, i.e., ratio of

instantaneous channel quality to the time-averaged throughput [34] [62] [63] [64].

They prioritize delay sensitive traffic by considering either the logarithmic, expo-

nential or linear function of the HoL delay. However, such composite scheduling

strategies result in a higher priority difference between the delay sensitive and

best-effort traffic classes. In other words, the higher the difference among the

scheduling priorities of traffic classes, the lower will be the multi-user channel di-

versity exploitation. In LTE, multi-user channel diversity has more significance

since it is a multi-carrier system which allows multi-user diversity exploitation in

the time and frequency domain.

The aforementioned issues are addressed by using the concept of fuzzy logic priority [65]

where flow's delay urgency (ratio of packet's HoL delay and delay bound) is utilized

along with the time-averaged channel quality. Instead of exploiting the time-averaged
throughput and the linear, logarithmic or exponential function of the HoL delay, a fuzzy

function of the HoL delay coupled with time-averaged channel quality is used in the

scheduling decisions. The HoL delay along with the time-averaged channel quality is

processed by a fuzzy proactive controller. Further, whenever a flow suffers a delay bound

violation, the scheduler reacts to this event and increases the priority of that flow. The

delay bound violation input is processed by a fuzzy reactive controller. The main goal of

the composite scheduling rule is to consider the service needs for delay sensitive as well

as the best-effort traffic. In the previous chapter, the scheduling rule considers only the

video traffic. In this chapter, the scheduling rule and scenarios are extended to handle

more than one delay sensitive traffic types. Furthermore, the main goal of the proposed

composite scheduling rule is to balance the probabilities of QoS violation of the delay

sensitive as well as the best-effort traffic types.

A block diagram representing the proposed FCS is given in Figure 4.1. The scheduling

metric comprises a time-domain priority component based on reactive and proactive

controllers and a frequency domain priority based on detailed information on instanta-

neous CQI feedback per PRB. In order to dynamically adjusts the priority level between

best-effort and delay sensitive flows, a fuzzy based DRC (discussed in Section 4.3.3),

is introduced as shown in Figure 4.1. Intra-class fairness (fairness in terms of achieved

QoS among the flows within each of the traffic classes) is provided by the fuzzy proactive

and reactive controllers whereas inter-class fairness (priority differentiation between the

delay sensitive and best-effort flows) is provided by the DRC. In fuzzy logic, the output
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fuzzy set is defined as the range of all possible output values that can be assigned to a

fuzzy controller. The output of the controller lies within the output fuzzy set. The larger

the output fuzzy set, the higher the priority of the controller. In the proposed scheduling

framework, each traffic class has its own output fuzzy set. A fixed output fuzzy set is

assigned to the delay sensitive traffic class, whereas the output fuzzy set of the best-effort

traffic is dynamically adjusted. The output fuzzy set of the best-effort traffic class is set

by the DRC based on the latency (packet's HoL delay) and QoS violation of the delay

sensitive flows as shown in the figure. The higher the latency and QoS violations of the

delay sensitive flows, the lower the output fuzzy set of the best-effort traffic. The final

priority on each PRB is a function of the time and frequency domain priority metrics as

shown in Figure 4.1.

Scheduling model
Goal: High fairness Goal: High Efficiency

Time domain priority Frequency domain priority

FIGURE 4.1: Time and frequency domain models of the FeS scheduling framework.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the considered

system model and the problem statement. Section 4.3 presents the details of the fuzzy-

logic based scheduling strategy. Section 4.4 presents the performance evaluation of

the proposed approach. In particular, the solutions considered as benchmark for the

assessment of the proposed scheduling algorithm are presented in Section 4.4.1, whereas

the simulation set-up is presented in Section 4.4.2; results are presented and discussed

in Section 4.4.3. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.5.
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TABLE 4.1: Mathematical symbols utilized in Chapter 4.

Symbol Explanation
i, cp, n User/flow index, PRB index, Current scheduling epoch.

PRF~~ Priority function of user/flow ion PRB cp.
Xln} Instantaneous Channel quality on PRB cp also known as the normalized subband spec-','P

tral efficiency.
X~n} Average PRB quality, in terms of spectral efficiency, of flow i at scheduling instant fl..

X~n} The normalized average wideband channel quality of user i over the moving average
window of size fl.e epochs.

Xm&]( A constant, i.e., the spectral efficiency (5.5547 bits/sec/Ha) corresponding to the max-
imum CQI feedback.

./\JpRB The number of PRBs available for allocation at each scheduling epoch .
Hln} HoL packet delay of user/flow i at scheduling epoch n,,
H(n) Average HoL packet delay of all the delay sensitive flows at scheduling epoch n.,
Hm&]( Maximum HoL delay (target HoL delay) budget of user i's packet.
plrln}i Packet loss ratio of user i at scheduling instant n calculated over the moving average

transmission window two
plrthr Maximum tolerated PLR for user i.

Pt~":!.8mitiand Number of transmitted and dropped packets of user i over the moving average trans-
p(rn) mission window tw.
rlroPi_

Rln} Throughput achieved by flow i at scheduling instant n.,
Irtn} System throughput over the moving average transmission window two
R(n) Exponential time-averaged throughput (over the window of size nw) at schedulingl,ave

instant n.
I Total number of flows in the system. It is the sum of delay sensitive Idelaysensitiveand

best-effort [best-effort flows.
l{p1r~n} < An indicator function, equal to 1 if its argument is true.
plrthr}
At} andBt} Fuzzy logic proactive controller inputs. A~n} is a ratio of HoL delay and the target

HoL delay. B~n) is a weighted sum of A~n) and X~n).

/-Lp and /-Lr Defuzzified outputs of the fuzzy proactive and reactive controllers.
V(~)l .. QoS violation input for delay sensitive flows in terms of packet loss ratio and tolerated
I, e aysensttrve

packet loss ratio threshold.
Vln} QoS violation input for best-effort flows in terms of minimum rate requirements andi,beat-effort

achieved time-averaged throughput.
dn} and Fuzzy logic reactive controller inputs. et} is a function of QoS violation inputs and•D(n) D~n) is a function of ein) and X~n).•
/-Lt} Time domain priority of flow i at scheduling instant n.
r~~ Frequency domain priority of flow i on PRB cp at scheduling instant n.
O~~ Relative strength of user ion PRB cp.
at and Of Fairness (Exponential parameter of the time domain priority) and Efficiency (Expo-

nential parameter of the frequency domain priority) control parameters.
P"'e., -effort Defuzzified outputs of the fuzzy reactive and proactive controllers for the best-effort
and traffic class.
I'Pbeet-effort

/-Lm&]( Defuzzified output of the DRC controller.
Eln} and rv» Inputs of the DRC controller. E(n} is a function of normalized HoL delay of all the

delay sensitive flows. F(n) is a function of normalized QoS violations of the all the
delay sensitive flows.

ai and bi Tunable parameters used in the exponential and Log rule.
"Ii A constant whose value is adjusted to account for different delay and packet loss rate

requirements of different flows. It is utilized in the M-LWDF and the EXP /PF rule.
N6~} Number of packets residing in the queue of flow i at scheduling instant n.
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4.2 System model and problem statement

A multiuser downlink 8180 LTE / LTE-A system is considered. The single cell scenario

comprises an eNodeB MAC scheduler responsible for allocating PRBs to different users

in the cell. Each user i is assigned a buffer at the eNodeB and packets of different

traffic classes are streamed into the buffer of the eNodeB. For delay sensitive traffic,

video and VoIP traffic (the scheduling framework can accommodate all LTE service

classes) are considered, whereas for best-effort traffic Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic

is considered. The packets of each traffic class entering the buffer are time stamped by

the scheduler. Packets of delay sensitive traffic are dropped from the buffer if the HoL

packet delay is longer than the target HoL delay bound. The main Qo8 parameters for

video and VoIP flows are the 1I0L packet delay and the PLR, whereas throughput is the
important QoS parameter for the flows of best-effort traffic. It is important to note that

the HaL delay as well as the target delay are assigned for best-effort flows. However,

since best-effort traffic is delay tolerant, therefore packets violating the target IIoL delay

are not dropped from the buffer. A CQI feedback mechanism is utilized, where each

user feedbacks information about the channel quality on each PRB. Due to the adoption
of adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) in Long-Term Evolution (LTE), each CQI

value corresponds to a specific value of spectral efficiency for each PRB.

At scheduling epoch n, the normalized time-averaged wideband spectral efficiency, X~n},
of user i over the moving average window of size ne is defined as:

(4.1)

with

MpRB
(n) _ 1 '"' (n)

Xi - ~ L...., Xi,,;,
PRB ,;,=1

(4.2)

where X~n} is the average PRB spectral efficiency of user i at scheduling instant n and X~n}, I,';'

is the instantaneous subband spectral efficiency of user i at PRB <p. Xmax is a constant,

i.e., the spectral efficiency (5.5547 bits/sec/Hz) corresponding to the maximum CQI

feedback, and MpRB is the number of PRBs available for allocation at each scheduling

epoch.

Given the available information about:
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• the HaL packet delay for each flow Hjn);

• the channel quality of each flow on each PRB, hence the resulting spectral efficiency

X~n).1,'1' '

• the tolerated delay bound Hmax;

• the QoS performance of the delay sensitive flows in terms of packet loss ratio, plr~n)

and of the best-effort flows in terms of time-averaged throughput R~~ve;

the scheduling problem is defined as: How to allocate to the different users the MpRB

PREs in each scheduling interval in order to fulfill the QoS requirements of each of the

flows from different traffic classes so that a good trade-off between fairness and efficiency
is achieved.

In order to mathematically formulate the problem, following parameters are defined:

R~n): Throughput achieved by flow i at scheduling instant n.

I: Total number of flows in the system. It is the sum of delay sensitive Idelay-sensitive
and best-effort hest-effort flows.

plr~n): The packet loss ratio of flow i at scheduling instant n calculated over the moving

average transmission window tw:

",n p(m)
1 (n) _ L..m=n-tw drop;

p ri - ",n (p,(m) p(m) )
L..m=n-tw transmit;+ drop;

(4.3)

where

Pt~~miti: Number of transmitted packets of flow i over the moving average transmission

window two

Pd:~;: Number of dropped packets of flow i over the moving average transmission

window two

The main goal of the scheduler is to maximize the system throughput .m:), subject to

the QoS constraints of the delay sensitive flows, over the moving average transmission

window tw:

(4.4)
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subject to

1 1delay-sen8itiveL :n{plr~n):5 plrthr} = 1
i=l

(4.5)
Idelay-sensitive

where

:n{plr~n):5 plrthr} is an indicator function equal to 1 if its argument is true, i.e., when

the packet loss rate of flow i is lower or equal than the threshold value plrthr- If the
packet loss rate exceeds the threshold then the indicator function is O. It is important

to note that fairness for delay sensitive traffic is guaranteed when the PLR over a short

moving average window [471, for instance one second, is below the prescribed threshold

for each of the delay sensitive flows in the system. As noted in [481, when the scheduler

achieves short-term fairness then the long-term fairness is guaranteed.

The optimal solution of the above problem is not possible without restrictive assumptions

on the arrival process of the traffic and changes in channel quality. Therefore, a novel

scheduling framework relying on fuzzy logic is proposed. Fuzzy logic is ideally suited for

problems where a definite mathematical solution is unavailable. The information about

the changes in the radio channel and the traffic rate of each user is uncertain. Fuzzy logic

can deal with such situations because of its capability to make approximate reasoning.

In the proposed scheduling strategy, each PRB is assigned to the user maximizing a

defined metric. The proposed metric comprises a PRB independent part and a PRB-

specific part. The PRB independent part calculated for a user describes the "urgency"

of an assignment as time-domain priority, whereas the PRE-specific part describes the

instantaneous channel quality of the PRB and its relative quality versus other PRBs.

4.3 Fuzzy Cornposite Scheduling Framework

The FCS framework consists of fuzzy proactive, reactive and DRe controllers. It is

important to note that the designs of the proactive and reactive controllers are same. The

proactive controller processes the HoL delay whereas the reactive controller processes

the QoS violation. The design of the three fuzzy controllers are reported in the following:

4.3.1 Proactive controller

The goal of the proactive controller is to avoid delay bound violations. In order to con-

sider the delay urgency in a dynamic wireless environment, a novel concept is proposed
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which comprises a utilization of time-averaged channel quality over a small moving win-

dow by using the average wideband spectral efficiency X~n), defined in equation (4.1).

The proactive controller processes two inputs. One of these is the HoL packet delay

Hi(n) normalized to the maximum tolerated HoL delay Hmax of each traffic class:

H(n)
i,VoIP if i E VoIP

Hi,max '
H(n)
H,Vldeo, if i E Video

l,max
H(n)
i,best-effort if i E best - effort
Hi,max '

(4.6)

The goal of the controller is to be proactive for any possible delay violations, hence the

second input is designed as the weighted sum of the normalized delay and the normalized

average channel quality. It is mathematically defined as:

(4.7)

The rationale behind the proactive controller's inputs is discussed in Section 4.3.1.1.

In fuzzy logic, the input membership function represents the magnitude of the inputs

which are mapped to the output membership function through a set of rules [65]. The

membership functions can be linear, exponential, bell shaped or any other shape ac-

cording to the system requirements. According to [42] the M-LWDF scheduling rule,

linear function of the HoL packet delay, outperforms the EXP-PF scheduling rule which

is an exponential function of HaL packet delay. Therefore, linear membership functions

for the proactive and reactive controllers are selected. The graphical representation of

the input membership functions is shown in Figure 4.2. The same input membership

functions are used for both the inputs. It is important to note that users with better

channel quality result in a higher frequency domain priority on each PRB t.p, as there will

be a higher number of PRBs with better channel quality. Therefore, the time domain

priority should be higher for users with higher normalized HaL packet delay and lower

normalized channel quality.

Now the flexibility of fuzzy logic is utilized by mapping the input membership functions

to the output membership function through a set of rules. Let J-Lp be the output of

the proactive controller (defuzzified proactive priority value), the fuzzy rules for the

proactive controller are:

1. If A~n) is low AND B~n) is low THEN /-Lp is medium

2. If A~n) is low AND B!n) is high THEN /-Lp is low
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3. If Ain) is high AND Bin) is low THEN I.Lp is high

4. If Ain) is high AND Bin) is high THEN JIp is medium

FIGURE 4.2: Input membership functions of the proactive and reactive controllers.

where low, medium and high are the output membership functions as shown in Figure

4.3 and J.Lp is the crisp output which along with the reactive controller output quantifies

the time domain priority of each user. The main motivation of using the low, medium

and high output membership functions is to prioritize flows suffering from lower channel

quality and higher HoL delay. The priority of the users with relatively good channel

quality increases from low to medium as the HoL delay increases. On the other hand, the

priority of users with lower channel quality increases from medium to high. Therefore,

fairness is incorporated in the scheduling decisions through the output membership

functions and rules of the fuzzy controllers. The main goal of the frequency domain

priority is to improve the system efficiency whereas the time domain priority provides

fairness through fuzzy proactive and reactive controllers.

The output fuzzy set of the membership functions, shown in Figure 4.3, determines the

traffic priority of each traffic class. It is important to note that J.Lp lies within the output

fuzzy set. The proactive priority, JIp, as a function of the inputs A~n) and n!n) is shown

in Figure 4.4.
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FIGURE 4.3: Output membership functions low, medium and high of the proactive
controller. Proactive controller output J.Lp lies within the Output fuzzy set.
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FIGURE 4.4: Proactive controller output, J.Lp, w.r.t the inputs.
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The steps involved in producing a crisp output in the fuzzy logic system are described

below.

1. Fuzzification. This is the process of converting fuzzy input values into a degree of

membership for each linguistic term. Each linguistic term, high, medium and low,

characterizes a membership function. For instance the proactive controller inputs,

A~n) = 0.8 and B~n) = 0.3, as shown in Figure 4.5, are fuzzified by the input

membership functions low and high. In the figure, the four rows are the four rules

of the proactive controller. Rule one comprises only low membership function,
therefore input A~n) = 0.8 and BIn) = 0.3 are fuzzified by the low membership

function as shown in the figure.

2. Fuzzy inference. This is the core process of the fuzzy logic system, comprising

a mapping from a given input to an output using the membership functions and
logical operators in the iJ-Then-Else rules. According to Figure 4.5, the and log-

ical operation is performed, according to which the minimum of the two fuzzified

inputs is mapped to the output membership function. The result of the fuzzy

inference process is the degree of the output membership functions fulfilled by the

logical operations between the fuzzified inputs. The result is the truncated output

membership functions as shown in the third column of Figure 4.5.

3. "Defuzzification" and production of the final "crisp" output. The crisp proactive

priority output /-Lp produced is shown in Figure 4.5. The output of each rule is

combined to give the final fuzzy set, as shown in the fifth row and third column in

Figure 4.5. The defuzzification process is simply the centroid calculation on the

final fuzzy set as shown in Figure 4.5.

4.3.1.1 Rationale

The inputs A~n) and Bin) are a function of the HoL delay, hence the system is made

more proactive for any possible delay violations. The second input, weighted sum of the

normalized HoL delay and time averaged channel quality, enhances the system fairness.

For instance consider two users - user 1 and 2 - having normalized average channel quality

of 0.8 and 0.6 respectively, and normalized HoL packet delay of 0.4 and 0.8 respectively.

If the second input is selected as a simple function of the average channel quality, i.e.

Bin) = X~n), then the output of the proactive controller, /-Lp (Figure 4.4), for user 1 and

2 is 0.844 (A~n) = 004, Bin) = 0.8) and 1.05 (A~n) = 0.8, BIn) = 0.6) respectively. The

difference in the proactive priority of the two users is 1.05 - 0.844 = 0.206. On the

other hand, if the weighted sum equation (4.7) is used, then the output for user 1 and
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FIGURE 4.5: Scheduling rules of the proactive controller.
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2 is 0.872 (A~n) = 0.4, B;n) = 0.6) and 1.14 (A~n) = 0.8, B;n) = 0.7), with a difference

in proactive priority of 0.268. A higher priority with weighted sum equation quantifies

the urgency in the service needs of user 2 having relatively higher packet delay and

lower channel quality. Therefore the system is more sensitive to the HaL delay. If the

instantaneous channel quality of the user improves, the system exploits it. For instance

consider Figure 4.6 where the channel quality increases at the current scheduling instant;

the result is a higher time domain priority, quantifying lower time-averaged channel

quality over a window of size ne epochs and higher HaL packet delay. Because of the

increase in the channel quality at the current scheduling instant, the frequency domain

priority (function of current instantaneous channel quality) also increases with PRBs

having better channel quality. Therefore, the weighted sum of the normalized HaL

delay and the time averaged channel quality with weights equal to 0.5 makes the system
opportunistic (exploiting instantaneous channel improvements) and delay aware.

4.3.2 Reactive controller

Delay sensitive applications can tolerate packet losses if they are below a given threshold.

To provide fairness in multimedia traffic, packet losses should be kept below a given

threshold for all users. The goal of the reactive controller is to distribute the packet losses

proportionally equal across all the users. In order to define the inputs of the reactive

controller, the packet loss ratio plr~n) of user i given in equation (4.3) is utilized. The

packet loss ratio can easily be calculated by using the number of dropped and transmitted
packets over a small transmission window. The design of the reactive controller is similar

to the proactive controller except that the fuzzy inputs are based on the packet loss rate

over a moving average transmission window. A window size of 1 s is considered in

the simulation study. The amount of QoS violation in terms of packet loss ratio and

tolerated packet loss threshold, plrthr' of user i at scheduling instant n is:

(n) _ plr!n)
Vi,delay-sensitive- -plr.

I,thr
(4.8)

The QoS parameter for the delay sensitive traffic is the packet loss ratio whereas for the
best-effort flows, the QoS performance parameter is the ratio of minimum rate required

to the achieved time-averaged throughput .

v(n) _ Rmin
i,best-effort - R~n)

s.ave
(4.9)
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where R~:>veis the time-averaged throughput and Rmin is the minimum rate requirement.

The QoS'violation input, cIn), for the reactive controller is:

v(n)
itVjIP ,
Y;,max
v(n)i,tteo
V 'j,max
V(n)
",beat-effort
yin) ,
J,max

if i,j E VoIP

if i,j E Video (4.10)

if i, j E best - effort

It is a requirement of the fuzzy logic system that the inputs of the fuzzy controller

should lie within the input fuzzy set, i.e., in between 0 and 1. Therefore, the input is

normalized with respect to the flow having the maximum QoS violation, Yj~:;ax'

The second input, D1n), of the reactive controller is designed as the weighted sum of the

normalized QoS violations and the normalized average channel quality. Mathematically

it is defined 8..,:

(4.11)

4.3.2.1 Rationale

The rationale behind the design of the reactive controller is same as that of the proactive

controller discussed in Section 4.3.1.1. The input and output membership functions and

the Output fuzzy set is same as that of the proactive controller. It is important to note

that all the inputs (the HoL packet delay, the QoS violations and the time averaged

channel quality) could have been utilized by designing a fuzzy priority scheme with

three inputs. However, this increases the complexity of the system because, with three

inputs, 8 rules and more than 3 output membership functions are required. A fuzzy logic

system with two inputs is simpler in terms of implementation and processing. Therefore,

the same fuzzy module is called for proactive (A~n) and B;n») and reactive (CIn) and

D;n») inputs by using the same rules and membership functions. The rationale of the

fuzzy controller design is shown in Figure 4.7. For instance consider a loaded system,

with the normalized average channel quality of the two users shown in Figure 4.7. During

peak traffic, the probability of delay violations is higher. The reactive controller output

prioritizes the lower channel quality user in the time domain by considering the time-

averaged channel quality over a moving window as shown by point "PI" in Figure 4.7.

At point "PI", the time domain priority of the lower channel quality user is higher than

for the good channel quality user. On the other hand, the frequency domain priority

of the good channel quality user is higher (frequency domain priority is a function of
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current instantaneous channel quality discussed in Section 4.3.5}. When delay violation

occurs for the user with lower channel quality, a further increase in the time domain

priority reduces its delay violations. Therefore, under high load, fairness among the

flows is achieved by distributing the packet loss rate proportionally according to their

channel quality.
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FIGURE 4.7: Rationale of the reactive controller design.

4.3.3 Dynamic Resource Controller

The best-effort traffic class is considered as the lowest priority class. Scheduling rules

designed for delay sensitive traffic, such as in [66][67] (see the time utility functions
of different traffic classes), give low scheduling priority to the best-effort flows. High

priority differentiation between the delay sensitive and best-effort flows causes resource

starvation for the best-effort flows [68] [69]. In FCS scheduling framework, inter-class

traffic priority differentiation is provided by output fuzzy set. The output fuzzy set

represents the range of all possible output values that can be assigned to the proactive

and reactive controllers. The larger the output fuzzy set, the higher the priority of the

controller. In order to dynamically prioritize flows belonging to best-effort traffic class,

the output fuzzy set of the best-effort flows is adapted according to the QoS performance

of the delay sensitive flows. The output fuzzy set of the delay sensitive traffic class is

fixed, thus the amount of resource allocations between the delay sensitive and best-effort
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flows is adaptable and controlled by the maximum limit of the output fuzzy set, J-tmax,

as given in equation (4.12).

J-trbest-effort = J-tPbest-effort E {O, J-tmax} (4.12)

where J-trbest-effort and J-tPbest-effort are the defuzzified outputs of the reactive and proactive
controllers. As discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the design of both the controllers

and the corresponding output fuzzy sets are the same. Flows from each traffic class

utilize the same time domain priority by using the reactive and proactive controllers.

The average delay and packet loss rate performance of the delay sensitive flows are

used to determine the maximum limit of the output fuzzy set for the best-effort traffic.

Mathematically, the average QoS parameters of the delay sensitive flows are:

1 Idelay-sensitive H(n)
E(n) = L _i_

[delay-sensitive i=l Hmax
(4.13)

p(n) = 1
[delay-sensitive

1delay-sensitive

L v:~~llaY-8ellsitive
i=l

(4.14)

where [delay-sensitive is the number of delay sensitive users, E(n) is the average normalized

delay and F(n) is the average QoS violations of all the delay sensitive users. The input

and output membership functions of the DRC controller are shown in Figure 4.8 and

4.9 respectively. The maximum limit, J-tmax is set according to the following fuzzy rules:

1. If E(n) is low AND p(n) is low THEN J-tmax is high

2. If E(n) is high AND F(n) is low THEN J-tmax is low

3. If E(n) is high AND F(n) is high THEN J-tmax is low

4. If E(n) is low AND B(n) is high THEN J-tmax is medium

The input degree of membership is determined by the trapezoidal input membership

functions. A lower average packet delay and loss rate causes rule 1 to have a higher

degree of membership. Therefore, J-tmax is maximum as given by the centroid of the

highest area triangle membership function as shown in Figure 4.9. On the other hand,

J-tmax is set to minimum when a higher average HaL delay and packet loss rate causes

the smallest area triangle to be defuzzified through rule 2 and rule 3. If the normalized

average delay is lower and average PLR is higher than the medium area triangle is

defuzzified as given in rule 4.
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4.3.3.1 Rationale

The main rationale of utilizing DRC is to serve the following three goals:

• Utilization of delay tolerant nature of the best-effort traffic: According to the policy

guidelines of the QoS architecture in the 3GPP standard, the resource allocation

probability of the best-effort traffic class should be minimum in situations where

the network becomes congested with delay sensitive traffic. When the traffic load

reaches the network capacity, the increase in average packet's latency of the delay

sensitive traffic decreases the maximum limit of the output fuzzy set for the best-

effort flows as shown in Figure 4.10. Since best-effort traffic is delay tolerant, the

decreased maximum limit of the output fuzzy set ensures delay sensitive traffic gets

priority over best-effort traffic .

• Channel diversity exploitation: The main goal of the scheduler is to maximize

the system throughput subject to maintaining the deadline violations below the

prescribed threshold (equation (4.5)). At lower normalized average packet latency,

the priority difference between the delay sensitive and best-effort flows is mini-

mal. Hence, flows from different traffic classes are scheduled based on their QoS

performance and channel quality.
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• Utilization of same output fuzzy set for the DRC, proactive and reactive controllers:

The prioritization of the delay sensitive flows w.r.t the best-effort traffic can be

achieved by using the same output fuzzy set for the proactive, reactive and DRC

controllers. When the output fuzzy set of these controllers are same then the

increase in latency of the delay sensitive flows causes a reduction in the output fuzzy

set of the best-effort traffic as shown in Figure 4.10. When the network becomes

heavily congested then delay bound violations occur for the delay sensitive flows.

The delay bound violation further reduces the output fuzzy set of the best effort

traffic as shown in Figure 4.10. Thus, decreasing the resource allocation probability

of the best-effort traffic.

4.3.4 Time domain priority

The proactive controller output, J,Lp, and the reactive controller output, JLr, define the

time domain priority of the scheduling rule. Let J,L~n) be the final time domain priority

which is the product of the output of both the controllers given as:

(4.15)

where at is the time domain fairness parameter which enables the operator of the system

to tune the fairness level. The higher the value of at, the higher will be the time domain

priority of users suffering from relatively poor channel quality, higher HoL delay and

higher QoS violations.

4.3.5 Frequency domain priority

The time domain priority, by utilizing past and current CQI feedbacks, considers the

channel quality over a small window. The goal of the time domain priority is to control

the fairness among the users. On the other hand, the goal of the frequency domain

priority is to improve the system efficiency by considering only the current CQI feedback.

Due to multipath propagation and interference from the neighboring users, there is a

variable amount of fading on the PREs of each user. Efficiency as well as fairness can be

enhanced if this information is utilized. Information on the interference and multipath

propagation can be obtained by employing the CQI feedbacks on each of the PRBs.

Hence, a parameter called relative strength of user i on PRB <p is utilized which is given

as:
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(n)
()~n)= Xi,,,,
t,cp (n)

Xi
(4.16)

where ()!~gives information on the variable amount of fading on the PREs of each user.

If a user is experiencing a high interference on some of the PREs, this factor assigns a

lower weight to such PREs. On the other hand, the PRBs with the best channel quality

for a user will be assigned a higher weight thus fully utilizing the independent multi-user

frequency selective fading. The frequency domain priority, r!~,of user i on PRE II' is

the product of channel quality and relative strength:

(4.17)

The parameter at, in the time domain priority, controls the system fairness. On the

other hand, efficiency is controlled by the parameter Cl!J. The trade-off between fairness

and efficiency is varied by changing these two parameters. It has been shown in [60] that

a good trade-off between fairness and efficiency can be achieved by defining a priority

function which is the product of the logarithmic function of the time-domain priority

and a linear function of the instantaneous rate on each PRE. The time domain priority

used in the LOG rule in [60], is a function of the HoL packet delay. In this work, the

proposed time-domain priority is derived from fuzzy logic and is a function of the user's

HoL packet delay, time-averaged channel quality and packet loss rate. The final priority,

PRF!~, of user i on PRB <p is a function of the logarithm of the time domain priority

and it varies linearly with the frequency domain priority as given below:

(4.18)

User i* is allocated a PRE <p satisfying the following rule:

i* = argmax (pRF~n})
',cp (4.19)

It is important to note that state-of-the-art scheduling rules serve best-effort flows with

the classical delay insensitive PF rule and prioritize the delay sensitive traffic by con-

sidering the HoL delay. The proposed scheduling rule uses the same priority equation

(equation (4.18)) for all the traffic classes and prioritize each traffic class by adapting

the output fuzzy set.
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4.4 Performance evaluation

4.4.1 Benchmark scheduling rules

The proposed FCS scheduling rule is assessed and compared with the following state-of-

the-art strategies:

• M-LWDF. According to the literature [42], among the existing rules this provides

the best trade-off between fairness and efficiency for delay sensitive video traffic.

The M-LWDF scheduling rule is given as:

(n)
PRF~n) = . Xi,,;,, H~n)

a,,;,, 1'a R(n) a
1,ave

(4.20)

where 1'i is a constant whose value is adjusted to account for different delay require-

ments for different flows. The FCS scheduling is also compared with the virtual

token version of the M-LWDF scheduling rule introduced in [70J. The scheduling

rule considers the queue size of each flow instead of the HoL delay. The virtual
token based scheduling rule (M-LWDFQ) is given as:

(4.21)

where Nb:) is the number of packets residing in the queue of user i's flow at the

eNodeB. Both the scheduling rule exploits time diversity by using time-averaged

throughput. In order to provide fairness, the M-LWDF rule uses the HoL delay

whereas the M-LWDFQ uses the queue size of each flow.

• EXP-PF. This strategy schedules delay sensitive flows according to the following

rule:

(n) (H(n) H(n»)PRF(n) Xi,,;,, 1'i i - 1'i i
i,,;,,=1'i~exp =

Ri,ave 1+ ~ 1'iHIn)
(4.22)

where Hi(n) is the average HoL delay of the delay sensitive flows given as:

H~n) = 1
, Idclay-sellBitive

1delay-oen.ltl_L Hi(n)
i=1

(4.23)
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The virtual token version of the EXP-PF rule introduced in [70] is also considered.

In the modified version, the HoL delay is replaced by the queue size of each of the

delay sensitive flows. The EXP-PFQ scheduling rule is given as:

• In order to address the problem of prioritizing different classes of traffic, [60]

presents a scheduling strategy based on the log and the EXP rule. Mathematically

these strategies are given as:

(4.24)

(4.25)

where bi =* and ai is a tunable parameter. The higher the value of this
Ri~ve

parameter, the higher will be the priority of the delay sensitive flows.

All the aforementioned priority rules are for the delay sensitive traffic. These rules

calculate the priority for the best-effort traffic according to the PF rule given as:

(n)
PRF~n) = Xi,~

',~ R~n)
s.ave

(4.26)

4.4.2 Simulation Scenario

The performance of the proposed and benchmark scheduling algorithms is investigated

by utilizing the simulation platform introduced in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.1). The fuzzy

controllers are designed by utilizing the Matlab's Fuzzy Logic Toolbox. Delay sensitive

traffic is characterized by video and VoIP flows. In order to simulate best-effort traffic,

CBR flows with the data rate of 400 Kbps are selected. On the other hand, 64 Kbps

traffic with the threshold packet loss rate of 1 % and maximum delay budget of 100 IDS

is selected for VoIP users. These QoS parameters are selected according to LTE QCI

(QoS Class Indicators) [72]. Video traffic is generated from a trace file [73J with the

average and peak traffic rates of 530 Kbps and 1500 kbps respectively. The maximum

delay budget for video packets is 200 IDS whereas the threshold packet loss rate is 5 %.
For non-critical video applications, 5 % packet loss rate corresponds to a PSNR (Peak

Signal to Noise Ratio) of approximately 29 to 30 dB [71]. Therefore, 5% is considered

as the threshold packet loss rate for an acceptable video quality. Table 4.2 reports the
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TABLE 4.2: Simulation parameters - Downlink LTE scheduling for multi-class traffic.

I VALUEI PARAMETERS
Bandwidth, Carrier frequency 5 MHz, 2.1 GHz
UE distribution, Cell radius Uniform, 1 km
Channel 3GPP- TU (Typical Urban)
Pathloss model Hata-Cost-231 model
Shadowing model Log-normal shadow fading
HARQ Up to 3 synchronous retrans-

missions
Channel Fading Block Fading (1 ms)
UE speed 15 to 100 km/h (users mov-

ing independently at variable
speed)

CQI averaging method MIESM [19] [20]
Hmax, PLRthr (Video) 200 ms, 5% [71]
Hmax, PLRthr (VoIP) 100 ms, 1% [72]
Hmax, Rmin (best-effort) 300 ms, 200 Kbps [72]
Number of video, VoIP and best-effort users 18,27 and 9
Average rate requirements for video, VoIP 530 Kbps, 64 Kbps and 400
and best-effort users Kbps
ne (Time-averaged channel quality window) 100 ms
and nw (Time-averaged throughput window)

simulation parameters adopted for the LTE system and the wireless channel. 18 video

flows (9.54 Mbps), 27 VoIP flows (1.728 Mbps) and 9 best-effort flows (3.6 Mbps) are

simulated corresponding to a total average input traffic rate of 14.868 Mbps. The main

motivations for such traffic distribution are the following:

• It has been reported in [2] that by 2015 approximately 66 % of mobile's traffic (in

terms of petabytes per month) will be video and the proportion of VoIP traffic
I

will be a minority. Therefore, the proportion of traffic in the simulation scenario

is dominated by video followed by the best-effort and VoIP traffic. Specifically,

a loaded network is simulated with 64 % video, 11 % VoIP and 25 % best-effort

traffic (in terms of average input traffic at the eNodeB) .

• The proposed scenario corresponds to an average input traffic rate of 14.868 Mbps.

Sum rate maximization strategy is simulated to evaluate the channel utilization in

terms of average spectral efficiency. The strategy maximizes the system throughput

without considering the delay constraints. The average channel quality (in terms of

SINR) of the users is set such that the total system throughput, sum throughput

of all the flows, produced by the throughput maximization strategy [74] is 13.6

Mbps (2.72 bits/sec/Hz}. This corresponds to a heavily loaded system where the

input traffic is approximately 110 %, in terms of bita/sec/Hz, of the maximum
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system capacity. The main goal is to study the fairness and efficiency performance

of the proposed and benchmark scheduling rules when the delay bound and packet

loss threshold constraints are considered.

The time-averaged channel quality is considered over the period of 100 TTIs, i. e. ne =
lOOms. All the benchmark scheduling rules utilize the time-averaged throughput. In

order to have a fair comparison, the exponential averaging constant nw is set to 100

ms. In the literature, the optimum size of the exponential averaging constant is from

100 to 1000, with the 100 being utilized in scenarios yielding high fairness in terms of

throughput.

TABLE 4.3: Tunable parameters for FCS strategy.

Strategy output fuzzy set output fuzzy set at a,
for video for VoIP

FCSl {O,2} {O,2} 2 2
FCS2 {O,2} {0,2.2} 2 2
FCS3 {O,2} {O,2.2} 3 2

Table 4.3 reports the settings considered in the simulations for the parameters enabling

the adjustment of the trade off between efficiency and fairness. The table reports three

examples. In the first one (FCSt) the maximum limit of the output fuzzy set is the

same for both VoIP and Video classes, i.e., video and VoIP traffic flows have the same

prioritization. In the second case (FCS2) VoIP is prioritized by increasing the maximum

limit of the output fuzzy set from 2 to 2.2. The time and frequency domain parameters

at and aI are set to 2. Finally, in the third case, the VoIP priority is kept same and the

time-domain parameter is increased from 2 to 3. In all cases the maximum limit of the

fuzzy set for best-effort flows is variable and changes according to the QoS violation of

the delay sensitive flows as discussed in Section 4.3.3 (Figure 4.10).

4.4.3 Results and Discussion

First, the fairness and efficiency performance of the FCS strategy is analyzed according

to the settings reported in Table 4.3. Next, the FCS strategy is compared with the

benchmark scheduling strategies reported in Section 4.4.1.

Results in terms of packet loss rate (delay sensitive flows) and throughput (best-effort

flows) for the proposed rule with different parameters are shown in Figure 4.11 and

Figure 4.12, where users are arranged in a decreasing order of the channel quality,

The user with lowest index has the best channel quality which then decreases with the
increase in user index.
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Using the same prioritization (outputjuzzy set) for video and VoIP (FCSl, Figure 4.11)

results in a higher QoS violations for the VoIP flows, i.e., 7 VoIP flows are violating

the 1% PLR threshold. On the other hand, 3 video flows are violating the 5% PLR

threshold.

In the second set of simulations (FCS2, Figure 4.11) there is a significant reduction in

the PLR of the VolP flows, i.e., only 1 VolP flow has a delay bound violation (PLR)

of more than 1%. In FCS2 mode, the impact of the time-domain priority is higher for

the VoIP flows. The increase in the HaL delay and PLR prioritized VoIP flows more

than the video flows. The result is an increase in the PLR of the video flows as shown

in Figure 4.11. There is also a slight reduction in the throughput of the best-effort

flows. Higher limit of the fuzzy set, 2.2, for VoIP traffic serves well according to the QoS

architecture of LTE as it is the highest traffic priority class. Any further increase in the

maximum limit of the fuzzy set for VoIP traffic will penalize the video and best-effort

flows.

Next, the impact of the time-domain parameter at is analyzed. An increase in the time-

domain priority parameter (FCS3, Figure 4.12) allocates relatively more resources to the

worst channel channel flows since time-domain priority is a fuzzy function of the HaL

packet delay, PLR and time-averaged channel quality. It is important to note that the

proportion of video traffic (18 flows with average rate requirements of 540 kbps) is more

than the VoIP traffic (27 flows with rate requirements of 64 kbps). Therefore, increase in

at results in a significant improvement for video flows as shown in Figure 4.12. In other

words, the lower channel quality video flows are allocated more resources and as a result

their PLR is reduced at the expense of a slight increase in the PLR of,VoIP flows. There

is also a marginal increase in the PLR of good channel video flows. According to the

figure (FCS3, Figure 4.12), the worst served video flow has a PLR of approximately 5.4

% and the worst served VolP flow suffers from a PLR of 1.6 %. Thus, the FCS3 mode

results in an improved fairness performance for the delay sensitive flows. Under high

load, the time-domain priority of the delay sensitive flows will always be higher than

best-effort flows. Therefore, increase in at will further enhance the priority difference

and results in a reduction in the throughput of best-effort flows.

Figures 4.13 and 4.14 analyze the performance of state-of-the-art scheduling rules for

delay sensitive traffic and compare it with the FCS rule. Although M-LWDF is gen-

erally considered as the best scheduling rule for delay sensitive traffic [42], the PLR

performance of the M-LWDF scheduling rule for low channel quality video flows is very

poor. According to Figure 4.13, the PLR of the worst served user is as high as 20% and

approximately 7 flows suffer from the QoS violation, i.e., having PLR above the 5 %

threshold. Higher QoS violations for video flows stems from the fact that the M-LWDF
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rule exploits time diversity by considering the time-averaged throughput. The video

flows exhibit variable bit rate (higher peak to average rate ratio) characteristics. There-

fore, the higher time-averaged throughput in the scheduling decision of the M-LWDF

rule increases the probability of delay violations for the video flows having lower channel

quality. Hence, high rate delay sensitive flows with lower channel quality suffer from

higher HoL delay violation. On the other hand, none of the VoIP flows suffer from delay

violations (Figure 4.14) mainly because lower time-averaged throughput prioritizes the

VoIP flows irrespective of their channel quality. M-LWDFQ reduces the QoS violations

of the video flows by considering the queue size based on virtual token mechanism [70].

The PLR of the worst served user is approximately 12% and there are only 3 flows violat-

ing the PLR threshold of 5 %. The improved performance for video flows is mainly due

the fact that the M-LWDFQ rule prioritizes high rate flows by considering the number

of packets in the queue based on virtual token mechanism, as compared to the M-LWDF

rule which relies on the HoL delay. As a result, flows having fewer packets in the queue

are penalized if their channel quality is low. Figure 4.14 shows that 7 VoIP flows have

PLR of more than 1 %. Therefore, the M-LWDFQ rule increases the QoS violation for

the VoIP flows as compared to the M-LWDF scheduling rule.

When compared to the state-of-the-art scheduling rules, the FCS strategy improves the

fa.irness performance for delay sensitive flows mainly due to the fact that this scheduling

rule considers the channel quality of a user in a novel way, by taking into account the past

and current CQI feedbacks in the time domain priority metric. This allows the users

with relatively low channel quality and high HoL delay to be prioritized in the time

domain. As a result, the difference in the average waiting time of each flow's packet is

low. On the other hand, state-of-the-art scheduling rules favor the good channel quality

flows by serving them way before their packet's delay budget. These scheduling rules

are highly unfair for the cell edge users as they require a substantial increase in the

SINR of the cell edge users so that their packet's delay budget requirements are met.

In the FeS scheduling strategy, the PLR over the moving average window is kept below

the threshold for each of the delay sensitive flows in the system. Therefore, this rule

balance different flows' probabilities of QoS violations. It is important to note that the

FCS strategy requires an admission controller to limit the arrival rate of delay sensitive

traffic within the achievable rate region. Since fairness is incorporated in the scheduling

decisions, an increase in the arrival rate above the system capacity violates the QoS

performance of the flows already being served.

The performance of the EXP-PF and EXP-PFQ scheduling rules for video and VoIP

traffic classes is shown in Figure 4.13 and 4.14 respectively. For video flows, the EXP-

PF scheduling rule increases the QoS violations significantly, i.e., approximately all the

flows have delay violations of more than 5 %. The performance of the EXP-PF rule
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FIGURE4.15: Performance of the best-effort flows for different scheduling rules.

for VoIP flows is the same as that of the M-LWDF rule. The M-LWDF and EXP IPF
rule are delay based schedulers. These scheduling rules prioritize VoIP flows mainly

because of the lower rate requirements. The token based version [70] of these scheduling

rules penalizes the VoIP flows more because of the higher queue size of the video flows.

EXP IPFQ performs worst for the VoIP flows mainly because the queue size of the VoIP

flows always remains lower than the Video flows, which causes an exponential increase

in the priority of the video flows. Therefore, all performance gain obtained by video

flows penalizes to the VoIP and best-effort flows as shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. For

best-efort flows (Figure 4.15), the performance of the EXP-PF rule is significantly better

than other scheduling rules. The EXP IPFQ scheduling rule performs best for the video

flows. However, it severly penalizes the VoIP flows.

All state-of-the-art scheduling rules prioritize best-effort flows by using the classical

proportional fair equation (4.26). These rules prioritize delay sensitive flows by using

the linear, logarithmic or exponential functions of the HoL delay as reported in Section

4.4.1. On the other hand, the FCS scheduling rule uses the same priority function

for the best-effort and delay sensitive flows, as given in equation (4.18). The priority

differentiation between the best-effort and delay sensitive traffic classes is controlled by

adapting the maximum limit of the output fuzzy set. The same priority function for each

traffic class allows the exploitation of multi-user channel diversities across all the flows.

The priority of the best-effort traffic class is dynamic and changes according to the QoS
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FIGURE 4.16: Performance comparison of the FCS strategy with the log and the
exponential scheduling rules.

performance of the delay sensitive flows. It is important to note that video traffic class

constituting the major part of the network traffic has a variable rate characteristics. The

DRC fully exploits the low video traffic rate periods by reducing the priority difference

between the delay sensitive and best effort flows thus achieving better fairness in terms

of the total throughput achieved by each traffic class.

It is important to note that FCS strategy improves the performance of the lower channel

quality video flows. Only EXP-PFQ performs better than the FCS strategy, but it

achieves it by severely degrading the performance of the VolP and best-effort flows. On

the other hand, the log-rule achieves the best performance for the best-effort flows but

it is highly inefficient for the video flows as shown in Figure 4.16. It is important to

note that the log rule uses the normalized HoL delay as the time-domain priority. The

logarithmic variation of the normalized HoL delay has a marginal increase in the priority

of the lower channel quality flows. For instance, consider the log rule (equation (4.24))

with tunable parameter ai set to 50. Let us analyze the priority difference between

the flows having channel quality of 3 dB and 15 dB. The good channel quality flow

with a normalized averaged delay of 0.3 results in a time domain priority of log[l.l +
(50.0.3)J = 2.78. On the other hand, the poor channel quality flow having normalized

HoL delay of 0.9 results in a time-domain priority of log[1.1 + (50.0.9)J = 3.83. The

logarithmic function marginalizes the priority of the poor channel quality flow as the
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FIGURE 4.17: System throughput performance of all the considered scheduling rules.

delay urgency does not proportionately increases its priority. It is evident from Figure

4.16 that the log rule increases the PLR of the lower channel quality flows. The figure

also shows the performance of the Exp-rule. According to the figure, the Exp-rule

achieves better performance than the log-rule but it is highly unfair for the best-effort

flows. The exponential function of the normalized HaL delay caters the delay urgency

of the delay sensitive flows better than the log rule. It is important to note that the

FCS strategy increases the PLR of the VoIP flowsas compared to the linear, logarithmic

and exponential delay based scheduling rules. However, the VoIP traffic class is packet

loss tolerant and can tolerate the PLR threshold of 1%. The FCS strategy marginally

violates the packet loss threshold of 2 VolP flows, i.e., the worst served VoIP flows have
a PLR of 1.2 % and 1.6 %.

Figure 4.17 summarizes the performance of all the scheduling rules. The figure reports

the throughput achieved by each of the traffic classes. The last sub-figure shows the

total system throughput, which is simply the sum of the throughput achieved by each

of the traffic classes. When compared to the optimum channel utilization strategy, the

FCS scheduler compromises approximately 10.5 % of the total cell throughput while

providing fairness and QoS provisions. It is clear from the figure that among all the

aforementioned QoS aware scheduling rules, the FCS scheduling rule achieves the best
inter-class fairness in terms of the throughput achieved by each traffic class.
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4.5 Conclusion

A composite scheduling strategy is proposed for downlink scheduling at the MAC layer

for delay sensitive traffic in wireless systems based on OFDMA. This strategy uses

novel concept of providing fairness using fuzzy logic membership functions and its rule

base, instead of relying on the rate based proportional fair strategies employed in the

literature. Furthermore, the proposed framework provides service class differentiation

among different traffic classes by utilizing the fuzzy logic priority scheme. The considered

approach leads to a framework which provides intra-class as well as inter-class fairness.

The design of the scheduling rule is robust and it serves well in diverse channel and rate

requirements.

Chapter 5 presents scheduling strategies specifically for video streaming traffic. Schedul-

ing strategy presented in chapters 3 and 4 are mainly packet scheduling rules. In Chapter

5, the scheduler exploits the scalable properties of the video streaming traffic and sched-

ules layers based on the video frame importance.



Chapter 5

QoE-aware Fair Downlink
Scheduling for Scalable Video
Transmission over LTE Systems

5.1 Introduction

One of the requirements of video transmission systems over networks is the capability

to adjust the system resources to the variable channel conditions. Scalable Video Cod-
ing (SVC) [75]provides considerable advantages, such as flexibility and convenience for

achieving the desired visual quality and bit rate. SVC has been standardized to extend

the capabilities of the H.264/advanced video coding (AVC) standard [76]. The funda-

mental principle of SVC is to generate a single compressed bitstream that can adapt to

the varying bit rates of different transmission channels, display resolutions, and com-

putational resource constraints of various receivers rapidly and easily. To obtain such

flexibility, the SVC extension includes three types of scalability: spatial, temporal, and

quality scalability, respectively resulting in an adjustment of the frame rate, of the spa-

tial resolution, and of the image quality. An SVC stream is composed of a base layer

and several enhancement layers. As long as the base layer is received, the receiver can

decode the video stream. As more enhancement layers are received, the decoded video

quality is improved. Temporal scalability refers to representing the same video sequence

with different frame rates. The temporally scalable bit-stream is generated using hi-
erarchical prediction structures. Spatial scalability refers to representing the video in

different spatial resolutions or sizes. Normally, the picture of a spatial layer is based on

the prediction from both lower temporal layers and spatial layers.

95
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From a mobile operator point of view the goal of a scheduling strategy is to maximize the

number of satisfied users for a given cost. From this point of view, achieving fairness does

not mean to provide the same video quality to all video users, but in a loaded network

users with good channel should enjoy a better video quality through the exploitation of

channel quality. On the other hand, users with a relatively lower channel quality should

have an acceptable quality by exploiting the layered structure of SVC, i.e., scheduling

the most important video layers. Hence, there is a trade-off between the exploitation of

channel quality and the number of video layers scheduled. The main goal of this work

is to address this trade-off.

There is a rich literature on content aware scheduling strategies. Most of the works make

use of the multi-user content aware gradient-based or priority-based scheduling approach

such as in [77, 78] [79] [80] [81] [82]. Some of the scheduling approaches exploit multi-

user content diversity only while others exploit multi-user frequency and time diversity,

but none of these works have exploited all the three types of diversity phenomenas,

i.e, multi-user content, time and frequency diversities. Therefore one of the goals is to

investigate the capacity gain that can be achieved when all three types of user diversity

are exploited.

Game theory [83] and in general equilibrium theory was originally developed to study

specific problems in economics and finance and was later applied in different areas, such

as social science, physics, biology, engineering. In a scenario where multiple users have to

share resources, the exploitation of the results of game theory leads to interesting results.

In this work the concept of Nash equilibrium [84] for the design of a fair scheduling

strategy is utilized in the downlink of an OFDMA based system. The application of

the concepts of game theory in the area of rate control for communication networks

was addressed in [84] where an analogy with the concept of proportional fairness was

established. The concept was further addressed in [85], where it was shown that the Nash

bargaining solution leads to proportional fairness for wireless systems. Where the main

goal is to allocate resources by guaranteeing the Nash equilibrium, i.e., to maximize the

product of payoff, using the logarithm of the throughput as a payoff. The payoff achieves

the maximization of the product of throughput of all the users competing for resources.

Hence, allocating resources in such a way achieves proportional fair scheduling. However,

it is important to note that video quality is not a simple function of throughput. The

nature of video traffic is highly variable in terms of bit rate and also different video frames

have different priority, therefore solely relying on achieving target bit rate, optimum

utilization of the network resources (in delivering video quality) is not achieved. lIence,

the concept of Nash bargaining solution (NBS) is utilized by considering a function of

the quality of the received video sequence as a payoff, instead of the achieved throughput

(number of bits sent).
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By exploiting the characteristics of video sources, and in particular of SVC, a utility

metric is proposed by taking into account the dependency among frames in a video

sequence. In SVC higher layer frames can only be decoded when all the frames from

lower layers are correctly received. Therefore, a utility - frame significance throughput

is proposed - which corresponds to some payoff only when one complete video frame is

transmitted, since partially received video frames are usually not useful at the decoder.

Next in order to achieve proportional fairness in terms of frame significance throughput,

the maximization of the Nash product is considered. The utility design also exploits

the highly variable nature of the SVC traffic in terms of frame sizes. The state of users

transmitting lower size video frames in a shorter interval of time is exploited by giving

other users, having lower channel quality or higher remaining backlog in the buffer or

both, the incentive to transmit their frames and achieve an acceptable minimum payoff

by efficiently utilizing the available resources.

The approach considered here leads to a scheduling framework which can be adapted
to the business model of the operator. The operator can easily set the fairness level

according to the system constraints. Note that the satisfaction of a well served users
has a marginal improvement if its service level is increased further, for instance the user

satisfaction is marginally increased if the average video quality, expressed in PSNR, is

increased from 37 dB to 40 dB. On the other hand, if the service level is decreased

below a threshold of acceptable level, the user satisfaction is decreased significantly.

For instance the user satisfaction level is significantly increased if the average PSNR is

increased from 27 dB to 30 dB.

This chapter is organized as follows. The system model is presented in Section 5.2.

Section 5.3 presents the concept of quality-driven proportional fairness. Section 5.3 is

divided in to several subsections starting with proposed novel metric frame significance

throughput in temporal and quality scalable video streams in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2,

followed by the utility design in Section 5.3.3. The marginal utility design also called

the Nash Product Scheduling (NPS) rule is presented in Section 5.3.4 followed by the

concept of proportional fairness and design of gain in marginal utility in Sections 5.3.5

and 5.3.6. The proposed scheduling algorithm is presented in Section 5.3.7. Simulation

scenario is presented in Section 5.4. Simulation results are analyzed in Section 5.5.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.6.

Sections 5.7 and 5.8 proposed another QoE-aware scheduling strategy by exploiting

the time-averaged bit throughput and the frame significance throughput known as the

Opportunistic Proportional Fair (OPF) scheduling rule. The performance evaluation of

both the NPS and OPF scheduling rules is discussed in Section 5.9.
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TABLE 5.1: Mathematical symbols utilized in Chapter 5.

Symbol Explanation
R(n) Rate achieved by user i over PRB r.p at the current scheduling

I,V'
instant n.

R~~~ Average throughput at current scheduling instant n taken over
the transmission window of size two

t/r~ Set of PRBs already allocated to a user at the current scheduling<p,I

instant n.
ri(Xi); Pi Payoff achieved when Xi amount of resources is allocated to user

i; payoff when no agreement is reached.
~F,i(F) Significance factor of frame F of user i.
NDEP(F) Total number of frames dependent on frame F of user i's flow.
Ngop Total number of frames in a GOP.
lI{d.=l} Indicator function, equal to 1 if its argument is true. Its argument

is true if a frame is sent successfully before the deadline.
~GOP,i(g) Frame significance throughput of current GOP g.
~GOP,i(g - Frame significance throughput of the last GOP sent.
1)
H(n) Delay elapsed of user i's GOP 9 before reaching the decoding

I
deadline at TTl n.

Hmax Maximum decoding interval of GOP 9 or ill other words delay
budget of GOP g.

NS,.n) Number of packets residing in the queue of flow i at schedulingQ;
instant n.

~GOPthr Minimum frame significance throughput, which a user must re-
ceive.

Uln)(~GOp,i) Utility, as a function of frame significance throughput, achieved
by user i.

er Trade off parameter between fairness and efficiency.
Ui(n) (PSNR; Utility, as a function of mean PSNR, achieved by user i.
PSNR;(g) Mean PSNR of GOP g.
PSNR;(g - Mean PSNR of GOP 9 - 1.
1)
PSNRthr Minimum mean PSNR, which a user must receive.
,,\n) Marginal utility gained by user i on PRB r.p at scheduling instant

I,V'
n.

G}~ Gain achieved by user i on PRB r.p at scheduling instant n.

8~~ Relative strength of user i's PRB r.p at the scheduling instant n.
Ftot; Total number of frames streamed in to the buffer of user i.
meanPSNR; Mean PSNR of total number of frames streamed in to the buffer

of user i.
avePSNR Average of mean PSNR of all the active users in the network. It

is used to quantify the efficiency achieved by different scheduling
strategies.

stdPSNR Standard deviation of mean PSNR of all the active users in the
network. It is used to quantify the fairness achieved by different
scheduling strategies.
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5.2 System model

A single cell scenario is considered in which the serving eNodeB is at the the center of

the cell. The serving eNodeB's Medium Access Control (MAC) scheduler controls all the

available PRBs by allocating them to active flows competing for resources. The scenario

comprises an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) single antenna Single

Input Single Output (SISO) multiuser LTE system. In SISO system a PRB can only

be assigned to one user at any scheduling instant, hence there is no overlapping in PRB

allocation. Each user feeds back its CQI information. There are different feedback

granularities in the standard, for instance the user can send just a single CQI for the

whole bandwidth or a separate CQI for each PRB. A full Channel Quality Indicator
(CQI) feedback is considered. If according to the scheduling decision more than one

PRB, with different CQI values on each PRB, are assigned to a user, then it is necessary

to calculate an average supported CQI value. The scheduler carries out the averaging,

i.e., it maps the signal to interference noise ratio experienced by the allocated PRB

into one (equivalent) Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) SNR. One of the mostly

used averaging methods is the Mutual Information Effective SNR Mapping (MIESM)

[19] [25][26] [20]. After resource allocation, the scheduler uses the MIESM method to

calculate a single CQI value to be used for all the allocated PRBs of a particular user.

A video server generating a pre-encoded video traffic workload is considered. Video

is encoded according to the SVC standard and organized in independently decodable

units called Group of pictures (GOP). The MAC layer buffers the video frames at the

eNodeB. The buffer manager time stamps the whole GOP (in this work we consider a 16

frames GOP) of a user, and the scheduler should assign enough resources to schedule the

whole GOP before its decoding deadline. The decoder buffers the video frames and once

the deadline of the GOP is reached, video frames are displayed. When the scheduler

starts the transmission of the first GOP of a user, the decoder at the receiver waits for

the complete transmission of the GOP and starts the play-out as soon as the decoding

deadline of the GOP is reached. When the decoder starts displaying the frames, it is

important that the scheduler ensures that the next GOP reaches the decoder before its

decoding deadline. Frames which are dropped by the scheduler due to deadline violation
or which are not decoded at the receiver due to transmission impairments are concealed

by the Frame Copy (FC) mechanism. In FC the last correctly received frame is displayed

in place of the lost frame. Refer to Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.1) for a detailed description

on the simulation platform.
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5.3 Game Theory and Quality-driven Proportional Fair-

ness

Derived from the principles of game theory, a novel concept of quality-driven propor-

tional fairness and its application for scheduling of multiple users over a wireless LTE

system is presented.

From game theory, the solution of the cooperative bargaining problem maximizes the

Nash product Np

1

n; =II(ri(Xi) - Pi)
i=l

(5.1)

where Xi represents the fraction of resources allocated to user ("player") i, ri(Xi) is

the payoff of player i when Xi is allocated to it, Pi is the payoff of player i when no

agreement is reached (zero in our case since in that case data are not transmitted). I is
the total number of users in the cell.

In recent work [85], the throughput was considered as the payoff, in the assumptions

that the goal of the users is to maximize their throughput. Instead when video traffic

is considered the actual goal of the users is the maximization of their received video

quality, which does not only depend on the received throughput.

If we consider a utility metric based on video quality denoted as Qi(Xi), as the payoff of
players (users) when Xi is allocated, then equation (5.1) becomes

1

s; =IIQi(Xi)
i=l

(5.2)

where

(5.3)

and the optimization problem is

1

max IIQi(Xi).
i=l

(5.4)
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Since the logarithm is a continuous monotonic function, solving the problem above is

equivalent to the following

The next step is hence to design a suitable utility metric representing the video quality.

In the following two options are considered: the case having a possibility to measure the

video quality at the receiver side ("full reference") and the case where this is not possible.

Note that the first case requires in a real system full knowledge of the original transmitted

sequence, hence this is not actually realistic in most systems, but is considered here as
a reference. For the second case above, a user payoff ("frame significance throughput")

for both temporally and quality scalable video streams is proposed.

5.3.1 User payoff in temporal scalable video streams

A metric which utilizes the dependence among frames is proposed by defining a novel

metric called frame significance throughput, ~GOP,i(g), given as:

(5.6)

with

t .(F) = NOEP(F) + 1
'oF,I N,

gop
(5.7)

~F,i(F) is the significance factor of frame F of user i, NOEP(F) is the total number of

frames dependent on frame F of user i's flow and Ngop is the total number of frames in

one GOP, n{do=l} is the indicator function, equal to 1 if its argument is true. When the
scheduler successfully schedules the frame, and all the frames from which it is predicted

are transmitted, then d; = 1, indicating that the scheduled video frame is decodable at

the receiver. On the other hand, n{do=l} is equal to zero for frames not scheduled within
the delay budget.

When a frame is dropped, then NOEP(F) + 1 number of frames in the GOP are not

decodable. Therefore the significance factor of a frame quantifies the importance of each

frame within the GOP. The frame significance throughput quantifies the proportion of

the most important frames sent in a GOP.
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FIGURE 5.1: G16B15 (16 group of pictures with 15 B frames), 5 layers temporally
scalable video stream.
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FIGURE 5.2: G16B12 (16 group of pictures with 12 B frames), 3 layers temporally
scalable video stream.
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FIGURE 5.3: G16B8 (16 group of pictures with 8 B frames), 2 layers temporally
scalable video stream.

Examples of the evaluation of the proposed metrics are reported in the following sub-

sections, for different types of temporally scalable video streams.

5.3.1.1 Evaluation of the proposed metrics for different GOP structures

Consider a G16B15 (16 group of pictures with 15 B frames) temporally scalable video

stream with a GOP size of 16 frames as shown in Figure 5.1. It is clear from the figure

that there are in total five temporal layers for this stream. The figure also highlights the

dependence among frames. For instance, layer one only contains the 10 frame. When

this frame is lost, none of the frames in the whole GOP is decodable. Frame Bs is

dependent on the key frame 10 and on lt6 (lt6 is the key frame of the next GOP). Frame
B4 is dependent on frame 10 and Bs. Similarly frame B2 is dependent on frame B4 and

10,Frame B3 is dependent on frame B2 and B4. B frames of layer 5 do not have frames

depending on them.

Table 5.2 exemplify the calculation of the {F,i(F) metric. According to the table, first

column reports the frame type F whereas the second and the third column presents the

number of frames dependent on frame F (NDEP(F)) and its significance factor (~F,i(F))
respectively. Table 5.3 shows three scenarios for G16B15 GOP. According to the table

when all the temporal layers are successfully scheduled, i.e, lI{di=l} is equal to 1 for all

the frames within the GOP, then eGOP,i(g) = 1. In the second scenario all the frames

of the last temporal layers are dropped by the scheduler, i.e, lI{di=l} is equal to zero
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for frames BI, B3, B5, Br, Bg, Bll, Bl3 and B15, the frame significance throughput is

0.877. Similarly if only the first three temporal layers are received and two temporal

layers are dropped then the frame significance throughput drops to 0.6923.

Table 5.2 also reports the calculation of the metrics for a three layer temporally scalable

video stream shown in Figure 5.2. The process to calculate the significance factor for each

frame is same as above; layer one contains all the P frames, therefore the significance

factor is different for each frame as shown in Table 5.2. According to Table 5.3, the

frame significance throughput drops from 1 (when no layer is dropped) to 0.71 (when 2

layers are dropped) for a G16B12 GOP. Finally, the metrics for a two layer temporally

scalable video stream, shown in Figure 5.3, is reported in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. According

to Table 5.3, the base layer (all the P frames received correctly) frame significance

throughput is 0.908. Therefore, the proposed methodology has approximately the same

frame significance throughput for bit streams encoded with different layers and GOP

structures.

TABLE 5.2: Calculation of frame significance factor, (F,i(F), for different structures
of GOP.

Frame F, NDEP(F), ~F,i(F),
G16B15 GOP G16B15 GOP G16B15 GOP
10 15 1
Bs 14 0.9375
B4 6 0.4375
B2 2 0.1875
BI 0 0.0625
Frame F, NDEP(F), ~F,i(F),
G16B12 GOP G16B12 GOP G16B12 GOP
10 15 1
P4 14 0.9375
Ps 10 0.6875
Pt2 6 0.4375
B2 2 0.1875
BI 0 0.0625
Frame F, NDEP(F), ~F,i(F),
G16B8 GOP G16B8 GOP G16B8 GOP
It 15 1
P3 14 0.9375
P5 12 0.8125
P7 10 0.6875
Pg 8 0.5625
Pll 60 0.4375
Pt3 40 0.3125
Pl5 20 0.1875
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TABLE 5.3: Frame significancethroughput, eaoP,i(g), for different structures of GOP.

GOP No. of layers dropped ~GOP,i(g)
G16B15 0 1
G16B15 1 O.B77
G16B15 2 0.6923
G16B12 0 1
G16B12 1 0.884
G16B12 2 0.71
G16BB 0 1
G16BB 1 0.908

5.3.2 User payoff in temporal and quality scalable video streams

The concept of frame significance throughput can be easily extended to accommodate

quality scalability. The SVC stream, composed of quality and temporal scalability,

comprises a base layer and one or quality more enhancement layers.

(5.B)

where Vi is the total number of layers in the stream, i.e, the base layer plus all the

enhancement layers, NEn is the number of enhancement layers. The layer index is 1,

with the base layer represented by 1 = 0 and the last enhancement layer by 1 = Vi - 1.

Therefore for video stream encoded with both quality and temporal scalability, the frame

significance throughput ~~OP,i(g) is defined as follows

Vi-I

~~OP,i(g) = 2: ~QI ~GOP,i(g)
1=0

(5.9)

The payoff achieved is higher when the base layer is sent and it decreases exponentially

with the number of enhancement layers present in the stream. Consider as an example a

stream with two layers composed of a base layer and one enhancement layer and another

stream with three enhancement layers besides the base layer. If both the layers, base

and the enhancement, are successfully transmitted, the payoff achieved is 1.5 and in

the four layer case the payoff achieved, when the base and one enhancement layer is

transmitted, is 1.42. The lower payoff in the latter case indicates that there are further

enhancement layers to be transmitted and that in general for a video stream with less

enhancement layers, e.g., Coarse Grain Scalability (CGS), the increase in video quality

with an additional layer is higher as compared to a stream with a large number of

enhancement layers, e.g., Medium Grain Scalability (MGS). When the video stream
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comprises of one base layer and no enhancement layers, then ~QI is one and equation

(5.9) simplifies to (5.6).

5.3.3 Utility design

In this work bit throughput is referred as a payoff and logarithm of throughput as

a utility. Similarly frame significance throughput is considered as a payoff and now

frame significance throughput based utility is proposed in this section. According to

the analysis shown by [85], the logarithm of throughput when used as a utility ensures

proportional fairness. It is important to note that the logarithm of the bit throughput,

when used as a utility, results in a strict utility gain at each Transmission Time Interval

(TTl). For PRBs, when allocated to a user, the payoff is the number of bits transmitted.

However, when the frame significance throughput is used as a payoff, one complete frame

transmission corresponds to some payoff otherwise the payoff is null. However one frame

transmission can take several TTIs due to variability in video traffic bitrate. Therefore,

the utility gain after each TTl is a design issue. Another important point to consider
is that video streaming has a stringent deadline. When the deadline has elapsed frames

are dropped corresponding to a decrease in payoff.

Hence the utility design should have three important properties:

• The flow should receive a strict numeric utility gain, based on frame significance
throughput, after each TTl.

• The deadline of the video flow must be taken into account.

• When throughput is used as a utility, proportional fairness in time is achieved

by considering the throughput attained in previous TTIs such as the classical

proportional fair rule in which an exponentially weighted low pass filter is utilized

in order to update the average throughput. The utility design must have the time

diversity exploitation in terms of frame significance throughput.

In order to achieve proportional fairness in time, the frame significance throughput

achieved over the last GOP sent, is taken in to account. According to the considerations

above, the payoff achieved or utility gained at scheduling instant n is defined as

(5.10)

II(n)A~n)= _i_
I Hmax (5.11)
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where Bi(n) is the delay elapsed of GOP 9 before reaching the decoding deadline at TTl n.

Bmax is the maximum decoding interval of the GOP g. After Bmax, the remaining frames

in the eNodeB buffer are dropped, {GOP,i(g - 1) is the frame significance throughput

of the 18.'3tGOP, (g - 1), sent, {COPthr is the minimum frame significance throughput

which a user must receive. If more than one user achieves the same frame significance

throughput in the current GOP, this corresponds to the same payoff achieved by the

users. The utility gain of users, attaining the same payoff, in a shorter interval of time

will be higher. If users gain the same payoff in the same interval of time then the utility

gain of user attaining a higher payoff in the 18.'3tGOP sent will be higher.

The parameter a enables the operator of the system the flexibility to easily set the

fairness level: the higher the value of a the higher will be the fairness. In addition, to

be deadline aware and to exploit time diversity, the utility metric proposed here h8.'3the

following features:

• The major proportion of the GOP sent in a shorter time yields larger utility and

vice versa. For a user having a low channel quality, its queue will build up which

results in some numeric payoff below the threshold (before the deadline of the

GOP), thus more resources will be required by such a user. Such a user state will

be quantified by a lower utility gain.

• Service differentiation can also be achieved by increasing the threshold of the frame

significance throughput.

• Most of the times the wireless link is the bottleneck, but sometimes congestion

can occur in the backbone network which results in a delayed delivery of frames

to the eNodeB's buffer. Such an event will be quantified by the utility design in

the form of lower proportion of a GOP sent while most of the delay budget of the

GOP has elapsed.

One of the advantages of the metric described above is that it does not require full

knowledge of the transmitted video sequences for its evaluation. As a benchmark, we

define also a different metric, requiring full availability of the transmitted video sequence

for its evaluation ("full reference").

5.3.3.1 Full reference based utility design

Assuming we have availability of a full reference video quality metric, such as PSNR,

then (5.10) is transformed into:
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u~n)(PSND.) = {[(1- A~n» PSN~(g - 1)] + [A~n) PSN~(9)]}Q
I J.'4 I • PSNRthr I • PSNRthr (5.12)

The higher the number of frames received in the GOP, the higher will be the average

PSNR in the GOP. For example, when the first frame, key frame It in Figure 5.3, of the

GOP is successfully transmitted, the information in terms of PSNR available is shown

in Table 5.4. Table 5.4 shows that the PSNR decreases if only the key frame in the GOP
is successfully transmitted and the last successfully received frame, It, is copied in place

of the missing frames B2, P3 till B16. PSN~(g) is the average PSNR of the frames in

the current GOP, whereas PSN~(g - 1) is the average PSNR of the last GOP.

TABLE 5.4: Sample from the offset distortion video trace file of the GOP structure of
Figure 5.3. II frame is copied in place of the lost frames of the GOP in Figure 5.3.

Frames Quality of Frames in PSNR
[dB]

t, 42.97138
t, 43.46792
t, 36.74172
It 34.4448
It 33.0239
It 30.93178
It 27.85437
It 25.1831
It 24.13
i. 23.08lO8
t, 22.96167
It 20.93817
It 18.0939
It 17.57556
It 15.40225
It 14.02072

Equations (5.10) and (5.12) can be used alternatively in (5.5).

5.3.4 Marginal utility (NPS rule)

Instead of maximizing the sum of the user utilities, the main goal is to maximize the

marginal utility, that is the gain achieved in utility when a PRB is allocated to a user.

This is equivalent to approximating the steepest ascent maximization method. Mathe-

matically, the marginal utility is expressed as

(5.13)
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where Gi,,,, is the gain of user i upon receiving PRB cp.

Maximizing the marginal utility instead of the full utility serves three goals.

• The marginal utility is calculated on each PRB, thus exploiting statistically inde-

pendent multi-user frequency selective fading.

• Finding a user that maximizes the gain in utility leads to greater sum utility than

a user which maximizes full utility.

• The utility design achieves proportional fairness in time by exploiting multi-user,

time and content diversity. This leads us to design a gain which is a function of

the rate achieved on each PRB and has the characteristic of proportional fairness

in frequency. Thus the marginal utility design achieves proportional fairness in

time and frequency.

We address in the following two implementation aspects:

5.3.4.1 Null Utility

The use of equation (5.13) in the proposed utility, according to equation (5.10), poses

some limitations in the event where the achieved utility is zero. Although the occur-

rence of such an event has a low probability, it can occur when the frame significance

throughput of the last GOP sent is zero. The frame significance throughput can be zero

if the I frame of the GOP is dropped. When the transmission of the next GOP starts,
the achieved utility will be zero, and its logarithm 00 according to the equation (5.13).

For the aforementioned reason, we transform equation (5.13) into:

(5.14)

Equation (5.14) avoids dealing with 00 value, which is not the case in equation (5.13).

5.3.4.2 Initialization

Another issue about the implementation detail is when a new user enters the system,

there is no information about the payoff achieved in the last GOP 9 - 1. In such case we
initialize eGfP,;(g-l) = 1, i.e, the frame significance throughput achieved in the last GOP

GOPthr
is equal to the threshold frame significance throughput. According to this assumption,

the payoff achieved in the current GOP g will depend upon the channel condition and

load. If the channel quality of the user is good or the system is under light load or both,

then the payoff achieved by the user will be higher than the threshold payoff.
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5.3.5 Proportional Fairness

Before defining the gain term, Gi,,,,, the concept of proportional fairness in time and

frequency is revised in this section.

In CDMA systems, all the available resources are allocated to a single user for a given

TTL Proportional fairness exploits only time diversity. lIenee in a single carrier system

user i* is selected according to equation [62]:

R~n)
i* = argm8.X.j-'-

R(n) .
ave,1

(5.15)

(5.16)

where R~n) and R~~!,i are the instantaneous and average throughput at current schedul-
ing instant n for user i. The average throughput is calculated in equation (5.16) over the

transmission window of size tw, e.g., 1000 TTls. R~n-l) and R~~~;) are the instantaneous

and average rate achieved in the previous scheduling instant n - 1by user i.

Note that equation (5.15) results in an inefficient system for OFDMA, since all the

PRBs would be allocated to a single user, neglecting statistically independent multiuser

frequency diversity. For multicarrier systems, equation (5.15) becomes [64]:

R(n)

i* = argmax, R(~r .
ave,'

(5.17)

where R~~ is the rate achieved by user i over PRB cp at the current scheduling instant

n. This approach attains proportional fairness in time and frequency. Another approach

which attains proportional fairness in time and frequency is to select the user according

to [64] :

(5.18)

where <t>~~1is the set of PRBs already allocated to a user at the current scheduling instant

and T is the time duration of the TTl. This approach takes in to account the PRBs

allocated to a user in the current TTL Both the previous approaches, equation (5.17)

and (5.18), attain proportional fairness in time and frequency, by taking into account
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the rate achieved in the previous TTIs. According to [63] the following equation attains

proportional fairness in frequency.

(

R(n) )
i* = argm~ I,<p (n)

E ·E.J.(n) '_J.' Ri 3' T3 'I'<p,i ,Jrl ,

(5.19)

It is important to note that proportional fairness in frequency can be unfair for the

cell edge user. For instance when the number of PRBs is lower than the number of

users, users with good channel conditions will be allocated one PRB each, whereas

users experiencing lower channel quality will not get any resource, i.e., users with good

channel will starve users with lower channel quality. When the number of PRBs is equal

to the number of users, each user will get one PRB each. Thus equation (5.19) achieves

proportional fairness when number of PRBs is equal or greater than the number of users.

It has been proved in [84] that the logarithm of the rate, used as a utility, achieves

proportional fairness, i.e.,

I

maxLln~
;=1

(5.20)

where we can consider alternatively:

(5.21)

or

R(n)
R; I,,,,
.= R(n) '" R(n)T

ave i + L..J ·E.J.(n) '_J.' i 3'
1 J '+'V',i ,Jr' ,

(5.22)

5.3.6 Gain

The goal of this section is to design a gain Gi,<p term exploiting multi-user frequency di-

versity. We want to achieve proportional fairness in frequency. Equation (5.19) provides

proportional fairness in frequency but it suffers from fairness when number of PRBs

are less than the number of active users. We aim to design a gain term which provides

proportional fairness in frequency and can be utilized irrespective whether the number
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of users are below or above the number of available PREs. Therefore, the gain term is

formulated as:

(5.23)

where Oi,cp is the relative strength of PRE cp of user i. Mathematically it is defined as:

(5.24)

The rationale behind the introduction of f)i,cp is to ensure that each user is scheduled on

its best PRB, thus fully utilizing multiuser frequency diversity. In the beginning of each

scheduling instant, f)'i,cp is calculated for each user i on each PRB cp. MpRB is the total

number of PRBs in the system. It is important to note that equation (5.23) is different

from all the equations in Section 5.3.5 as it does not consider the PREs allocated to the
user at the current scheduling instant. Alternatively it considers the relative strength of

each PRB of all the users before the allocation process. Below is a numerical example

explaining the significance of this factor.

Considering RBefficiency(i, cp) as the rate achieved by each user on each PRE ip; an
example is reported in the the following matrix

3.3223 5.5547 .2344 0.6016 1.4766 1.4766
2.7305 5.5547 1.1758 0.8770 1.4766 1.4766

RBefficiency =
3.9023 5.5547 2.7305 2.4063 1.4766 0.8770

3.3223 5.5547 3.3223 2.7305 0.6016 .1523

5.1152 5.5547 3.9023 2.4063 0.2344 1.4766
5.1152 5.5547 3.9023 1.4766 0.1523 1.1748

Each row in the above matrix reports the spectral efficiency in bits/second/hertz (taken

from Table 2.2 in Chapter 2) for one resource block and for the different users, whereas

each column reports the spectral efficiency values for user i over the different resource

blocks. In other words, rows of the matrix represent the user index i and columns

represents the PRB index cp. Therefore the above matrix is a representation of the

channel quality (in bits/second/hertz) for the different users over the the different PRBs.

There are 6 rows in total, i.e., the bandwidth is 1.4 MHz (6 PREs available for scheduling)

for the case of this example. Equation (5.24) is applied to calculate the relative strength

of each PRE which results in a matrix as shown below:
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0.8480 1.0000 .0921 0.3438 1.6352 1.3353

0.6969 1.0000 0.4612 0.5012 1.6352 1.3353

0.9960 1.0000 1.0731 1.3753 1.6352 0.7931
()i,tp =

0.8480 1.0000 1.3056 1.5605 0.6662 .1377

1.3056 1.0000 1.5336 1.3753 0.2596 1.3353

1.3056 1.0000 1.5336 0.8439 0.1687 1.0633

The numerical example shows that the usage of the relative strength of each PRB not

only improves the system efficiency but also introduces fairness; for instance if 2 or 3

PRBs of a user are under a deep fade and the remaining PRBs are experiencing lower

fading, this factor will assign higher weights to PRBs experiencing lower fading (although

their attainable rates are lower). In the numerical example above, as users 4, 5 and 6

are having lower average channel condition compared to users 1,2 and 3, the relative

strength factor will assign higher weights to good PRBs of user 4, 5, and 6. For example,

PRB 4 of user 4 is having a lower attainable rate compared to the PRB 4 of user 1, 2 and

3, but the relative strength of user 4 on PRB 4 is the highest. When we take the product

of rate and relative strength of each PRB according to the equation (5.23), each user is

scheduled on its best PRB depending up on the utility gained. A user with lower utility

achieved in the previous TTIs will require more resources; this factor will ensure that

such user will be assigned its best PRBs with a higher probability. The utility design

attains proportional fairness in time by considering frame significance throughput, in

case of no-reference based utility, and PSNR, in case of full-reference based utility. The

gain design ensures proportional fairness in frequency but not considering the PRBs

already allocated to a user in the current TTl as in equation (5.19), instead a product of

the instantaneous rate and relative strength of each PRB is considered. The proposed

algorithm, described in the following, performs a linear search on each PRB. Another

advantage of using the relative strength of each PRB gives information about the amount

of fading on other PRBs which are not yet allocated.

5.3.1 NPS scheduling algorithm

In multiuser downlink scheduling scenario, eNodeB is the central authority responsible

for enforcing the agreements among all the users. In the following, two assumptions are

considered.

• The virtual negotiations have already taken place among all the active users in

order to enforce the optimal NBS.
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• The most important frames, i.e., the frames with the highest significance factor

within the GOP, are transmitted first by the video streaming server, thus each

user receives the most important frames first.

The scheduling algorithm consists of three steps:

• Find the user that has the highest gain in utility, I\i,.., according to equation (5.14),

among all users when PRB cp is allocated to it, i.e., for each PRB cp, find the user

i* such that: i* = argmax;l\i,..,.

• Allocate PRB cp to user i*. If more than one user have the highest marginal utility
then allocate PRB to the user with the highest gain, Gi,,,,.

• Delete the PRB cp from the available set of PRBs and repeat steps 1-3 until all
PRBs are allocated.

5.3.1.1 Features of the scheduling algorithm

.The features of the algorithm are summarized below:

• Low complexity.
The proposed algorithm allocates a PRB to the user after performing a linear

search among all the active users thus the computation complexity is the product

of the number of users and the number of PRBs in the system. lIence linear

complexity enables real-time implementation of the algorithm.

• Variable fairness.
The parameter a can be varied to change the fairness level. This gives the operator

of the system the flexibility to change the fairness level

• Metric independent.
The proposed utility design is independent of the metric. Both the full reference

and no reference based metric can be employed in the utility design. This allows

both the content providers and operators to adapt to different reference and non-
reference based metrics.

• Good trade off between efficiency and fairness.

The marginal utility principle achieves a good trade of between fairness and effi-

ciency by efficiently exploiting statistically independent multi-user time, frequency

and content diversities.
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5.4 Simulation Environment

The list of assumptions employed in the simulations are as follow: The channel quality

of each user remains constant during the subframe period of 1 ms, although it changes

from subframe to subframe. CQI feedback from UE to the eNodeB is error free. The

error free assumption of the feedback channel is satisfied by using efficient and heavily

coded feedback stream. It is assumed that equal downlink transmit power is allocated

on each PRB. It is assumed that, at any time instant, pathloss is fixed on each PRB.

Multipath induced fading is modeled by a tap-delay based model known as Typical

Urban. The model is developed according to the guidelines in [49, 50J. The simulation

parameters are reported in Table 5.5.

TABLE 5.5: Simulation parameters for video application on LTE schedulers.

PARAMETERS VALUE
Application Video Traffic Trace of Die

Hard
Video Streaming rate 166, 224.55 and 556 kbps
Video Trace Sequence Die Hard
Temporal Layers 5
Quantization Parameter 28
GoP pattern G16B15

I--=.: -~-----------------
Encoder JSVM(9.15)
Frame Rate 30 Frames Per Second
Concealment algorithm Frame Copy
Bandwidth 10 MHz
Mode Tx = 1 and Rx=1 or S1S0
Pathloss model Hata-Cost-231 model (urban

pathloss model)
HARQ Synchronous retransmissions

(up to 3 retransmissions)
Channel 3GPP-TU (Typical Urban)
Channel Fading Block Fading
UE speed 15 to 100 km/h (UEs moving

at variable speed)
UE distribution uniform
Cell radius lKm
Maximum time duration of GOP in the buffer Hmax = 500 ms

Three different bitrate video streams with different PSNR are considered as shown in

Table 5.6.
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TABLE5.6: Parameters of video streaming model

Temporal Rate with each Quality with each
Level additional layer additional Layer

[Kbps] [dB]
Layer 5 166 40.0972
Layer 4 126 36.7332
Layer 3 92.14 32.9785
Layer 2 66.55 28.9812
Layer 1 50.37 26.2946
Temporal Rate with each Quality with each
Level additional layer additional Layer

[Kbps] [dB]
Layer 5 224.55 40.5614
Layer 4 162.46 34.7578
Layer 3 108.15 29.033
Layer 2 69.5 24.9001
Layer 1 43.3 22.33
Temporal Rate of each layer Quality with each
Level [Kbps] additional Layer

[dB]
Layer 5 556 37.64
Layer 4 401.37 30.83
Layer 3 258.36 24.96
Layer 2 154.33 21.25
Layer 1 88.86 19.27

5.5 Results

To investigate the fairness and efficiency analysis, a five layered temporally scalable

video stream is considered with high, medium and low rate of 556, 224.55 and 166 Kbps

respectively as shown in Table 5.6. The information available in the table is relevant

to different portions of video sequence, each 5 seconds long, of the Die lIard video

trace file. Traffic statistics, quality statistics, and traces for this video sequence are

publicly available in [86]. The increase in quality when extra layers are added, in terms

of mean PSNR, is highly variable as shown in Table 5.6. The mean PSNR of each user
is calculated as:

1 Ftot,

meanPSN~ =R L PSN~,f
tot. 1=1

(5.25)

where PSN~,I is the PSNR value at the f-th frame of user i, meanPSN~ and Ftot, are

the mean PSNR and the total number of frames requested by user i.
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According to Table 5.6, when 4 out of 5 temporal layers are correctly received, the mean

PSNR for high rate traffic is 30.83 as compared to 34.75 and 36.73 for medium and low

rate frame sequences respectively. Therefore for high rate traffic more than 3 temporal

layers are necessary for an acceptable perceived video quality according to the mean

PSNR to MOS mapping shown in Table 5.7. For medium and low rate traffic, three

temporal layers are enough for fair perceived video quality. The scenario comprises a

uniformly distributed users within the cell, the distribution of different rate users are

given in Table 5.8. It is ensured in the simulations that high, low and medium rate

users are uniformly distributed at the cell edge as well as at the centre of the cell. In the

following, the video quality received for users with the following scheduling strategies are

analyzed: bit throughput, frame significance throughput and PSNR based proportional

fair schedulers. For bit throughput based proportional fair strategy, equation (5.17) is

utilized. This equation provides proportional fairness in time and frequency by exploiting

multi user time and frequency diversities.

TABLE 5.7: Mean PSNR to MOS mapping [7]

PSNR [dB] MOS value QUality
< 20 1 Bad
2~25 2 Poor
25-31 3 Fair
31-37 4 Good
> 37 5 Excellant

TABLE 5.8: Number of different rate users in the the cell for 84 user case

High rate Medium rate Low rate
22 28 34

Figure 5.4 reports the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the mean PSNR for

the different users in the system. A summary of the relevant results in terms of mean

PSNR to MOS mapping (Table 5.7) is given in Table 5.10. According to the cdf of bit

throughput based proportional fair scheduler, for approximately 15 percent of the users

the mean PSNR is between 26 dB and 31 dB, that is, 13 users out of 84 are receiving a

fair perceived video quality, whereas 9 users are enjoying good video quality and for 62

users the perceived quality is excellent. Note that the cdf curve undergoes a steep rise

from 0.26 to 1, which shows that for 22 high rate users the mean PSNR is low compared

to the medium and low rate users. Therefore the video quality difference among the users

is very high. This is more evident from the fact that the bit throughput based utility

favors low to medium rate users rather than high rate users. Another important point to

consider is that the lowest PSNR value with the bit throughput based proportional fair

rule is approximately 26 dB, which corresponds to the fact that this scheduling strategy
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FIGURE 5.4: Mean PSNR CnFs Cor 84 users, a = 2.5 Cor PSNR based utility and
a = 3 for frame significance throughput based utility.

cannot serve more than 84 users: if more users are added to the network then this will

have an adverse affect on the perceived video quality of high rate and low channel quality

users. On the other hand t.he frame significance throughput based scheduling strategy

considerably improves the performance of cell edge and high rate users. In this case

none of users experience a mean PSNR below 31 dB, as shown by the frame significance

throughput based scheduling strategy cdf in Figure 5.4, therefore all the users have a

perceived quality which is good to excellent according to mean PSNR to MOS mapping.

The frame significance throughput based scheduling strategy using the marginal utility

principle improves the fairness without compromising much on the efficiency. This is

confirmed by Table 5.9 which reports the average of the mean PSNR of all the users

according to equation (5.26) and the standard deviation according to equation (5.27).

avePSNR = Ef=l meanPSN~
I (5.26)

The higher avePSNR, the higher the system efficiency in terms of overall video quality.

To measure the fairness in terms of PSNR, the standard deviation of PSNR is considered.
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stdPSNR=
1 1
I L(meanPSN~ - avePSNR)2
i=l

(5.27)

TABLE5.9: Average and standard deviation of PSNR, 84 user case, for different
scheduling strategies

Scheduler avePSNR [dB] stdPSNR [dB]
Bit throughput 37.75 3.92
based Propor-
tional fair
Frame significance 37.65 2.2
throughput based
proportional fair
PSNR based Pro- 37.1 1.83
portional fair

TABLE5.10: Perceived quality for 84 user according to mean PSNR to MOS mapping

I Scheduler I Fair I Good I Excellent
Bit throughput based 13 9 62
Proportional fair
Frame significance 0 25 59
throughput based
proportional fair
PSNR based Propor- 0 28 56
tional fair

The lower the standard deviation, the fairer the quality among the users. The scheduler

based on frame significance throughput achieves the same efficiency as the throughput

based scheduler, but with an improvement in standard deviation of 1.72 dB, as shown

in the Table 5.9. The performance of the PSNR based scheduler is approximately the

same as the scheduler based on the frame significance throughput, but with an improved

fairness as shown by the cdf curve of the PSNR based scheduler in Figure 5.4. A summary

of the results in Figure 5.4 in terms of perceived quality according to mean PSNR to

MOS mapping is given in Table 5.10. Figure 5.4 shows that the metric based on the

frame significance throughput is a good trade-off metric in multiuser video scheduling.

This metric prioritizes the frames according to their dependence on other frames, which

is not the case in simple bit throughput based multiuser video scheduling. On other

hand, its complexity is very low when compared to full reference based metrics such as

PSNR, which require complete information about the original video sequences.

In order to investigate the capacity gain, the distribution of the 84 users is kept fixed

and 16 medium rate users are added to the network, as shown in Table 5.11. The cdf of
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TABLE 5.11: Number of different rate users in the the cell for 100 user case

I ~igh rate I ~edium rate

TABLE 5.12: Perceived quality for 100 user case according to mean PSNR to MOS
mapping

I Scheduler I Fair I Good I Excellent
Frame significance 3 11 45 44
throughput based
proportional fair
Frame significance 6 10 69 21
throughput based
proportional fair
PSNR based Propor- 2.5 8 56 36
tional fair
PSNR based Propor- 5 1 90 9
tional fair
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FIGURE 5.5: Mean PSNR CDFs for 100 users. a = 5 for PSNR based utility and
a = 6 for frame significance throughput based utility.
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the Mean PSNR for the case with 100 users is shown in Figure 5.5. When the trade-off

parameter et is increased from 3, in case of frame significance throughput utility, to

6, the minimum mean PSNR is increased from 27 dB to 29.4 dB, as shown in Figure

5.6. This increase is significant, since, as already stated, the satisfaction of well served

users has a marginal improvement if their service level is increased further, compared to

users having a lower level of service satisfaction. Note that the impact of the trade-off

parameter is more evident when the PSNR based utility is used, as shown by Figure

5.7. When et is increased from 2.5 to 5, the performance of 22 percent high rate users is

increased significantly, as shown by the meeting point of the two curves at 0.25 in Figure

5.7. Therefore, the perceived quality is approximately good to excellent for all the users

according to the mean PSNR to MOS mapping, in case of PSNR based utility, as shown
in Table 5.12. Hence, by increasing the trade-off parameter, the capacity gain can be

further increased, that is, more than 100 users can be accommodated in the considered

scenario. From the simulation results, a trade-off parameter value of 5, in case of PSNR

based utility, is considered a good trade-off between efficiency and fairness, whereas for

the utility metric based on the frame significance throughput, an 0 value of 6 achieves a
good trade off between efficiency and fairness. Minimum capacity gain of 20 percent can

be achieved with the proposed utility metric based on the frame significance throughput

when et is set to 3, and more than 20 percent gain potential is available by increasing

the trade off parameter above 3. The capacity gain can be further enhanced when the

PSNR based utility with a higher value of et is used.

5.6 Conclusion

A multi-user downlink scheduling strategy is analyzed for delay sensitive video appli-

cations. The solution of the Nash product for the cooperative bargaining problem is

exploited, where the eNodeB's scheduler is the central authority responsible to enforce

the agreement in the centralized scheduling scenario. The concept of maximizing the

product of the payoff of the different users is considered. The payoff is maximized by

using the marginal utility principle. The considered approach makes use jointly of mul-

tiuser time, content and frequency diversity, by efficiently designing the utility and gain.

A novel approach in the design of the utility metric, based on what defined as "frame

significance throughput" is proposed, where a user receives payoff after transmitting a

complete frame; the higher the priority of frame, the higher the payoff. The scheduling

strategy based on the proposed utility metric outperforms a simple bit throughput based

video scheduling as it takes into account different frame priorities. On the other hand

it is less complex than the alternatively proposed utility relying on the full reference

PSNR, which requires full information about the original frame sequences.
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Simulation results show that at least 20 percent gain in capacity is possible as com-

pared to the bit throughput based proportional fair scheduler which exploits time and

frequency diversities. Furthermore, the scheduling framework gives the flexibility of

varying the fairness and more capacity gain can be achieved by increasing the trade off

parameter.
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5.7 Extension of multi-user time diversity by considering
the time-averaged bit throughput

A novel approach in the design of the utility metric based on frame importance maximizes

the product of the payoff of different users. The NPS strategy based on the proposed

utility metric outperforms a simple bit throughput based video scheduling as it takes

into account different frame priorities. On the other hand it is less complex than the

alternatively proposed utility relying on the full reference PSNR, which requires full

information about the original frame sequences. It is important to note that multiuser

diversity among the users has been exploited in the literature by considering the time-

averaged bit throughput such as the classical PF rule in [64]. The NPS strategy utilizes

frame significance throughput as the multi-user time-averaged diversity. Simulation
results show that at least 20 percent gain in capacity is possible as compared to the bit

throughput based proportional fair scheduler. In this section, the main goal is to add

another dimension to the time-averaged multiuser diversity. Therefore OPF strategy is
proposed, which is a function of of both frame significance throughput and time-averaged

bit throughput.

The frame significance throughput considers the importance of a frame and provides

fairness by prioritizing the most important video frames of all the flows. The main fea-

ture of the OPF strategy is to improve the exploitation of the multi-user time-averaged

diversity. The time-averaged diversity is termed as the statistically independent varia-

tions among the video traffic rate of different users. In NPS strategy, the main goal of

the scheduler was to maximize the product of the achieved video quality of each of the

competing flows. The time-averaged bit throughput was not considered in the schedul-

ing decisions. In this work, the main goal is to exploit the achieved time-averaged bit

throughput w.r.t the achieved video quality thus adding another dimension to the multi-

user time-averaged diversity. The details of the OPF strategy is given in the subsequent
sections.

5.8 OPF scheduling framework

For delay sensitive traffic, [40]developed the M-LWDF scheduling strategy which assigns

PRB r.p at scheduling instant n to user i* according to the following rule:

(5.28)
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where

R(n) = R~n-l) (1 _ ...!._) + ...!._ R(n-l).
',ave ',ave nw nw' (5.29)

where A~n) is the HOL packet delay and "Ii is a constant whose value is adjusted to

account for different delay requirements for different users. R~~veand R~;~l) are the

time-averaged rate, also called bit throughput, achieved over a transmission window of

size nw at scheduling epochs n and n - 1 respectively, whereas R~n-l) is the number of

bits sent at the previous scheduling epoch n-1and R~~ is the achievable instantaneous

rate of user i on PRB cp.

According to the literature [42], among the existing state-of-the-art strategies this rule

provides the best trade-off between fairness and efficiency for delay sensitive video traffic.

This strategy is very simple to implement which is very important in LTE because the

scheduling interval is 1 InS. However like the proportional fair strategy, this rule does

not consider the video quality in the scheduling decision. As discussed above, content

aware scheduling strategies such as in [79][87] [88] increase the computation complexity

of the system as they require a full reference video quality metric.

The exploitation of the trade-off between fairness and efficiency is achieved by utilizing

the time-averaged bit throughput and the proposed frame significance throughput based

payoff. The frame significance throughput based payoff, Pi(n)(~GOp,i)' is derived from

equation (5.10) (utility function used the NPS strategy) and is reported below:

~(n)(~GOp,i) = {(I - Afn») ~GOP,i(g - 1)

+ Afn) ~GOP,i(9)}
(5.30)

At scheduling epoch n, PRB c.p is assigned to user i* satisfying the following rule:

(5.31)

5.8.1 Multiuser time-averaged diversity

The scheduling rule consists of two PRB independent or time-averaged parameters. The

payoff, Pi(n)(~GOp,i)' and the time-averaged rate, R}~ve' parameters exploit statistically
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independent multi-user time diversity. Since video traffic exhibits a variable rate charac-

teristics, the use of these two parameters utilize the statistically independent variations

among the video traffic rate of different users. In the event of users achieving equal

payoff when scheduler sends the same proportion of significant frames, the priority will

be given to the user achieving frame significance throughput with lower average rate. On

the other hand, users attaining lower frame significance throughput either due to lower

channel quality or higher frame size or both are prioritized by the term 1-~(n) (~GOP,i)'
The higher the significance and the lower the size of the scheduled video frame of a

user, the higher the payoff and lower the average throughput for that user. Therefore,
the ratio I-Pi(n~~1GOP.i) achieves fairness by considering the achieved bit throughput, the

Ri•ave
importance of the video frames sent and the HOL delay of the GOP g.

5.8.2 Multiuser frequency diversity

The instantaneous rate R~~ on PRB <p based on the CQI feedback improves the system
efficiency by exploiting the multi-user channel diversity in the frequency domain. In a

wireless system, multi-path propagation effects cause a variable amount of fading on the

PRBs of each user. Due to such variability in the fading, some of the PRBs of a user

experience a higher amount of fading. Therefore, a parameter called relative strength of

a PRB, (}~~, introduced in Section 5.3.6 quantifies the amount of fading on each PRB.

(5.32)

where

(5.33)

is the average PRB capacity of user i at scheduling instant nand MpRB is the total

number of PRBs in the system. This parameter assigns higher weights to the PRBs

experiencing lower fading. Hence, least faded PRBs are assigned higher weights which

not only improves system fairness but system efficiency as well. In order to exploit this

parameter in the scheduling decision, the product of instantaneous rate R~~ and relative

strength oi~is considered as given below:

[

R(n) O(n) 1
.• i,'P i,'P (n)
~= argmax ~n)' (1 - Pi (~GOP,i») .

R"ave
(5.34)
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Replacing in (5.34) the expression of e;~given in (5.32)

(5.35)

At scheduling epoch n, the priority of user i depends upon two instantaneous parameters,

R~~ and R~n), and two time-averaged priority parameters, R~;~e and pt) ({GOP ,i),

5.8.3 Controlling fairness and efficiency

Controlling the trade-off between fairness and efficiency provides a flexible scheduling

framework. In the priority function design, the payoff design quantifies the frame sig-

nificance throughput and is the main source of controlling fairness among the users. On

the other hand, the instantaneous rate R~~ on each PRB controls the system efficiency.

In order to enable the operator of the system the flexibility to easily set the fairness

level, a fairness control parameter Qf and an efficiency control parameter Qc are utilized
as given below:

[(R(n»)o<~ (1- p.(n)({GOPi))O</]
•• t,<p , ,
2 = argmax -(n)' (n) .

Ri Ri ave,
(5.36)

The priority of user i on PRB <p is exponentially proportional to the instantaneous rate,

R;~, and the term [1 - pr)] according to the operator defined parameters Qc and QI
respectively. A higher value of Qc results in higher efficiency as the system is highly

channel aware. On the other hand, a higher value of QI results in higher fairness among

the users in terms of frame significance throughput. By varying these two parameters,

a good trade off between efficiency and fairness can be achieved.

5.9 Performance evaluation

The performance of the proposed OPF scheduling rule is compared with the state-of-

the-art strategies. The virtual token based and the delay based M-LWDF scheduling

rule are considered as the benchmark. The virtual token based M-LWDF [70] scheduling

rule is given as:

(
R(n) ).• i,ip (n)

2 = argmax 'Yi (n) NQ. .
R1,8ve

(5.37)
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where Nb~)is the queue size of user i at the eNodeB. The delay version of the M-LWDF

stated in equation (5.28) is also used as the benchmark. Both the scheduling rules

exploit time diversity by using time-averaged throughput. In order to provide fairness,

the M-LWDF rule uses the HOL delay whereas the M-LWDFQ uses the queue size of each

user. The NPS strategy based on the frame significance throughput is also considered as

the benchmark. The efficiency of the proposed scheduler with respect to the benchmark

ones is analyzed in terms of video quality, in particular as average of the mean PSNR

of all the users.

To measure the fairness, the standard deviation (equation (5.27)) of the meanPSNR

is considered. The lower the standard deviation, the fairer the received video quality

among the users. On the other hand, the higher the average of the mean PSNR the

higher will be the system efficiency. The fairness and efficiency performance of all the

considered priority functions on each PRB is discussed in the following subsections.

5.9.1 Simulation scenario

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheduling strategy, scalable video

transmission over an LTE system is simulated. The simulation para.meters are reported

in Table 5.13. Three video streams with different rates, resulting in different mean

PSNR values are considered as reported in the Section 5.4. Similar to the previous

simulation scenario, low, medium and high rate video sequences with different temporal

complexities are considered. The main goal of the simulations is to analyze the fairness

and efficiency performance of the NPS and OPF strategies under varying load and

diverse channel characteristics with video streams having different average rate and

mean PSNR characteristics. Initially 30 users are simulated which are divided equally

into low, medium and high rate. The performance of the considered scheduling strategies

is analyzed by adding more users in the network. The load is increased by adding 3 users,

one user from each of the average rate traffic, in the cell until the total load is 42 users.

5.9.2 Results and discussion

In order to select the optimum values of Qc and Q, different combinations were simulated,

not shown here for brevity. The OPF(Qc,Q,) rule with OPF(3,6) and OPF(4,6) provide

a good trade off between efficiency and fairness. The fairness and efficiency performance

at different load, i.e. number of users, is shown in Figure 5.8 where the number of users

is reported in the square labels.
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TABLE 5.13: Simulation parameters for video application on LTE schedulers.

PARAMETERS VALUE
Bandwidth 5MHz
Pathloss model Hata-Cost-231 model

(urban pathloss
model)

HARQ Synchronous retrans-
missions (Up to 3 re-
transmissions)

Channel 3GPP-TU (Typical
Urban)

UE speed 15 to 100 km/h (UEs
moving at variable
speed)

Cell radius lKm
CQI averaging MIESM [20]
method
Maximum time Dmax = 500 ms, 30 fps
duration of GOP
in the buffer,
Video frame rate
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FIGURE 5.8: avePSNR vs. stdPSNR for different number of users.
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According to Figure 5.8, the OPF scheduling rule outperforms the other strategies in

terms of fairness and efficiency. The M-LWDF rule, widely considered the best one for

our scenario, performs worse. Only the virtual token based M-LWDFQ rule provides

better fairness, but at the expense of a lower average PSNR. For instance, when the

number of users in the cell is 30, the average and the standard deviation of the mean

PSNR with the OPF scheduling rule is approximately 38.1 dB and 2.5 dB respectively.

On the other hand with the NPS strategy, the efficiency performance reduces to 37.9 dB

and the standard deviation of the mean PSNR increases to 3 dB. The OPF scheduling

rule considers both the frame significance throughput as well as the bit throughput

which enhances the time-averaged diversity exploitation, hence users achieving frame

significance throughput with lower average rate are prioritized by the OPF rule. On

the other hand, the NPS strategy exploits time-averaged diversity by considering only

the frame significance throughput. Furthermore, the use of the efficiency and fairness

control parameters, O:c and et I, effectively manages the trade-off between fairness and

efficiency which is not the case in the NPS strategy. The advantage of the NPS strategy

is that it requires very few parameters to calculate on each PRB. However with increased
set of parameters, the computation complexity of the OPF rule is still manageable as it

varies with the product of number of users and PRBs.
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FIGURE 5.9: User index vs. meanPSNR for 36 users in the cell.

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 report the mean PSNR of all the users for the 36 and 42 users load

respectively. The OPF and M-LWDFQ scheduling rules improve the performance of the
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FIGURE5.10: User index vs. meanPSNR for 42 users in the cell. Mean PSNR to
perceived video quality is shown in Table 5.7.

worst served users as compare to the M-LWDF scheduling rule. However M-LWDFQ

achieves it by degrading the performance of the best served users when compared to the

M-LWDF rule. On the other hand the mean PSNR reduction of the best served users in

OPF is minimal when compared to the M-LWDF scheduling rule. The OPF scheduling

rule provides hence the best trade-off between fairness and efficiency by exploiting the

statistically independent variability of the video traffic by using the payoff design which

is a function of frame significance throughput and delay.

Under high load, the OPF priority rule schedules the most significant frames of the high

rate and low channel quality users, thus dropping the remaining low priority frames and

hence attaining an acceptable minimum video quality, as shown in Figure 5.10. When

the performance of the M-LWDFQ and OPF priority rule is compared, the difference

in the mean PSNR of some of well served users is as high as 4 dB, as shown in Figure

5.10. Thus M-LWDFQ provides fairness by significantly degrading the performance of

the well served users. On the other hand, the M-LWDF scheduling rule achieves a mean

PSNR of less than 25 dB ("poor" perceived video quality according to the mean PSNR

to MOS mapping for 7 users in the cell.

Chapter 6 proposes a packet scheduling strategy based on QoE-based packet prioriti-

zation. Scheduling strategies proposed in this chapter consider only video streaming
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traffic, whereas the scheduling framework proposed in Chapter 6 is flexible to accommo-

date all traffic types, delay sensitive and best-effort traffic, while providing a QoE-aware

resource allocation.



Chapter 6

Prioritized packet scheduling for
multi-class traffic over an LTE

system

6.1 Introduction

For resource allocation, the optimization goal is either throughput maximization [89] [90]

or the maximization of throughput with a fairness constraint, such as the consideration

of queue length information in the scheduling decision [91] [92][93]. With content aware
scheduling approaches, the optimization goal is the maximization of the video quality

[94]. For instance in [95] [96], a concept of incrementally additive distortion among video

packets is used to determine the importance of video packets for each user. Essentially,

the increase in distortion due to the loss of a video packet is a function of all other video

packets that are dependent on it and cannot be decoded if it is not sent. This information

is used to drop video packets in the event of congestion over the wireless interface,

beginning with the least important video packet. This buffer management strategy is

combined with various scheduling approaches that set the priorities across users in order

to either maximize throughput, ensure proportional fairness or minimize late packets.

Scheduling across users, however, does not explicitly exploit the relative importance of

video packets. In [80], the subflow concept is introduced in which a video flow (bit stream)

is divided into several subflows based on their delay constraints as well as based on the

relative priority in terms of the overall distortion of the decoded video. This is combined

with a prioritized scheduling function of the 802.11e WLAN MAC. One drawback of this

approach is its limitation to the 802.11e MAC which allows a limited number of priority

classes. This results in limited subflow differentiation of the video stream and thus

132
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limited gains from the multi-user content diversity. Furthermore, multi-user channel

diversity is not exploited. In [81], a gradient-based scheduling and resource allocation

algorithm is proposed, which prioritizes the transmissions of different users as a function

of content, deadline requirements and past allocation history. Simulation results show

that the proposed algorithm outperforms content-blind and deadline-blind algorithms

with a gain of as much as 6 dB in terms of average PSNR in a congested network. This

scheme does not explicitly consider channel conditions in its allocation process. In a

wireless environment, this could lead to poor overall performance, with a few users with

very poor channel conditions using almost all the available channel resources to satisfy

their video quality requirements. In order to avoid this, it is proposed in [81] to deny

access to users with channel quality less than a predetermined threshold, which limits

wireless coverage. In [77], a heuristic approach is used to determine the importance of
frames across users based on the frame types (I, P, or B), or their positions in a group of

pictures. A priority based scheduling algorithm is proposed, with the priority function

taking into account the importance of different frame types, channel conditions, buffer

state and the relative start time of the video streams of the users. At the beginning
of a time slot the scheduler computes the priorities of all users and schedules the one

with the highest priority to transmit. This scheme is compared to non-content aware

opportunistic scheduling and is shown to significantly improve the overall frame loss

rate, and also to ensure that the higher priority frames have a lower frame loss rate.

The content-aware scheduling strategies presented in [95] [96] [80] [81] [77] [97] [82]
require complex application layer information such as distortion, rate of each video

layer, decoding deadline associated with each of the video packets. These algorithms

require extensive cross-layer signaling [98][99]so that rate adaptation can be performed

at the radio link layer. It is important to note that different requirements of video

content information increase the scheduling complexity at the MAC layer. Therefore

such scheduling algorithm may pose problems from an implementation point of view as

the scheduling interval in LTE is only 1 ms. Another important point to consider is that

these algorithms are designed specifically for video streaming applications. There is no

information on the traffic handling of other traffic types like VoIP, video-conferencing or

best-effort traffic. Unlike other previous works, [100] proposes a novel concept of utility

based cross-layer optimization framework. The main idea is to exchange key parameters

across the application, transport, link and physical layers. The cross-layer optimization

framework allows the network operators to perform radio resource allocation based on

users'satisfaction. The main steps involved in cross-layer optimization framework are:

• Collecting key information from each of the layers through cross-layer signaling;
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• The cross-layer information is gathered in a decision center. The decision center

performs the overall optimization by considering the variables from each of the

layers like channel quality, time-averaged throughput, video content information

and buffer status;

• After the joint optimization, the decision center sends the resource allocation in-

formation to the MAC layer. The scheduler then performs the packet scheduling

based on the radio resource allocation decisions. If any rate adaptation is required

then the optimizer sends the rate adaptation instructions to the server.

For solving wireless multimedia radio resource allocation problems there is a good

amount of research work being carried out using cross-layer optimization techniques.
For example, [101][102] [103][104] perform cross-layer optimization with the goal of per-

forming efficient link layer packet scheduling for delay sensitive video traffic. The sched-

uler specifically considers the video content with the goal of maximizing the number of

satisfied users. Similarly, [105][106J [107J [108J perform cross-layer optimization with the

goal of efficient joint channel and source coding. [100] performs joint optimization of the

link and physical layer with the goal of assigning the radio resources by considering the

video content and channel quality.

The aforementioned cross-layer optimization techniques only consider the video applica-

tion and design a scheduling rule by considering the video content and channel quality.

[109] proposed a general resource allocation framework which can accommodate all the

traffic classes (VoIP, video, web browsing, ftp). Authors proposed MOS as the opti-

mization metric for each of the traffic types and design utility which quantifies users'

satisfaction in terms of the MOS. [110] further extended the work by introducing differ-

ent objective functions such as the modified max-min MOS where the o,bjective function

guarantees a minimum MOS to each of the flows. The cross-layer optimization technique

by considering the MOS of each application shows a remarkable improvement in terms

of the number of satisfied users as compared to the throughput based resource allocation

schemes. The cross layer optimization technique considered in [109] [110] assumes that

the video server is located close to the base station which allows quick rate adaptation

of the video application. The rate adaptation is assumed to be performed by changing

the quantization parameters of the video streams. However, video servers are located

outside the wireless RAN thus limiting flexibility of delay free rate adaptation. Cross

layer optimization techniques involve extensive cross layer signaling which increases the

overheads and involves additional delay. In dynamic wireless environment, timely rate

adaptation is very important. When the video server is located outside the RAN, the

additional delay imposed in the end-to-end link probing from video server to the base

station decreases the probability of timely rate adaptation. Thus, the performance of the
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cross-layer optimization strategy decreases under congestion. Furthermore, the cross-

layer optimization strategy requires the video server to support the required cross-layer

signaling protocols such as [111] [112] [113] to support the video rate adaptation thus

adding compatibility issues.

The European projects PHOENIX [107] [108] and OPTIMIX [94] proposed a framework

where the cross-layer adaptation task is split in two main control entities, one at the ap-

plication layer ("Application controller"), with the task of performing rate-control and

adaptation based on information from the lower layers, and one at the PRY /MAC layer

("Base station controller"), with the task of adapting PHY /MAC parameters based on

the characteristics of the video flows. The two controllers are supposed to work on dif-
ferent timescales and require information obtained through cross-layer signaling. The

works in [114] [115] [116] [117}propose a realistic scenario in which the video streaming

content is stored at the video server outside the RAN. In order to perform "in network

rate adaptation" they propose two modules which are located inside the RAN. The two

modules are the Traffic Engineering and Traffic Management module. The main task of
the Traffic Management module is to act as the downlink optimizer for resource alloca-

tion, whereas the main task of the Traffic Engineering module is to act as a controller

for performing rate adaptation in the RAN. With the two modules located in the RAN,

the proposed resource allocation optimization cycle is 1 sec. The Traffic Engineering

module performs rate adaptation either based on packet dropping or transcoding. [116}

proposed three objective functions at the optimizer. One of the objective functions is

the maximization of the MOS based utility, according to which the rate adaptation is

done to maximize the mean MOS (mean user perceived quality). According to the ob-

jective function, resources are first reserved to the users with good channel quality and

low rate demanding application. The authors also proposed a max-min fairness based

objective function, where the main goal of the objective function is to allocate resources

such that all the users get the same perceived quality. However, the authors do not pro-

pose any scheduling algorithm to be used in conjunction with the proposed cross-layer

resource allocation frame work. The scheduling algorithm is important in determining

the overall performance of an LTE system. In order to reduce the resource allocation

optimization cycle to 1 sec, the framework proposed by [114} [115} [116} [117} requires

extensive cross-layer signaling.

To reduce the required cross-layer signaling and constant end-to-end link probing, a

novel cross-layer scheduling framework is proposed in this chapter which reduces the

required cross-layer signaling for QoE aware resource allocation. The proposed work is

based on the following key features.
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• Application layer packet marking: The emerging SVC standard (scalable extension

of the 11.264/AVC standard) splits the encoded video stream in different layers of

different importance. It is possible to mark packets belonging to different layers

with layer information. The SVC standard facilitates the truncation of bit streams

thus allowing graceful degradation of video quality in the event of wireless channel

variations or network congestion. An SVC stream has a base layer and several

enhancement layers. As long as the base layer is received, the receiver can decode

the video stream. As more enhancement layers are received, the decoded video

quality is improved. SVC consists of temporal, spatial and quality scalability.

Temporal scalability refers to representing the same video in different frame rates.

Spatial scalability refers to representing the video in different spatial resolutions

or sizes. Normally, the picture of a spatial layer is based on the prediction from
both lower temporal layers and spatial layers. Quality (or SNR) scalability refers

to representing the same video stream in different SNR or quality levels. Video

packet marking such as in [118] [119] [120] allows flexible rate adaptation at the

link layer. The packet marking at the link layer is proposed which decreases the

constant link probing from the base station to the video servers.

• QoE-curve based marking of SVC layers into priority classes (mapping scheme

elaborated by Bo FIl,DOCOMO): The marking is done at the P-GW thus enabling

the mobile operator to perform optimal prioritization achieving the maximum

overall QoE under the constraint of network resources. Operators can define a

utility based on bandwidth and MOS. Video layers achieving maximum MOS for a

given bandwidth are prioritized thus allowing utility based prioritization. A simple

example can be a QoE-bitrate utility as the priority metric, which prioritizes videos

achieving higher MOS at a lower bit rate. Packets from these videos are assigned

a higher priority class. Operators can define a fixed number of priority classes and

can also mark VoIP, FTP and web browsing traffic to these priority classes. For

instance, the video base layer and VolP traffic can be assigned the same highest

priority class and the least important priority classes can be assigned to delay

tolerant traffic such as the FTP and web browsing.

• Opportunistic scheduler: The scheduler exploits the QoE-based packet marking.

The main goal of the scheduler is to exploit the cross-layer information and min-

imize the delay bound violations of the most important priority class thus mini-

mizing the delayed packet loss impact on the perceived video quality. The design

goals of the prioritized packet scheduler are discussed in Section 6.3.

• Furthermore, rate adaptation at the link layer is proposed by applying class-based

admission control on the video layers as discussed in Section 6.6.
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TABLE 6.1: Mathematical symbols utilized in Chapter 6.

Symbol Explanation
i, i, n User/flow index, Priority class index, Current scheduling epoch.
Jmax Maximum number of priority classes in the system.
Hln) HoL packet delay of user/flow i at scheduling epoch n .•
Pi~;) Packet priority index of user i's HOL packet.

PRF~::; Priority function of user/flow i on PRB <po
X~n) Instantaneous Channel quality on PRB I{) also known as the nor-1,'1'

malized subband spectral efficiency.
xt) Average PRB quality, in terms of spectral efficiency, of flow i at

scheduling instant n.
xt) The normalized average wide band channel quality of user i over

the moving average window of size ne epochs.
Xmax A constant, i.e., the spectral efficiency (5.5547 bits/sec/Hz] cor-

responding to the maximum CQI feedback.
MpRB The number of PRBs available for allocation at each scheduling

epoch.
W?) Weight of the HOL packet.
R\n) and Exponential time-averaged throughput (over the window of size',ave
R(n-l) nw) at scheduling instant nand n - 1.
I ave

R~n -1) Number of bits transmitted at scheduling epoch n - 1.
N~n) Number of packets residing in the queue of flow i at schedulingQ.

instant n.
Hmax Maximum delay budget of user i's packet.
Aln) Normalized HoL delay. It is the ratio of Ht) and Hmn.x.• Average of the normalized HoL delay taken over I flows present
A(n) in the system.
fJ Weight of the number of bits transmitted. This factor is multi-

red b R(n-l) I' f ti f ~(n)ply Li • t IS a unc Ion 0 'i •

~ln) Weight of the bits sent by flow i at scheduling instant n and is,
used to control the system's fairness through parameter .".

." A parameter controlling the impact of the averaged wide band
channel quality on the number of bits sent.

A- A constant, its value is set to 1 in the simulations.
etc System efficiency control parameter.
et, Packet priority weight control parameter.
plrl:",) Packet loss rate of class j* over tw scheduling epochs.

Pt~r;:!u.mit~ Number of transmitted packets of class j* over the moving aver-,
age transmission window two

p\m) Number of dropped packets over the moving average transmissiondrop
window two

uv-i The congestion status of the network by calculating the average
of the A(n) over tw scheduling epochs.

Iblock;. Number of flows to block after tw scheduling epochs.
Ire-admitjO Number of flows to readmit after tw scheduling epochs.
Sschmitt The output of the hysteresis based admission controller.
Sthrl and Lower and higher threshold limits of the Schmitt trigger.
Sthrh
PH(·",) Probability of delay bound violation based on the congestion

status of the network.
w Parameter used to Control the speed of the readmission.
C A constant used to control the resource allocation between the

delay sensitive and best-effort traffic classes.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents the considered

system model, followed by the descriptions of the main goals of the scheduling strategy

in Section 6.3. Section 6.5 presents the proposed Packet Priority Scheduler (PPS) and

its performance under Variable Bit Rate (VBR) and Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic.

In particular, after a description of the scheduling metric and an analysis of the factors

composing it, the simulation scenario considered for its performance evaluation is de-

scribed in 6.5.2 and results are reported in 6.5.3 and 6.5.4 for VBR and CBR traffic,

respectively. After evaluating the efficiency and priority awareness characteristics of

the PPS scheduling function, Section 6.6 presents a novel class based admission control

policy. The class based admission control policy exploits the basic characteristics of

the PPS scheduling function and performs rate adaptation. The joint PPS scheduling

function and admission control policy is evaluated in Section 6.7 where a QoE based

mapping of SVC layers to priority classes is considered. QoE based packet marking is

performed at the core network, whereas at the eNodeB packet marking is exploited with

the goal of achieving user satisfaction when the network is congested. A sum-MaS based

packet marking (demanding video flows in terms of bitrate are less favored) is considered
in Section 6.7. Finally, a composite scheduling rule for best-effort and delay-sensitive

traffic is considered in Section 6.8. In this section, different traffic types marked with

different packet priorities are considered. A max-min based packet marking (video users

receiving same MaS quality) in Section 6.8 is considered. The packet marking of dif-

ferent traffic types helps in prioritizing the flows based on their channel quality, queue

status and packet priority, thus fully exploiting multi-user channel diversity. Detailed

simulation results of the composite scheduling rule are reported in Section 6.8.2, where

the performance of the benchmark scheduling rules is also discussed.

6.2 System model

An OFDM SISO multiuser LTE system is considered with a single cell scenario in which

the serving eNodeB is at the center of the cell. The serving eNodeB's MAC scheduler

controls all the available PRBs by allocating them to the active flows competing for

resources. A video server generating a pre-encoded video traffic workload is considered.

Video is assumed to be encoded in different layers according to the SVC standard, and

temporally organized in units which can be decoded independently from each other, each

referred as GOP. Packets of the video stream are divided into priority classes, as shown
in Figure 6.1, with each priority class representing the packet's importance towards the

video quality. Each flow is assigned a buffer at the eNodeB. Furthermore, the buffer

of each flow is divided into sub-queues depending upon the incoming packet's priority

class as shown in Figure 6.1. The packets of each priority class entering into the buffer
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are time stamped by the scheduler. The scheduler should assign enough resources to

schedule the packet before its delay budget expires. Packets violating the delay budget

are dropped from the queue. All the packets of the flows have the same delay budget

irrespective of their priority classes. The priority of user i on class j at scheduling instant

n is calculated according to the following rule:

p(n) _ J, _ .(n)
i,j - max Ji (6.1)

where j}n) is the priority class index of user i's packet and Jmax is the maximum number

of priority classes in the system and is fixed, i.e, it can be 4, 8 or 16. Table 5.2 reports

the priority class index with the maximum number of priority classes in the system set

to 8.

TABLE 6.2: Priority classes.

Priority Class Index (PCI), jin) Pi:~)
o (most important class) 8
1 7
2 6
3 5
4 4
5 3
6 2
7 (least important class) 1

Opportunistic
Scheduling QoE-Curve Based

Mapping of SVC layer to
Priority Class

Marking

FIGURE 6.1: Consideredcross-layerarchitecture [schemeelaborated by D. Staehle,
DaCOMa.].
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6.3 Goals

Delay based scheduling rules, such as the M-LWDF rule [42] (considered as the best

delay-sensitive scheduling rule), are highly unfair for video flows characterized by high

rate and low channel quality. For instance, as shown in Figure 6.2, high average through-

put and low channel quality (consider the equation shown in Figure 6.2) of flow 1 causes

the average amount of waiting time for the packets of flow 1 to be lower than that of flow

2. As shown in Example 1 of the figure, these scheduling rules achieve higher average

waiting time for the packets of flows having higher average throughput and lower chan-

nel quality. On the other hand, flows having good channel quality and lower average

throughput have a very low average waiting time. When the system load is increased,

the probability of delay bound violation of the lower channel quality and higher average

throughput flows is very high, which results ill all unfair system.

Consideration of packet priority in the scheduling decision of such rules can reduce the

system efficiency. For instance, consider Example 2 in Figure 6.2 where each flow has

two packet priority classes. In order to avoid the delay bound violation of the high rate

and low channel quality flows, the priority difference between the two classes should be

very high. If the M-LWDF (one of the best delay based scheduling rule) priority function

is weighted with the packet priority, then higher priority packets entering the buffer will

have a minimal amount of waiting time, i.e., higher priority packets entering the buffer

are instantly served irrespective of the channel quality of other flows. This reduces the

exploitation of the most important phenomenon in wireless LTE systems, i.e., multi-user

channel diversity. In LTE, multi-user channel diversity has more significance since it is

a multi-carrier system which has another dimension of exploitation known as the multi-

user frequency diversity. However, weighing delay aware schedulers with packet priority

results in a less complex system as such scheduling rules are simple to implement. Low

complexity scheduling rules are very important in LTE mainly because of the short

scheduling interval of 1 ms.

In this chapter, the main goal is to address the aforementioned weaknesses in an innova-

tive way such that the low complexity feature of such scheduling rules is preserved. The

delay urgency and packet priority are utilized in determining the weight of the queue.

The weight of the queue is dynamic and changes according to the system load. For

instance if a flow has a good channel quality and is well served, i.e., the probability

of delay violation is low, then such a flow does not require any packet prioritization.

On the other hand, a flow having lower channel quality and higher HoL delay requires

packet prioritization, so that under high load the most important packets are scheduled

within the delay bound. The the packet priority index is utilized by designing a function

which changes according to the system load and flow's HoL packet delay. The scheduling
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Example 1
M-LWOF _ (channel qualJty/avera~ e throuShput) • Packet delay

Flow 1 = 500 kbps, 4 dB

Flow 2 = 100 Kbps, 12 dB

Ave,.pge HaL aetov

Example 2

Delay bound

High rate and low channel quality
flows' packets have higher waiting
time In the buffer

Flow 1 z 500 kbps. 4 dB

Flow2 Flow~
M-LWOF = (channel quality/average throushput) • Packet detav " Packet priority

CI.ss 0 : HI.h priority
CI.ss 1 : Low priority

Flow 2 -= 100 Kbp., 12 dB

Flow 3 = 600 Kbps. 10 d.

-···-LL
Class 1 Class 0

Average HaL aetav Strict priority
scheduling rule
lacks the
exploitation of
channel diversity

0... 1

Flow 1 Flow 2 Flow 3

FIGURE 6.2: Issues of the delay based and strict priority scheduling rules.

design makes use of the packet priority in a novel way by exploiting packet's HoL delay

and the overall system delay. The main objective of the scheduler is to minimize the

probability of delay bound violation of the most important packets without compromis-

ing much on the system efficiency. Another design goal is to robustly tune the balance

between packet priority and system efficiency. To summarize, the main goal to achieve a

low complexity scheduling strategy which provides a trade-off among the packet priority,

HoL delay, channel quality and time-averaged throughput .

..•

as

1.'

" .,30
PSNRIdB) " " 38

FIGURE 6.3: Linear relationship between PSNR and MOS.
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6.4 MOS Model

In order to achieve MOS based packet marking, a linear relationship between PSNR

and MOS mapping has been utilized as shown in Figure 6.3. QoE actually encompasses

many different aspects and objective video quality is just one of them. There are many

QoE metric available in the literature such as in [121] [122] [123] [124] each with its

merits and demerits. Although PSNR is not an accurate QoE metric, as it has its share

of weaknesses as outlined in [125], PSNR is a widely utilized metric in the literature

because of its simplicity and fast computation characteristics.

The main feature of the considered cross-layer architecture is its flexibility to be used

with any video quality metric. Only a mapping function between the objective video

quality metric and MOS is required. The linear mapping between PSNR and MOS has

been widely used in the literature such as in [114] [115] [116] [117].

6.5 Proposed scheduling strategy and metric

In the proposed MAC layer scheduling strategy, each PRB is assigned to the user max-

imizing a defined scheduling metric.

The following scheduling metric is proposed:

(6.2)

This priority function design depends upon four parameters as shown in Figure 6.4:

• Nb:) is the number of packets currently residing in the buffer of flow i at scheduling

instant n.

• wt) is the weight of the HoL packet. Mathematically, it is defined as:

(6.3)

where
1

A(n) = .!. ~ A~n)
I L.J I
i=1

(6.4)

and

(6.5)
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A(n) is the average of the normalized HoL delay taken over the I flows present

in the system. A(n) is also known as the normalized system delay at scheduling

epoch n. Hi(n) is the HoL packet delay and Hmax is the maximum delay budget

of user i's packet at scheduling instant n. p/;) is the priority value of the class

according to Table 6.2. It is important to note that the proposed weight design

depends on the system load. The higher the system load, the higher will be the

normalized system delay A(n), which results in a higher weight for the packets

of the most important priority classes. If the system delay is low, packets from

different priority classes have approximately the same weights. Considering that

the packet priority in the scheduling decision can reduce the system throughput,

the main goal in the this work is to design a scheduling strategy where the packet
priority changes according to the system load .

• X~n) is the channel quality on PRB cp.
t,<p

• Rl'::ve is the time-averaged throughput. Mathematically, it is defined as:,

R(n) = R(n-l) '1 _ _!_) _!_ f3R(n-l)
s.ave t,ave * l + * , .nw nw

(6.6)

where R~;~;) is the average throughput at scheduling instant n - 1. R~n-l) is

the number of bits transmitted at scheduling instant Tt - 1. nw is the size of the

time-average window. f3 is the weight of the number of bits transmitted, discussed
in Section 6.5.1.2.

Number of
N(n) xln) Spectral

packets in a. efficiency of
the Queue each PRB

Priority Time-averaged
weight of the W,(n) R~;~c throughput
Holpacket

FIGURE 6.4: Prioritized packet schedulingrule.
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6.5.1 Analysis of the factors composing the priority function

The significance of the weighted queue rule (product of priority weight and queue size)

and the proportional fair rule (ratio of channel quality and time-averaged throughput)

in the scheduling design are discussed below.

6.5.1.1 Weighted queue component

The delay based priority weight makes the scheduling rule dynamic: when the system

load increases, the probability of delay bound violations also increases. The impact

of the exponential weight design in equation (6.2) can be controlled by introducing a
tunable parameter, as shown in equation 6.7.

(6.7)

The weight Wj(n) in the scheduling decision prioritizes the most important packets. If

the system load is low, packets from different priority classes have approximately the

same weight. The impact of the exponential weight at different system loads and HoL

delays is shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. According to Figure 6.6, packets with PCI of

o and 4 have approximately the same weights until a normalized average delay of 0.7

when (is set to 10. On the other hand, when (is set to 1 the priority difference between

the packets of the two priority classes increases exponentially after normalized average

delay of 0.5.

6.5.1.2 Time-averaged throughput

The exponential averaging method has a higher convergence time (convergence to the

time-averaged throughput). This method is highly suitable for non-real-time applica-

tions as it achieves fairness in terms of throughput over a longer time scale. For delay

sensitive applications, however, the convergence time is greater than the packet's de-

lay budget. Therefore, the number of transmitted bits is weighted with the normalized

averaged wideband channel quality. The normalized average wideband channel quality

(expressed in terms of spectral efficiency) X~n) of user i over the moving average window

of size ne is given as:

(6.8)
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with

MpRB
(n) _ 1 '"' (n)

Xi -~ c: Xi,<p
PRB <p=l

(6.9)

where X~n) is the wideband spectral efficiency of user i at scheduling instant n and xt~
is the subband spectral efficiency of user i at PRB cp. Xmax is the maximum spectral

efficiency in terms of the CQI feedback. In order to utilize the averaged wideband

channel quality, the parameter /3 is defined below:

if A~n) < 1
I

if A~n) == 1
I

(6.10)

where

(6.11)

TJ is used to control the impact of the averaged wideband channel quality on the number

of bits sent. ~ is a constant whose value is set to 1 in the simulations; when TJ is set to

zero all the flows have the same <sin), i.e., equal to ~. Typical values of TJ lie in between

0.2 and 0.5. The higher the value of TJ, the lower will be the system efficiency. 8!n) is
the weight of the bits sent by flow i at scheduling instant n and is used to control the
system's fairness through parameter TJ.

With this definition, the time-averaged throughput is defined as:

R(n) = R~n-l) * (1 _ _!_) + _!_ * /3R~n-l).
I,ave s.ave nw nw ' (6.12)

It is important to note that the main motivation of considering the time-averaged channel

quality is to decrease the difference in the average waiting time between the flows having

diverse channel quality and average rate requirements as shown in Figure 6.7. This leads

to an increase in the average system delay A(n), which in turn leads to the prioritization
of the higher priority packets.

The penalty associated with packet's delay budget violation is i,::__wl). R~~vewill decrease
•

by unity whenever there is a delay violation, i.e., A!n) == 1. Under high load, the

probability of packet's delay bound violation increases. It is important to note that
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FIGURE 6.7: Significance of time-averaged channel quality.

flows' packets violating the packet delay bound are dropped from the queue. When a

packet is dropped from the queue, the priority of the flow is reduced as the number of

packets NQ residing in the buffer is decreased. In order to prioritize such flows, R~~~e is
decreased by unity upon every delay bound violation.

In order to manage the trade-off between system efficiencyand packet priority awareness,

two control parameters are proposed: an efficiency parameter, frc, and a packet priority

weight control parameter, of. Hence, the priority function of the PPS( frc,fr f) rule

proposed in (6.2) becomes:

(6.13)

6.5.2 Simulation scenario

In order to assess the performance of the proposed scheduling function, users with dif-

ferent video rate characteristics are simulated. Specifically, VBR and CBR video flows

are considered. The main rationale for selecting different video rate flows is to analyze

the priority awareness and system efficiency performance of the PPS scheduling rule

under different traffic types. Specifically, for VBR traffic high, medium and low rate

users with average rates of 500 kbps, 200 kbps and 140 kbps respectively are considered.

Furthermore, all the traffic exhibits a peak rate which is equal to twice the average rate.

Users are distributed uniformly in the cell. The performance of each scheduling rule is

analyzed at different load scenarios. In all the scenarios, the users are divided equally
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into the low, medium and high rate video streams. Initially, 42 users are simulated, with

14 users from each of the low, medium and high rate video sources. This corresponds

to an average input traffic rate of 11.76 Mbps with an average spectral efficiency re-

quirement of 2.352 bits/sec/Hz (considering a 5 Mhz bandwidth). The channel quality

(in terms of SINR) of each of the video users is set such that the system capacity is

11.5 Mbps (2.3 bits /sec/Hz}. Therefore, there is a higher packet delay bound violation

probability as the average input traffic is higher than the system capacity. The input

average traffic is further increased by increasing the number of video users to 48 (adding

2 video users from each of the considered video traffic sources); the system capacity in

terms of bits/sec/Hz is kept the same. For the next two scenarios, the load is further

increased to 54 (18 video users from each of the considered video sequences) and 60 (20

video users from each of the considered video sequences) users. The average spectral

efficiency requirement of the input average traffic in the 60 user case is 3.36 bits/sec/Hz

as compared to the system capacity of 2.352 bits/sec/Hz.

The average rate of the important priority classes (class 1 and 2) is greater than the

lower priority classes. These priority classes correspond to the base layer video quality.

Thus, if a user receives these classes with no packet losses, then a base layer video

quality is guaranteed. On the other hand, if delay bound violations occur for a base

layer video quality class, then the higher layer priority classes cannot be decoded. These

traffic characteristics are selected after analyzing several videos with different motion

and spatial characteristics. Specifically, videos with one base and one enhancement

layer is chosen. The enhancement layer is further divided into 6 sublayers according

to the medium granular scalability (MGS) SVC codec. In other words, class 1 and

class 2 correspond to the base layer video quality and the remaining 6 priority classes

correspond to the MGS sublayers. Table 6.3 reports the simulation parameters adopted

for the LTE system and the wireless channel.

The following scheduling rules are considered in the simulations:

• Scheduler 1: Proposed PPS.

• Scheduler 2: M-LWDF scheduler [421.

• Scheduler 3: Queue-aware M-LWDF rule (M-LWDFQ) scheduler [701·

The considered benchmark scheduling rules, M-LWDF and M-LWDFQ, do not consider

the packet priority in the scheduling function. The main motivation is to analyze the

system efficiency penalty (through system packet loss ratio) when packet priority is

considered in the scheduling decision. Since M-LWDF gives better performance for

videos, therefore the delay and queue based schedulers as a benchmark.
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TABLE 6.3: Simulation parameters - DownlinkLTE schedulingfor multi-class traffic.

I PARAMETERS I VALUE
Bandwidth, Carrier frequency 5 MHz, 2.1 GHz
UE distribution, Cell radius Uniform, 1 km
Channel 3GPP- TU (Typical Urban)
Pathloss model Hata-Cost-231 model
HARQ Up to 3 synchronous retransmissions
Channel Fading Block Fading (1 IDS)

UE speed 15 to 100 km/h (users moving inde-
pendently at variable speed)

CQI averaging method MIESM [19] [20]
packet's delay budget Hmax 200 IDS

6.5.3 Performance of the scheduling function under VBR traffic

For each scenario, results are reported in the form of a table (presenting the system PLR

of each priority class) and a figure which presents the PLR of each user. The simulation

results of 42 users are given in Table 6.4 and Figure 6.8. Similarly the simulation

results of 48, 54 and 60 users are given ill Tables 6.5, 6.6, 6.7 and Figures 6.9, 6.10,

6.11 respectively. The tables present the packet losses in each of the priority classes

whereas the fairness performance of each of the considered scheduling rules is shown in

the figures.

In the table, Nt denotes the total number of packets streamed into the buffer of each user

from each priority class. The table also reports the packet loss ratio of each scheduling

rule. Table 6.8 presents the system packet loss ratio of each o.fthe considered scheduling

rules. The system packet loss ratio represents the system efficiency by considering the

total number of scheduled and dropped packets.

Some observations on the performance of the considered scheduling rules are reported

below:

• The M-LWDF scheduling rule penalizes the high rate and low channel quality

flows and shows a poor fairness performance at all load conditions as reported in

Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11. It is important to note that PLR above 10 %
in the most important layers results in a major degradation of the video quality.

For high motion videos, the acceptable PLR of the important layers is as low as

2 to 5 %. Considering 10 % as the overall acceptable PLR (if dropping occurs in

the important priority classes) then at 42 user load, the M-LWDF scheduling rule

accommodates only 36 users. When load is increased to 48, the total number of
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satisfied users (having PLR greater than 10%) is 36. Similarly the total accommo-

dated users is 34 for 54 and 60 users respectively. The M-LWDF scheduler suffers

from poor fairness characteristics and severely penalizes low channel quality and

high rate users .

• The M-LWDFQ scheduler considers the queue size. According to Table 6.8, this

scheduler achieves the best system efficiency. However, if 10 % is considered as

the overall acceptable PLR (if dropping occurs in the important priority classes)

then, at 42 user load, the M-LWDF scheduling rule accommodates only 36 users ..

When the load is increased to 48, the total number of accommodated users (having

PLR less than 10 %) is 24. Similarly when the load is increased to 54, the total

number of accommodated users is only 20 and at the highest load approximately

all users have PLR of more than 10 %. This scheduler gives good fairness in terms
of PLR and achieves the best efficiency performance among all the scheduling

rules. However, this scheduler requires a strict admission control since allowing

more users to enter the system would increase the system throughput but decrease

the overall capacity in terms of the number of satisfied users .

• At lower load (when system PLR is less than 10 %) the proposed PPS scheduler

gives more priority to the good channel flows as the normalized average system

delay is low. At higher load, the scheduler delivers the most important layers to

each of the flows thus improving the system fairness and decreasing the system

efficiency. The PPS scheduling strategy does not require a strict flow admission

control. The exponential priority weights increases the resource allocation proba-

bility of important priority classes thus reducing the packet losses in these classes.

At higher load (60 users case) PPS strategy with ( = 1 performs better than

( = 10. It is important to note that ideally we would like to achieve results where

we receive a 100 % PLR for the least important classes and the PLR for important

priority classes is as low as 0 %. In the current scenario, any further increase in

load would cause PLR in higher priority classes. One of the main goals is to achieve

a resource allocation strategy where no flow based admission control (denying ad-

mission to new flows) policy is required. Therefore, the PPS scheduling function

along with the novel priority class based admission control discussed in Section 6.6

where rate adaptation is achieved through blocking of flows' less important prior-

ity classes instead of completely blocking the flows from the network. In the next

section, the performance of the scheduling function under CBR traffic is analyzed.
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TABLE6.4: Packet loss ratio of each traffic class for different priority functions. Total
number of users in the cell is 42.

Priority Nt Packet loss ra- Packet loss ratio, Packet loss ra- Packet loss ratio,
Class tio, PPS«( = 1) PPS«( = 10) tio, M-LWDF M-LWDFQ
Index
0 2983 0 0 0.042 0.0459
1 2633 0 0.0005 0.0621 0.0740
2 1673 0 0.0017 0.0381 0.0462
3 1754 0 0.0040 0.0448 0.0335
4 1980 0.0327 0.0152 0.0400 0.0151
5 2360 0.0586 0.0330 0.0604 0.0233
6 2320 0.2007 0.0942 0.0867 0.0283
7 2276 0.3533 0.1422 0.0807 0.0261
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FIGURE6.8: PLR(%) vs. user index of different priority functions. The total number
of users in the cell is 42.
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TABLE 6.5: Packet loss ratio of each traffic class for different priority functions. The
total number of users in the cell is 48.

Priority Nt Packet loss ra- Packet loss ratio, Packet loss ra- Packet loss ratio,
Class tio, PPS(( = 1) PPS(( = 10) tio, M-LWDF M-LWDFQ
Index
0 2983 0 0 0.1741 0.1921
1 2633 0 0.00095 0.2575 0.3646
2 1673 0.0015 0.0082 0.2213 0.3474
3 1754 0.0028 0.0070 0.1710 0.1428
4 1980 0.1517 0.1212 0.1661 0.0884
5 2360 0.1907 0.1547 0.2210 0.1367
6 2320 0.4585 0.3653 0.2672 0.1887
7 2276 0.6261 0.5030 0.2493 0.1459
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FIGURE 6.9: PLR(%) vs. user index of different priority functions. The total number
of users in the cell is 48.
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TABLE 6.6: Packet loss ratio of each traffic class for different priority functions. The
total number of users in the cell is 54.

Priority Nt Packet loss fa- Packet loss ratio, Packet loss ra- Packet loss ratio,
Class tio, PPS(( = 1) PPS(( = 10) tio, M-LWDF M-LWDFQ
Index
0 2983 0 0 0.1741 0.1921
1 2633 0.0017 .0072 0.2575 0.3646
2 1673 0.0329 .0336 0.2213 0.3474
3 1754 0.0592 .0468 0.1710 0.1428
4 1980 0.2582 .2392 0.1661 0.0884
5 2360 0.3526 .3380 0.2210 .1367
6 2320 0.6312 .59 0.2672 0.1887
7 2276 0.7273 .6623 0.2493 0.1459
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FIGURE 6.10: PLR(%) vs. user index of different priority functions. The total
number of users in the cell is 54.
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TABLE6.7: Packet loss ratio of each traffic class for different priority functions. The
total number of users in the cell is 60.

Priority s; Packet loss ra- Packet loss ratio, Packet loss ra- Packet loss ratio,
Class tio, PPS(( = 1) PPS(( = 10) tio, M-LWDF M-LWDFQ
Index
0 2983 0 0 0.2511 0.2736
1 2633 0.0084 0.0228 0.3178 0.4730
2 1673 0.0952 0.1333 0.2579 0.4291
3 1754 0.1277 0.1961 0.2198 0.1935
4 1980 0.3434 0.4015 0.2173 0.1259
5 2360 0.4479 0.5216 0.2742 0.2020
6 2320 0.7289 0.6806 0.3509 0.2435
7 2276 0.83 0.7425 0.3263 0.2049
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FIGURE 6.11: PLR(%) vs. user index of different priority functions. The total
number of users in the cell is 60.

TABLE6.8: System packet loss ratio.

Load PPS with (= 1 PPS (= 10 M-LWDF M-LWDFQ
42 users .0788 0.0348 0.0591 .0341
48 users 0.1746 0.1391 0.1419 0.1086
54 users 0.2483 0.23 0.2210 0.1836
60 users 0.3070 0.3173 0.2829 0.2468
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6.5.4 Performance of the scheduling function under CDR traffic

This section analyzes the performance of the channel and weight control parameters Oc

and of. The simulation results in the above section reveal that setting , = 1 results

in better performance at high load. Therefore, a simple exponential weight reported in

equation (6.3) is utilized. A high load scenario of 600 Kbps CBR flows is selected. For

CBR traffic, equal amount of packets are streamed into the buffer of each traffic class.

The input average traffic rate for the CBR traffic is 21.6 Mbps (36 CBR users with 600

Kbps rate, requiring an average spectral efficiency of 4.32 bits/sec/Hz as compare to the

same system capacity as in the VBR scenarios (2.3 bits/sec/Hz)).

The results are reported in the form of a table (presenting the system packet loss ratio

of each priority class) and a figure which presents the overall system packet loss ratio

and throughput. The simulation results of 36 users are given in Table 6.9 and Figure

6.12. According to Figure 6.12, the PPS scheduling function with Oc = 2 and Of = 1.5

achieves the best trade-off between packet priority and system efficiency. A higher value
of Oc increases the system throughput, but at the expense of higher packet losses in

the most important priority classes, as shown in Table 6.9. PPS(8,1) achieves the best

system efficiency (system throughput of approximately 13 Mbps) but with a packet loss

ratio of .0435 in the most important priority class. It is important to note that, if a

flow's base layer is not decodable at the receiver due to higher packet losses, then quality

enhancement layers received with zero packet losses are generally of no use as they are

predicted from the base layer. In such a case, the resources utilized in scheduling the

quality enhancement layer are wasted. Therefore, packets of the most important priority

class must be received without any packet losses. In order to analyze the performance of

the proposed scheduling rule in terms of resource utilization, a novel performance metric

Resource Utilization Index (RUI) is reported below:

1 .1max T

RUI = J, * I I: I: n{PLR.;,i ~PLR;br}
max j=O i=l

(6.14)

where i and j are the user and class indexes respectively and n{PLn...j~PLR;br} is an
indicator function, equal to 1 if its argument is true. When user i's PLR for class j

is less than or equal to the threshold PLRthr then the indicator function is 1. If the

PLR exceeds the threshold, then the indicator function is O. I and Jmax are the total

number of flows and classes in the system. The flows achieving a packet loss rate of less

than the threshold for all the classes attain an RUI of 1. Furthermore if a flow's higher

priority class has a PLR above the prescribed threshold then the indicator function
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ll{PLR,.,j~PLRthr} is zero for all the subsequent lower priority classes of such a flow. The

RUI for all the considered values of Cl!c and Cl!fare:

Case: PPS(8,1)

RUI = 0.14 (6.15)

Case: PPS(6,1)

RUI = 0.18 (6.16)

Case: PPS(4,1)

RUI = 0.2 (6.17)

Case: PPS(2,1.5), PPS(2,3), PPS(2,5), PPS(2,1O)

RUI = 0.25 (6.18)

Consider both system efficiency and RUI as the performance measure, then PPS(2,1.5)

achieves the best trade-of between packet priority and system efficiency.

TABLE6.9: Packet loss ratio of each traffic class for the PPS(ae,o,) scheduling rule.
The total number of users in the cell is 36.

Priority PPS(8,1 PPS(6,1 PPS(4,1 PPS(2,1 PPS(2,1.5 PPS(2,3 PPS(2,5 PPS(2,10
Class
Index
0 .0435 .0200 .0063 .0011 0 0 0 0
1 .1769 .1228 .0650 .0176 .0075 .0011 .0004 .0059
2 .2456 .2230 .2028 .2187 .2324 .2878 .3370 0.42
3 .2963 .2833 .3165 .4443 .4774 .5239 .5576 0.6030
4 .5231 .6043 .6796 .7731 .7558 .7114 .6874 0.6782
5 .5726 .6461 .7414 .8070 .8270 .8493 .8633 .8988
6 .6142 .6869 .7557 .8111 .8603 .9580 .9903 1
7 .8145 .8503 .8622 .8795 .9234 .9708 .9903 1
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FIGURE 6.12: Efficiency performance of the PPS( ac,aI) scheduling rule at different
values of ac and al'

6.5.5 Conclusion

The performance of the scheduling function under VBR and CBR traffic is analyzed

under CBR and VBR traffic. For instance if the PLR performance at the maximum input

load, in Section 6.5.3, is analyzed (average input traffic's spectral efficiency requirement

of 3.36 bits/sec/Hz as compare to the system capacity of 2.3 bits/sec/Ha). the resulting

system packet loss ratio is approximately 0.3 with 0 and .0084 packet loss ratios in the

most important priority classes. Any further increase in the average input traffic rate

would incur packet losses in priority classes with index 0 and 1. By considering the M-

LWDF scheduling rule as the benchmark, the increase in system capacity is 1.76 times

(34 users with zero PLR in the base layer for the M-LWDF rule as compared to the 60

flows with zero PLR in the base layer for the PPS rule).

When the input traffic is CBR, there is a substantial improvement in the system robust-

ness in terms of packet losses in the most important priority classes. For instance when

the average input traffic load is 4.32 bits/sec/Hz (system capacity of 2.3 bits/sec/Hz]

in Section 6.5.4, the packet loss ratios in priority classes 0 and 1 are 0 and .0075, re-

spectively. The variability in the input traffic increases the probability of delay bound

violations in the most important priority classes. Video traffic exhibits variable traffic
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characteristics, therefore restricting the admission of flows is mandatory when the sys-

tem's average traffic rate is above a specific threshold. Under higher system load, the

PPS scheduling function incurs no packet losses in the most important priority class.

From the simulation results, the maximum tolerable load in terms of the bits/sec/Hz is

3.36 (VBR traffic) and 4.32 (CBR traffic) against the system capacity of 2.3 bits/sec/Ha.

In order to increase the system capacity in terms of the number of satisfied users, the

subsequent section utilizes the PPS scheduling function along with the novel concept of

class based admission control policy.
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FIGURE 6.13: Priority weight differencebetween the least and most important
priority classes.

6.6 Admission control

The main goal of the PPS scheduler is to prioritize the most important video layers.

The scheduling function exploits QoE based packet marking and schedules the most

important priority classes. It is important to note that at higher system delay, the

lower priority packets residing in the buffer are dropped when the delay limit is reached.

Lower priority packets, residing in the buffer till the delay bound, increase the average

system delay, which in turn increases the resource allocation probability of the higher

priority classes. Figure 6.13 shows the priority weight difference between the least and

the most important priority classes. For instance consider a system with 8 priority
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classes as shown in Figure 6.13, the delay based exponential priority weight decreases

the resource allocation probability of the least important priority classes. According to

Figure 6.13, the system becomes strictly priority aware when the normalized average

system delay is one. Higher system delay makes the scheduler channel unaware as the

highest priority packets are assigned resources irrespective of the channel quality which

leads to a significant reduction in the system efficiency. Therefore, it is proposed to

apply an admission control policy on the lower priority classes because of the following

reasons .

• Restricting the admission of the lower priority packets under higher system delay

will decrease the average system delay and increase the scheduler's channel aware-
ness thus improving the system efficiency. It is important to note that a video layer

is generally not decodable when its packet loss rate is above a specific threshold.

Resources assigned to the half sent video layers are wasted as the video layer is not

useful at the receiver. Therefore instead of scheduling a portion of a video layer, it

is useful to drop the complete video layer. Thus applying admission control on the

lower priority classes decreases the delay bound violation of higher priority class

packets. Table 6.10 shows the decrease in the packet loss ratio of higher priority

classes when lower priority classes are blocked by applying an admission control

policy. According to the table, the RUI is approximately 0.25 when lower priority

classes are not blocked and the scheduling function is continuously overloaded.

When three of the least important priority classes are blocked the RUI increase

to 0.38. Similarly when 4 priority classes are blocked, the delay bound violation

of the higher priority classes further decreases which increases the RUI to 0.45.

Detailed design and analysis of a class based admission control policy is discussed

in Section 6.6.1.

TABLE 6.10: PLR of each traffic class for the PPS(oe,o/) scheduling rule with and
without priority class blocking. Total number of users in the cell is 36.

Class PPS(2,1), PPS(2,1.5), PPS(2,3), PPS(2,1.5), PPS(2,1.5),
RUI = 0.25 RUI = 0.25 RUI = 0.25 RUI = 0.45, RUI = 0.38,

4 classes 3 classes
blocked blocked

1 .0011 0 0 0 0
2 .0176 .D075 .0011 .D013 .0018
3 .2187 .2324 .2878 .0069 .0143
4 .4443 .4774 .5239 .1013 0.2794
5 .7731 .7558 .7114 1 0.5652
6 .8070 .8270 .8493 1 1
7 .8111 .8603 .9580 1 1
8 .8795 .9234 .9708 1 1
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• Since video traffic exhibits a highly variable traffic, the instantaneous quality varia-

tions of video flows will be reduced by imposing an admission control policy. Class

based admission control will increase the resource allocation probability of the de-

lay tolerant TCP traffic elass. The scheduling function along with the admission

control policy in a multi-class traffic scenario is discussed in Section 6.8.

6.6.1 Hysteresis principle for admission control

In electronics, a Schmitt trigger is a circuit with positive feedback and a loop gain greater

than 1. The circuit is named a "trigger" because the output retains its value until the

input changes sufficiently to trigger a change. When the input is higher than a certain

chosen threshold, the output is high. When the input is below a different (lower) chosen

threshold, the output is low, and when the input is between the two levels, the output

retains its value. This dual threshold action is called hysteresis and implies that the

Schmitt trigger possesses memory and can act as a bistable circuit (latch or flip-flop).

Figure 6.14 shows the basic operation of a Schmitt trigger. The principle of Schmitt

trigger in order to design a elass based admission control policy is utilized.

Upper threshold

~threshold

5chmltttrUer
output

FIGURE 6.14: Basic operation of Schmitt trigger.

An admission control decision consists of blocking or admitting the packets of least im-

portant priority classes. The admission control decision of the least important priority

class is taken after tw scheduling epochs. A window based admission control policy based
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on dual threshold action is introduced where a decision whether a flow's lowest priority

class packets are allowed to enter the buffer is taken after tw scheduling instants. Accord-

ing to the PPS scheduling metric, the priority weight decreases the resource allocation

probability of the least important priority class when the normalized instantaneous sys-

tem delay is high. In order to facilitate the admission control decisions, the ratio of

the dropped and transmitted packets of the current lowest priority class represented by

index j* is monitored. The packet loss ratio of the lowest priority class j* is:

"n p(m)
lr(tw) _ L..m=n-tw drop

p jO - "n (p(m) p(m»)
L..m=n-tw transmit; + drop

(6.19)

where

Plr~~w): Packet loss ratio of class j* over tw scheduling epochs.

pt(m) 'to: Number of transmitted packets of class j* over the moving average transmis-
ransrm j

sion window two

pJ:~:Number of dropped packets over the moving average transmission window two

The congestion status of the network is measured by utilizing the average system delay

as shown below:

(6.20)

where

(6.21)

A(n) is the average of the normalized HoL delay taken over I number of flows present in

the system and ttv-: indicates congestion in the network by calculating the average of

the A(n) over tw scheduling epochs. The decision on the flows to block depends upon the

packet loss ratio discussed in Algorithm 3. Flows are blocked or re-admitted according

to the following rules:

I II H(tw) S 1 (tw)J
blockj» = i" * * schmitt * P rjO (6.22)

(6.23)
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where hlock .• is the number of flows blocked for class j. and Ire-admit. is the number
J J

of flows re-admitted. Sschmitt is the output of the Schmitt trigger. The output of the

Schmitt trigger, Sschmitt, upon reaching the higher and lower threshold limits is given

as:

{

PH(tW)'

SSchmitt =
p,

if II(tw) ~ Sthrh

if ll(tw) s Sthrl
(6.24)

where

1 1
p = Sschmitt * (1 - -) + - * PH(tw)

W W
(6.25)
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FIGURE6.15: Probability of delay bound violation at different system delay.

Sthrl and Sthrb are the lower and higher threshold limits of the Schmitt trigger. PH(tw) is

the probability of delay bound violation based on the congestion status of the network.

w is the exponential moving average weight. The probability of delay bound violation,

PH(lw), can be derived mathematically from the scheduling function. Figure 6.15 shows

the probability of delay bound violations based on multiple simulations. The basic oper-

ation of the Schmitt trigger based admission control is shown in Figure 6.16. According

to the figure, the output of the Schmitt trigger latches to PH(tw) when the congestion

parameter II(tw) crosses the higher threshold limit (the higher limit of the threshold is
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FIGURE 6.16: Basic operation of Schmitt trigger based admission control.

set to the point where the delay bound violation probability is close to 1). When the

congestion parameter H(tw) reaches the lower threshold limit, the output is decreased

according to the exponential averaging equation given in (6.25). The output decreases

until the congestion parameter H(tw) is below the lower threshold limit Sthrl' The output

is latched if the congestion parameter H(tw) crossover the lower threshold limit. Further

details on the admission control policy is given in the following subsection.

6.6.1.1 Admission control pseudo-code

The admission control pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 3. According to the algorithm,

the number of transmitted packets of the current lowest priority class j* and the number

of packets dropped due to delay bound violations are calculated at each scheduling epoch.

After tw scheduling epochs, the packet loss rate (considering the number of transmitted

packets of the least important class j* and total number of dropped packets due to

the violation of the delay bound limit) and congestion parameter uv-: are computed

according to (6.19) and (6.20) respectively. For instance, if the scheduling function

schedules 30 (Pt~n;:~rnitj = 30) packets of different flows' lowest priority class and the

total number of packets dropped due to delay bound violations is 20 (pJ:~= 20) over

the scheduling window of tw epochs then the admission controller, after tw scheduling

epochs, calculates the packet loss ratio plr~~w)using (6.19) as given below:
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(tw) _ 20 _
plrj• - 30 + 20 - 0.4 (6.26)

Now let us assume that the average system delay, uv-», over the scheduling window of

tw epochs is 0.6 and the higher threshold limit Sthrb is set to 0.5. When uv-: crosses

the threshold limit of 0.5 then Sschmitt is latched to PH(tw) as shown in Figure 6.16.

Average system delay of 0.5 characterizes a congested system where the probability of

delay bound violation is approximately 1 as shown in Figure 6.15. Therefore, PH(tw) at

H(tw) = 0.5 is set to 1. Considering 20 flows in the system having packets of the least

important class then according to equation (6.22), (l20 * 0.6 * 1 * O.4J) 4 flows' priority
class j* will be blocked.

According to the algorithm, if hlock. is greater than zero then o(j*, i) (the admission
J

control row vector containing the ids of the blocked flows for priority class j*) is updated.

The decision on which of the flows are blocked is based on the ratio of channel quality

and time-averaged throughput. c5ir.i) is updated with the ids of the blocked flows.

The total number of blocked flows for class r: in the considered example is 4, therefore

«r.i) is updated with the ids of the 4 flows having the least ratio of channel quality and

time-averaged throughput (lo(j*,i)1= 4 is the cardinality of o(j*,i». In the considered

example, assuming j* = 5 informs the buffer manager that the admission controller has

blocked all the flows having packets of classes 6 and 7 (system with 8 priority classes

having PCI from 0 to 7) and the current lowest priority class in the system has a class

index of 5. The row vector, c5(j*, i), at the entrance of the buffer with j* = 5 implies

that all flows' packets marked with indexes 6 and 7 are blocked from entering the queues

at eNodeB. Furthermore, flows having packets marked with j* = 5 and having ids in
the row vector are blocked from entering the queues.

After blocking 4 flows, the system delay is monitored over the next window of scheduling

epochs. If the average system delay is reduced and there are no packet losses then number

of flows will be re-admitted. For instance, if the average system delay (after blocking

packets of 4 flows' current least important priority class) reduces to 0.4 then according

to the algorithm, equation (6.23) will determine the number of flows to re-admit as given

below:

Ire-admit~ = l20 * (1 - 0.4) * (1 - l)J = 0
3

(6.27)

According to the pseudo-code, none of the flows will be re-admitted as Ire-admit. = O.
J

Hence o(j*, i) will not be updated (none of flows' id will be removed from the row

vector) as shown in the pseudo-code. Sschmitt is latched to 1 and will only change its
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value when uv-: will cross the lower threshold. This is an indication that the scheduler

is in the optimal performance range (input traffic is in the achievable rate region as there

are no delay bound violations). The lower threshold limit is set to a point where the

packet delay bound violation probability is zero. If we consider that the lower threshold

limit is set to 0.2 and the average system delay H(tw) is below 0.2 (over the moving

average window) then upon reaching the lower threshold, Sschmitt is equal to p as given

in equation (6.25). If H(tw) is equal to or below the lower threshold limit for a higher

number of window cycles, then Sschmitt will decrease exponentially which will increase

the number of re-admitted flows as shown in Figure 6.16. The selection on which of

the flows to re-admit is also based on the proportional fair rule. Flows with the highest

ratio of channel quality and time-averaged throughput are re-admitted by removing

flows ids from the row vector O(j*, i). If all the flows of the least important class are

re-admitted then 18(j*,i)1= O. In the next admission control cycle, priority class with

index ts: = j* + 1) will be re-admitted as shown in the pseudo-code of the algorithm.

Algorithm 3 Schmitt trigger based admission control
Set Simulation.time
repeat

for n to n = n + tw do
Calculate Pt~:>'l~rnit~and Pd:~at each scheduling epoch

3
end for
Calculate plrJ~w), for class j., according to (6.19)
Calculate H(tw) according to (6.20)
if plr~~w)> 0 then

}

For class j. calculate the number of flows to block, Iblock~, according to (6.22)
if Iblock~ > 0 then 3

3

Update o(j*, i)
if lo(j·, i) I ~ N then
j. = j*-1

end if
end if

else
For class j* calculate the number of flows to re-admit, Ire-admit~, according to

3

(6.23)
if Ire-admit; > 0 then

Update 8(j*, i)
if lo(j·, i)1$ 0 then
i' = i' + 1

end if
end if

end if
until END OF Simulation.time

In the subsequent sections, the performance of the joint admission control and scheduling

function under QoE (sum MOS maximization) based packet marking scheme is analyzed.
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6.7 Performance evaluation of the proposed joint admis-

sion control and scheduling algorithm with packet mark-
.mg

In this section, the performance of the admission control strategy by utilizing the expo-

nential based PPS scheduling function is analyzed. Furthermore, QoE based marking of

sve layers into priority classes is considered in the performance evaluation. The main

goal of packet marking is to achieve the maximum overall QoE under the constraint of

the available network resources. Packet marking facilitates rate adaptation under the

event of congestion, by assigning less important priority classes to the layers achieving

lower video quality at higher bitrates. Thus, the packets of video layers contributing

less to MOS at the expense of higher bitrates are marked with higher priority class

index. The higher priority class index indicates the lower priority of the packets which

is exploited by the joint admission controller and scheduling function by dropping such
packets under the event of network congestion. The simulation scenario and the results

achie
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FIGURE 6.17: Quality (MOS) vs. Bitrate (Kbps) characteristics for each of the
considered videos sequences (by Bo Fu, DOCOMO.).
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TABLE6.11: Priority marking description (elaborated by Bo Fu, DOCO~tO.).

Priority classes mean MaS Priority Class p.{~}
'J

achievements Index (PCI),
.(n)
Ji

Class 1 [1.0,2.2] 0 12
Class 2 [2.2, 2.4] 1 11
Class 3 [2.4,2.6] 2 10
Class 4 [2.6, 2.8] 3 9
Class 5 [2.8, 3.0] 4 8
Class 6 [3.0, 3.2] 5 7
Class 7 [3.2,3.4] 6 6
Class 8 [3.4,3.6] 7 5
Class 9 [3.6, 3.8] 8 4
Class 10 [3.8, 4.0] 9 3
Class 11 [4.0,4.2] 10 2
Class 12 [4.2,5] 11 1

6.7.1 Simulation scenario

In order to assess the performance of the proposed admission control and scheduling

strategy, scalable video transmission over an LTE/LTE-A system is simulated. Packet

marking is performed at the core network. The video packets are categorized in 12

priority classes, each associated to a mean MaS target range, as shown in Table 6.11.

The higher the mean MaS, the higher the assigned priority class index. The table shows

the priority class index assigned to the packets of each priority class. FUrthermore, the

priority ~~j) of each packet associated with the marked priority class index at the MAC

layer is also shown in the table. Different video streams with different rate and quality

characteristics are selected as shown in Figure 6.17. The video sequences are encoded

with the SVC codec and comprise a base layer and 12 quality layers. The increase in

the MOS score along with the addition of each quality layer is shown in Figure 6.17.

The wireless simulation parameters are the same as in Table 6.3, except the selection

of the bandwidth. A 3 MHz (15 PRDs) bandwidth system is selected. The selection of

the lower bandwidth system stems from the fact that it allows less video flows, enabling

us to analyze the PLR and MaS performance of each of the video flows in the system.

According to the simulation results reported in Section 6.5.4, the parameters Qc = 2

and 0:1 = 1.5 achieve the best trade-off between packet priority and system efficiency.

Therefore, same parameters are selected for the scheduling function. For the class based

admission controller, the two limits of the hysteresis are Sthrl = 0.2 and Sthrb = 0.5.

These limits are set according to Figure 6.15 which shows the probability of delay bound

violation at different system delay values. According to the figure, the probability of

delay bound violation is approximately 1 at the normalized averaged system delay of
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0.5. When the system delay is below 0.2, the probability of delay bound violation is very

low. Therefore, the hysteresis output SSchmitt latches to 1 (PH(tw) = 1), when H(tw) = 1.

The hysteresis output decreases exponentially when H(tw) crosses the lower threshold of

0.2.

The maximum load scenario of the PPS scheduling function in Section 6.5.3 (under VBR

traffic) incurred a system PLR of approximately 30 %. It is important to note that with

the joint scheduling function and admission control policy, the system is more robust

in protecting the important video layers from any delay bound violations. Therefore,

5 different high load scenarios are considered where the incurred system PLR starts

from 34.75 % (Scenario 1). The input average traffic (by adding more video flows) is

increased to the point where the delay bound violations starts to occur in the base layer

of the considered video sequences. In the following, five different high load scenarios are
reported:

• 8 video users: In this scenario 2 Ice, 2 News, 2 Soccer and 2 Crew video flows are

simulated. This scenario corresponds to an average input traffic rate of 7 Mbps

(2.33 bits/sec/Hz). The channel quality (in terms of SINR) of each of the video

flows is set such that the system capacity is 5.2 Mbps (1.73 bits/sec/Hz),

• 12 video users: In this scenario the load is further increased by adding more

video flows. Specifically, 2 Ice, 6 News, 2 Soccer and 2 Crew video flows are

simulated. This scenario corresponds to an average input traffic rate of 9.2 Mbps

(3.066 bits/sec/Hz) whereas, the system capacity is 1.73 bits/sec/Ha.

• 10 video users: In this scenario the average input traffic rate is approximately

similar to the previous scenario. However, the video mix is different from the

previous scenario. Specifically, 2 Ice, 2 News, 2 Soccer and 4 Crew video flows

are simulated. This scenario corresponds to an average input traffic rate of 9.2

Mbps (3.066 bits/sec/Hz), whereas the system capacity is similar to the previous

scenario.

• 16 video users: The input traffic rate is further increased to 14 Mbps (4.66 bit-

s/sec/Hz) by simulating 4 video flows from each of the considered video sequences.

The average system capacity is the same as in the previous scenarios.

• 20 video users: In this scenario the average input traffic rate is increased to 17.5

Mbps (5.833 bits/sec/Hz) as compared to the average system capacity of 5.2 Mbps

(1.73 bits/sec/Hz}. 5 video flows are selected from each of the video sequences.

The average system capacity is the same as in the previous scenarios.
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FIGURE 6.18: Contribution towards MOS of one SVC layer at different PLRs.

In each of the considered scenarios, the PLR performance of each video flow (considering

the dropped packets due to delay bound violations and blocked packets due to the class

based admission control policy) in each of the video layers (base and quality enhancement

layers) is analyzed. The resulting MOS (due to the dropped and blocked packets in

SVC layer) is also reported for each of the considered scenarios. Furthermore, the

admission controller's blocking of priority classes w.r.t time is also reported for each of

the considered scenarios. The contribution of an SVC at different PLR is reported in

Figure 6.18. According to the figure, the contribution of an SVC layer is 100 % when

there are no packet losses. The contribution of an SVC layer decreases to half when the

incurred PLR in the layer is 2 %. For instance if the layer contributes 0.5 MOS to the

overall video quality, the PLR of 2 % decreases the MOS contribution to 0.25. When

the incurred PLR is more than 10 %, the layer contribution towards the overall video

quality is zero. It is important to note that the impact of PLR on an SVC layer depends

upon the complexity of the video sequence and Figure 6.18 is only an approximation of

the contribution of an SVC layer against the incurred PLR.

The mapping of SVC layers into priority classes is shown in Figure 6.19. The total

number of priority classes is 12. According to the figure, 13 video layers (1 base and 12

quality layers) are mapped into 12 priority classes. For instance, consider the Ice video

sequence (in the left column), the base layer (SVC layer 1) is assigned to priority class

1 and the first quality layer (SVC layer 2) is assigned to priority class 2. SVC layers

3 and 4 are assigned to priority class 5 and the SVC layers 5, 6 and 7 are assigned to
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priority class 8 followed by the SVC layer 8 mapping to priority class 9. Layers 9 and 10

are assigned to priority class 10. The last three SVC layers (10, 11 and 12) are assigned

to priority class 12.

lee

" 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
news

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
soccer

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

lee

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
soccer

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
crtW

1, 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
auatyllyer 1·13

FIGURE 6.19: SVC layersmapping to priority classesfor scenario 1 (mapping scheme
elaborated by Bo Fu, DOCOMO).

6.7.2 Results and discussion

The performance of all the video flows (Scenario 1) in terms of PLR (considering the

dropped packets due to delay bound violations and blocked packets due to the class

based admission control policy) is shown in Figure 6.20. The x-axis shows the video

layer id starting with the base layer (id 0) and 12 quality layers (id 1 to 12). According

to the figure, both the Ice video flows incur very high PLR (more than 15 %) in quality

layers 10, 11 and 12. All the packets of the base and 7 quality layers of both the News

video flows are scheduled before the delay bound limit. A very low PLR (less than 5 %)

occurs for both the News flows in quality layers with id 8, 9, 10 and 11. The last quality

layer has a very high PLR (more than 15 %) and is considered as undecodable at the

receiver. The blocking of video layers w.r.t time is shown in Figure 6.21. The figure

shows the percentage of video flows blocked for each of the priority classes. According

to the figure, throughout the simulation period only priority classes 11 and 12 (for all

the video flows) are blocked in the time intervals shown on the x-axis; the remaining

priority classes are unblocked throughout the simulation period. When we analyze the
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FIGURE 6.20: Scenario 1: PLR (%) in each of the SVC layers for each of the
considered video flows. Total system PLR is 34.75 %.
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throughout the simulation period.
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SVC layers to priority class mapping in Figure 6.19, the Ice video flows' last 3 quality

layers and the News video flows' last quality layer are assigned to priority class 12. Under

congestion, the normalized average system delay increases, which decreases the resource

allocation probability of the least important priority class. This leads to an increase in

the PLR of the least important priority class. The average normalized system delay is

calculated over the moving average window. This system delay along with the moving

average packet loss ratio of the current least important class is utilized in the priority

class (current least important class in the system) blocking of the video flows. According

to Figure 6.21,100 % of the video flows' priority class 12 are blocked, i.e., the normalized

averaged system delay increases above the upper threshold of the hysteresis with very

high system PLR in priority class 12, which triggers the blocking of the flows. In order

to move the arrival rate within the achievable rate region (according to the delay budget

constraints), all the flows of priority class 12 are blocked from 1 sec onwards.

After blocking priority class 12, the normalized average system delay does not cross the

lower threshold limit (till the 6 sec point in the figure) which prevents the re-admission

of the packets of priority class 12. After a 3 second period, there is an increase in the

average system delay which increases the delay bound violations of the current least

important priority class packets (class 11, since 12 is already blocked). The blocking

of the flows of priority class 11 occurs from 3 sec onwards as shown in Figure 6.21.
It is important to note that only 40 % of the flows of priority class 11 are blocked.

Priority class 11 has packets from 1 Ice, 2 Soccer and 2 Crew video flows a shown in

Figure 6.19. Therefore, 40 % of the total flows blocking means that 2 of 5 flows having

packets of priority class 11 are blocked. In order to find out which flows to block for

priority class 11, the admission control strategy uses the ratio of channel quality and

the time-averaged throughput. The flows with lower channel quality and higher time-

averaged throughput are blocked. When the normalized system delay crosses the lower

threshold of the hysteresis window, the blocked flows' priority classes are re-admitted

as shown in the Figure 6.21. A moving average window size equal to 100 scheduling

epochs is utilized, after which the re-admission is allowed based on the network system

delay as discussed in the admission control design. If the network system delay is below

the lower threshold and there are no packet losses, the exponential averaging window

equation (6.25) is used to determine the number of flows to readmit. If the average

system delay is below the lower threshold for a higher number of window cycles, the

re-admission of flows increases exponentially.

According to Figure 6.21, the delay bound violations in the packets of priority classes

11 and 12 incur a higher PLR for the flows having video layers marked with classes

11 and 12. Both the Soccer video flows have 5 video quality layers in priority classes

11 and 12 as shown in Figure 6.19. Therefore, packets of the last 5 quality layers are
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dropped with a very high rate (more than 15 %) as shown in Figure 6.20. Similarly,

for Crew flows the last 3 video quality layers are marked with priority classes 11 and

12. Therefore, the last 3 quality layers of the Crew flows have a very high PLR. One

interesting observation in the results shown in Figure 6.20 is the PLR of above 5 % in the

Ice 2 video flow's quality layer with id 9. According to Figure 6.19, one of the Ice video

flows has a layer marked with priority class 11. The admission control policy blocked

the packets of the priority class based on the proportional fair rule (ratio of channel

quality and time-averaged throughput). Since the averaged channel quality of the Ice

video flow is good (Figure 6.22) and also the bitrate of this video sequence is the lowest

as compared to the other video sequences, therefore this video flow's packets of priority

class 11 is blocked for the shortest amount of time. According to Figure 6.21, only the

time interval from 9 to 10 seconds, 100 % of the priority class 11 flows are blocked. The

rema.ining period of the time, packets of Ice 2 video flows are scheduled within the delay

budget. The MOS value and the associated channel quality of each of the video flows is

shown in Figure 6.22. The lower MOS value of the ICE 2 flow is mainly due to the fact

that this video flow has a higher PLR (approximately 8 %) in video layer 9 as shown in
Figure 6.20. For the MOS calculation, a maximum PLR threshold of 10 % is considered.

Above this threshold, the quality layer contribution to the overall MOS is zero. The

impact on the MOS for PLR of less than 2 % is low. When the PLR is increased above

2 %, the contribution of the video layer to the overall video quality decrease sharply.

News video flow 2 has a higher PLR (approximately 4 %) in the video layers 8, 9, 10
and 11. The main reason for this PLR is the lower channel quality of this video flow.

Another main reason of this video's high PLR is that the priority class 10 for this video

sequence consists of 4 video quality layers as shown in Figure 6.19, which corresponds

to a bitrate of approximately 400 Kbps (when we analyze layers 9 to 12 of the News

video sequence in Figure 6.17). Therefore, this video sequence has a higher number of

packets in priority class 10. During higher congestion periods, when packet losses occur

in priority class 11 as shown in Figure 6.21, the probability of delay bound violations

in the neighbouring priority classes also increases. The admission controller reacts to

this event by blocking the flows of the least important priority class. However, if the

peak rate of a video is much higher, coupled with lower instantaneous channel quality,

packet losses occur in the lesser important (neighbouring) priority classes. Thus, the

main reasons for a higher PLR in the classes not blocked by admission control policy

are:

• Channel quality of the video flow.

• Traffic bitrate assigned to a particular priority class. For instance, the News 1 flow

has a better channel quality than the Crew 2 flow and News 2 flow has the same
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FIGURE 6.22: Video (MaS) and Channel quality (SINR) for each of the video flows
in scenario 1. Average MaS per video How is 4.07.

channel quality as the Crew 2 flow. However, higher PLR occur in the priority

class 10 for the News 1 and News 2 video flow mainly because News video flows

have four time more traffic bit rate in the priority class 10 as compared to the

Crew video flows.

TABLE 6.12: Scenario 1: Packet loss ratio performance of all the video Haws for the
M-LWDF rule.

Video flows PLR(%) Base layer
PLR(%)

News 1 5 1.29
News 2 45 14
Ice I 0 0
Ice2 0 0
Soccer 1 37 29
Soccer 2 49 45
Crew 1 21 14
Crew 2 38 27

For scenario 1, the performance of the M-LWDF scheduling rule is shown in Table 6.12

where the PLR performance of all the video flows is reported. The table also shows

the percentage of delay bound violations in the base layer of each video flow. In this
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TABLE6.13: Scenario 1: PLR (%) in each video layer under the M-LWDF rule.

Video layer PLR(%)
id
0 18.7
1 2.95
2 3.14
3 1.6
4 2.1
5 3.64
6 11
7 11.5
8 23.5
9 20
10 41
11 36
12 37

scenario, the average input arrival rate is 7 Mbps as compared to the system capacity of

5.2 Mbps. There is no rate adaptation policy for the M-LWDF scheduling rule, therefore

this scheduling rule requires a proper flow admission control policy which should not

increase the arrival rate above the system capacity. The increase in arrival rate above

the system capacity incur delay bound violations in the higher rate low channel quality

flows (since this rule is derived from the proportional fair strategy). Therefore once the

delay sensitive traffic's arrival rate reaches the system capacity, the admission control

policy should block further flows from entering the system. Increase in the arrival rate

above the system capacity would result in QoS violations. According to Table 6.12,

as many as 5 video flows have PLR of more than 10 % in the base layer (note that

base layer's PLR is lower than the overall PLR mainly due to the fact that base layer's

packets (in a GoP) are streamed first followed by the enhancement layers' packets.).

The PLR threshold of the base layer is generally very low, delay bound violation rate

exceeding 5 % results in a poor MOS quality. When the system is left to run under high

load, this scheduling rule only serves low bitrate good channel quality flows (only 2 Ice

and 1 News video flows are served with good quality.). Therefore, all the delay aware

scheduling rules must ensure that the arrival rate should not exceed the system capacity,

otherwise the QoS performance of the existing users in the network would be violated

resulting in an increase in the number of unsatisfied users. The PLR in each of the video

layers is given in Table 6.13 which shows that the overall base layer's PLR is as high as

18.7 %. The PPS scheduling rule coupled with the class based rate adaptation policy

serves all the video flows with good MOS quality, whereas the delay based scheduling

rule can only serve three video flows. In order to increase the number of satisfied users,

the delay based scheduling must block the high rate and low channel video quality flows.
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For instance, the admission control strategy must block both the Crew or Soccer video

flows so that the arrival rate is with in the achievable rate region. Any further increase

in the arrival rate would result in a poor MOS performance of all the video flows.

The mapping details for scenario 2 is shown in Figure 6.23. In scenario 2, a further

increase in load triggers the admission control strategy for priority classes 10, 11 and 12

as shown in Figure 6.24. The PLR in each of the SVC layers for all the video flows is

shown in Figure 6.25. Since higher packet losses occur in classes 10, 11 and 12, therefore

Ice video flows' layers 0 to 7 are scheduled with zero PLR and last 5 quality layers

marked with priority classes 11 and 12 (Figure 6.23) are dropped. Similar analysis holds

for the 6 News video sequences in which the last 5 quality layers have a higher PLR. Now

consider the MOS performance of all the 6 News video sequences, the channel quality has

not much impact on the MOS performance of the News video flows as shown in Figure

6.26. This is mainly due to the fact that four News flows have a higher traffic bitrate

(4 layers with high bitrate) assigned to priority class 10 as shown in Figure 6.23. When
the packets of priority class 10 are assigned resources, this increases the average system

delay which causes higher packet losses as this priority class for News video flow requires

more resources. One News sequence has 4 quality layers marked with priority class 11,

therefore layers assigned to this class are also dropped. Only one News sequence has

one quality layer (layer with id 8) assigned to the priority class 10 which corresponds to

a low traffic intensity. The PLR performance for this News sequence (News 3) is shown

in Figure 6.25 where the PLR in the quality layer 8 is approximately 9 %. The MOS

performance of all the video flows for this scenario is shown in Figure 6.26.

FIGURE 6.23: SVC layers mapping to priority classes for scenario 2 (mapping scheme
elaborated by Bo Fu, DOCOMO).
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FIGURE 6.24: Scenario 2: Admission controller's blocking of priority classes
throughout the simulation period.
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FIGURE 6.26: Video (MOS) and Channel quality (SINR) for each of the video flows
in scenario 2. AverageMOS per video flowis 3.8.

For the Crew video flows, 4 quality layers are dropped for Crew 2 mainly due to the fact

that higher packet losses occur for priority classes 10, 11 and 12, and one of the crew

flow's last 4 quality layers are mapped to priority classes 10 and 12 (other crew flow has

only 3 quality layers mapped to classes 11 and 12 and no layers to class 10) as shown in

Figure 6.23. Crew 2 has also higher PLR in layers 6, 7 and 8, this is mainly due to the

poor channel quality of this video flow. When the flows of priority class 10 are blocked

(see Figure 6.24) due to higher packet losses for class 10, the delay bound violations

occur in the neighboring priority class (class 9) of the poor channel quality video flows

(soccer 2 and Crew 2 video flows). The MOS score along with average channel quality

for all the video flows in scenario 2 is shown in Figure 6.26.

The mapping details for scenario 3 is shown in Figure 6.27. In this scenario, admission

control policy blocks priority classes 9, 10, 11 and 12 during the time intervals shown in

Figure 6.28. The performance of both the Ice video flows is approximately same as in

the previous scenario. The only difference is that some delay bound violations occur for

the Ice 2 video flow's quality layer 6 and 7 due to its lower channel quality.

Both the News video flows have different mapping as shown in Figure 6.27. It is im-

portant to note that not all the flows having packets mapped to priority class 9 are

blocked. Higher packet losses in priority classes 10, 11 and 12 means that for one News

video flow (News2); 5 quality layers are dropped whereas for the other (News 1), only 3
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FIGURE 6.29: Scenario 3: PLR (%) in each of the SVC layers for each of the
considered video flows. Total system PLR is 47.4 %.
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FIGURE 6.30: Video (MOS) and Channel quality (SINR) for each of the video flows
in scenario 3. Average MOS per video flow is 3.59.
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quality layers are dropped. The News 1 flow (note that this flow has the best channel

quality) having quality layers assigned to priority class 9 are never blocked by the ad-

mission control strategy. The performance of both the Soccer flows is similar as in the

previous scenario except that the PLR for Soccer 2 (Figure 6.29) is improved due to its

better channel quality than the previous scenario. For Crew 2,3 and 4 video flows, same

number of video layers are blocked as shown in Figure 6.2 . The crew 1 (this flow has

the best channel quality same as ews 1) flow having quality layers as igned to priority

class 9 are never blocked by the admission control strategy. Thus for this video flow,

only 3 quality layers (mapped to classes 10, 11 and 12) have a higher PLR. For the other

Crew flows, priority classes 9, 10, 11 and 12 are blocked which causes higher PLR in last

5 quality layers for these flows. Crew 4 has the worst channel quality which causes delay

bound violations in the priority class 8 as shown in the second sub-figure in Figure 6.28.

The MOS score along with average channel quality for all the video flows in cenario 3

is shown in Figure 6.30.

" :r a ...

" . . , .-
'.

" :I a ...

" . . .. .
'..

FIGURE 6.31: SVC layersmapping to priority classes for scenario 4 (mapping scheme
elaborated by Bo Fu, DOCOMO).

The mapping details for scenario 4 is shown in Figure 6.31. In this scenario, admission

control policy blocks priority classes 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 during the time intervals shown

in Figure 6.32. 3 of the 8 (37.5 % as shown in Figure 6.32) video flows having packets

of priority class 8 are blocked according to the admission control policy (the policy uses

the proportional fair rule to block video flows having packets marked with the current

least important priority class). As Crew 2, Crew 4 and Ice 4 video flows have lower

channel quality (shown in Figure 6.34, therefore these video flows are blocked (when the

scheduling function triggers delay bound violations in priority class ) from the time

interval of 7.5 to 9.5 sec (very higher network congestion period). Video layers assigned

to this priority class have a 100 % PLR during this interval. It is important to note
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FIGURE 6.34: Video (MOS) and Channel quality (SINR) for each of the video flows
in scenario 4. Average MOS per video flow is 3.52.
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FIGURE 6.35: SVC layers mapping to priority classes for scenario 5 (mapping scheme
elaborated by Bo Fu, DOCOMO).
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FIGURE6.36: Scenario5: Admissioncontroller's blockingof priority classes
throughout the simulation period.

that News 4 and Soccer 4 video flows have also lower average channel quality but after

the blocking of priority classes 9, 10, 11 and 12 by the admission controller, the least

important priority class for these video flows is 6 (for all Soccer flows) and 7 (for all

News flows, see the mapping details in Figure 6.31). Therefore, the admission controller

blocks Crew 2, Crew 4 and Ice 4 video flows priority class 8 from the time interval of

7.5 to 9.5 sec. The average MOS quality of all the video flows is shown in Figure 6.34.

According to the figure, Ice video flows have different average MOS score. Specifically,

Ice 1, Ice 2 and Ice 3 each have different quality layers successfully scheduled with 0

PLR as shown in Figure 6.33. This is due to the fact that the mapping of Ice video

flows have different number of quality layers mapped to priority classes 9, 10 ,11 and 12

as shown in Figure 6.31. For instance, two of the Ice video flows have 5 quality layers

mapped to priority classes 10 and 12 (one of these has one quality layer assigned to

class 9 see Figure 6.31), the other two Ice flows have 6 and 7 quality layers assigned to

priority classes above 8.

The mapping details for the last scenario is shown in Figure 6.35. In this scenario, ad-

mission control policy blocks priority classes 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 during the time intervals

shown in Figure 6.36. In this scenario, the average input traffic rate is approximately

3.4 times more than the average system capacity. The average system PLR is 70.6 %,
however the peak PLR can be as high as 80 to 90 %. The PLR in each of the SVC
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layers is shown in Figure 6.37. There is a higher PLR in the lower channel quality flows.

For instance, Crew 4, Crew5, News 4, News 5, Soccer 4 and Soccer 5 have higher PLR

in video layers shown in Figure 6.37. During high peak load periods, the instantaneous

system capacity is not enough to schedule packets of higher priority classes of all the

video flows. Therefore, the scheduler allocates more resources to good channel video

flows. Only the lower channel quality video flows Ice 4 and Ice 5 have zero PLR. When

the admission controller blocks the priority class 8, all the Ice video flows have only 1

base and 3 quality layer left (see Figure 6.35). The rate requirements of these remaining

layers is as low as 100 Kbps. lIenee none of the Ice flows' unblocked priority classes

suffer from delay bound violations. The remaining higher rate and lower channel quality

video flows suffer from higher PLIl. The MOS score of the all the video flows is shown

in Figure 6.38.

Crew 3, Crew 5, Soccer 4 and Soccer 5 video flows incur packet losses in the base layer,

as shown in Figure 6.37. It is important to note that the base layer of the Crew video

flows are either mapped to the third or fourth priority class as shown in Figure 6.35.
Under higher traffic load, the probability of delay bound violations in the intermediate

priority classes is higher, which results in packet losses in the base layers of the Crew

3 and Crew 5 video flows. The base layers of Soccer 4 and Soccer 5 video flows also
suffer from delay bound violations, mainly due to the poor channel quality and a higher

rate requirements of these flows (scheduling the base and five quality layers requires the

maximum rate (see Figure 6.17) for the Soccer video sequence as compared to other

considered video sequences).

The main goal of the mapping algorithm is to maximize the sum MOS of all the video

flows. Under higher input traffic rate, the demanding video flows (in terms of the
required bit rate to achieve a MOS value) are penalized, thus favoring flows attaining

higher video quality at lower bit rate. At the eNodeB, the scheduler favors flows with

better channel quality resulting in higher MOS for the Hows with better channel quality.

The proposed framework results in a considerably reduced cross-layer signaling between

the eNodeB and the core network.

6.7.3 Conclusion

With the joint PPS scheduling and admission control policy, the number of video flows

with zero PLR for the base layer is 17 (in Scenario 5, only Crew 3, Crew 5 and Soccer

5 have non-zero PLR in the base layer) as compared to the M-LWDF rule which can

accommodate only 3 video flows (in Scenario 1, only Ice 1 and Ice 2 have zero PLR in
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the base layer). The increase in the system capacity is approximately 5.66 times the

considered benchmark rule.

In the subsequent sections the composite scheduling rule, along with the class based

admission control policy under delay sensitive and delay tolerant traffic, is analyzed.
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6.8 Scheduling rule for composite traffic

In order to consider a delay insensitive traffic class in the scheduling rule, the PPS

scheduling rule is modified by defining a special class for best-effort traffic. Higher

priority classes consist of important QoE layers for video streaming, as well as stringent

delay based VoIP and video conferencing traffic flows. For best-effort traffic, the same

priority function (PPS scheduling rule) but with different weight design is proposed.

The main goal is to dynamically adjust the weight of the best-effort traffic class based

on the QoS performance of the delay sensitive traffic classes.

The priority function depends upon the following four parameters:

• x~~is the channel quality on PRB cp.

• R~~ve is the time-averaged throughput.

• NQ is the number of packets currently residing in the buffer of flow i at scheduling
instant n.

• lVt> is the priority weight of the HoL packet. It is important to note that the pro-

posed weight design depends on the system load. The higher the system load, the
higher will be the normalized averaged HoL delay A(n), which results in a higher

weight for the packets of the most important priority classes. If the normalized

averaged HoL delay is low, packets from different priority classes have approxi-

mately the same weights. For best-effort traffic, a weight function is defined which

varies based on the QoE performance of the video traffic class. The admission

control decision on blocking of the lower priority classes is utilized in defining the

weight design of the best-effort traffic. Mathematically, the weight design of the

composite scheduling rule is:

{

exp ~(p.(n»A(n) * A\n)]
~V.(n) = 1 l'

1 r:C j.

if j E [0,Jmax]
(6.28)

if j E best - effort, C < 1

where C is a constant used to control the resource allocation between the delay

sensitive and best-effort traffic classes. For instance let us assume a system with

8 QoE based priority classes as shown in Table 6.14. If the current lowest priority

class in the blocking matrix is j* = 5 (the admission controller has blocked class 6

and 7 based on the congestion in the system, therefore the current unblocked lowest

priority class in the system has a packet priority pt) equal to 3) and considering

constant C equals to 0.5, then the priority weight lV,(n) for the best effort traffic
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class is 0.53. The higher the number of blocked priority classes, the lower is the

resource allocation probability for all the best-effort flows.

TABLE6.14: Priority classes.

Priority p.ln),
Class Index,
.(n)
Ji
0 8
1 7
2 6
3 5
4 4
5 3
6 2
7 1

TABLE6.15: Priority class mapping

Priority class Target MOS
index
0 2.5
1 2.75
2 3
3 3.25
4 3.5
5 3.75
6 4
7 4.25

6.8.1 Simulation Scenario

The performance of the PPS strategy combined with the class based admission control

is evaluated here for composite traffic. Specifically, video streaming, VoIP and CBR

based best-effort traffic are considered in the simulations. The QoE based marking of

the video traffic is shown in Table 6.15. For each class a target MOS is assigned and

packets of video layers achieving the target MOS are marked with the respective priority.

The base layer will be assigned the highest priority, as high MOS values can only be

achieved if the base layer is received with no delay bound violation. The class based

admission control strategy is applied to the lower 4 priority classes as shown in Figure

6.39. Delay stringent VoIP traffic is assigned to higher priority classes where admission
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Class 1

Reserve traffic classes,
no admission control
strategy Is applied,
(VoIP,Video
streaming, video
conferenclng)

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Admission control strategy Is applied
to the remaining delay sensitive
traffic classes

CldSS 8. .. . . ,.

. Class 9
No admission control strat gy Is
applied to the best-effort traffic class

FIGURE 6.39: Priority classes assigned to the real-time and bst-effort traffi typ s.

control strategy is not applied. Specifically, the VolP flows are distribut d equally to

the reserved traffic classes.

In order to evaluate the fairness and efficiency performance of the PPS strat gy coupl d

with class based admission control, state-of-the-art delay bas d schedulers ar consid-

ered. Therefore, the M-LWDF rule (linear function of the HoL d lay), th Log-rul

(logarithmic function of the HaL delay) and the exponential rule (expon ntial function

of the HaL delay) are simulated. A network with 18 video flows, 27 VolP flows and 6

best-effort flows is simulated. All the users are uniformly distributed in the c 11.A ord-

ing tp this traffic combination with 27 VoIP and 18 video flows, real-time traffic r quir s

an average spectral efficiency of 2.26 bits/sec/Hz (note that this is an av rage r quire-

ment: due to variable video traffic the peak requirement is greater), wher as b st- ffort

traffic requires an average spectral efficiency of 0.72 bita/s c/Hz. Th main goal is t

analyze the results under very high load. Therefore, the system capacity (in t rms of

spectral efficiency) is fixed to 2.4 bits/sec/Hz whereas the average sp ctral ffi i n y

requirement of the incoming traffic is increased to 3.6 bita/s c/Hz, Sp ifically, thr

different scenarios are simulated which are as follow:

• Scenario 1 - 27 VoIP flows, 18 video flows and 6 best-effort flows ar simulat d.

The combined average spectral efficiency requirem nt is 2.73 bits/sec/Hz.

• Scenario 2 - A different traffic mix is simulated by increasing th video flows to 21

and reducing the VolP flows to 24 flows whereas, the best-effort flows are fixed at

6. The combined average spectral efficiency requirement is 3 bits/s c/Hz.
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• Scenario 3 - In the the third scenario, the average spectral efficiency requirement

is further increased to 3.7. Specifically, 27 video, 18 VoIP and 6 best-effort flows

are simulated.

The packet loss threshold of the base layer (first 2 priority classes) is set to 5 %. If the

packet loss rate in the base layer is above the threshold, then none of the enhancement

layers are decoded. Real-time traffic is characterized by video and VoIP flows. CBR

flows with the data rate of 400 Kbps are selected for the best-effort flows, whereas 64

Kbps VoIP traffic with the threshold packet loss rate of 1 % and maximum delay budget

of 100 ms is selected for VoIP users. Video traffic is generated from a trace file, where

the average and peak traffic rates are 530 and 1500 kbps respectively. The maximum

delay budget for video packets is 200ms, whereas the threshold packet loss rate is 5 %.

TABLE 6.16: Packet loss ratio of each traffic class for each of the considered
scheduling rules for scenario 1.

Class Total num- PPS(C =0.2) M-LWDF LOG- EXP-
ber of pack- RULE RULE
ets

1 5645 0 0.0187 0.0898 0.0397
2 6025 0 0.0319 0.1406 0.0404
3 4399 0 0.0380 0.1523 0.0533
4 4292 0 0.0263 0.1137 0.0435
5 4730 0.0036 0.0232 0.0996 0.0545
6 4798 0.0183 0.0292 0.1382 0.0398
7 4981 0.3104 0.0640 0.1600 0.0775
8 5179 0.8389 0.0542 0.1682 0.0919

6.8.2 Results

The PLR performance of the video traffic classes for all the considered scheduling rules

is shown in Table 6.16. The video quality performance in terms of MOS is shown in

Figure 6.40. According to the table, delay based scheduling rules incur packet losses

over all the traffic classes, the worst being the log rule for which the packet loss rate in

class 0 is as high as 8.08 %. This scheduling rule prioritizes the video traffic by using

the logarithmic function of the HaL delay. Due to high PLR in the base layer video

traffic class (class 0 and 1), the MOS performance for the lower channel quality flows

is as low as 1.5. According to Figure 6.40, there are 11 video streaming users with

a MOS quality of less than 3 (considered as a poor perceived video quality). Among

the state-of-the-art scheduling rules, the M-LWDF scheduling rule performs best for the

video streaming traffic. The delay based scheduling rules are highly opportunistic and
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FIG RE 6.40: Performance of the video flows under scenario 1 for different scheduling
rules.

FIGURE 6.41: Performance of the best-effort flows in scenario I, 2 and 3.
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favor the flows with better channel quality, thus reducing video quality performance of

the lower channel quality flows. Figure 6.41 shows the performance of all the considered

scheduling rules for best-effort traffic. Among the state-of-the-art strategies, the log rule

achieves the best performance for best-effort flows, but it is highly inefficient for video

flows, as shown in Figure 6.40. It is evident from Figure 6.40 that when the average

spectral efficiency requirement of all the flows is higher than the system capacity, the

logarithmic, linear and exponential scheduling rules penalize the lower channel quality

flows by incurring packet losses in the base layer. The exponential and linear functions

of the HoL delay prioritize the video flows thus reducing the throughput performance

of the best-effort traffic. The PLR performance of the VoIP flows are not shown here,

since for all the scenarios the proposed and all the considered benchmark scheduling

rules serve the VoIP flows within the delay bound.

When compared to state-of-the-art scheduling rules, the PPS strategy combined with
class based admission control improves the fairness performance for video traffic flows.

There is no delay bound violations in the first 4 priority classes, thus all the flows

receive the base layer and 2 quality layers with no packet losses. Furthermore, delay

bound violations in classes 5 and 6 are below the threshold, thus these contribute to

the overall video quality. Under congestion, the exponential increase in the priority of

higher priority classes reduces the delay bound violations in the base layer. Furthermore,

packet dropping due to the admission control strategy in the lower priority classes fairly

distributes the resources between best-effort and video traffic. Packet marking allows

rate adaptation by dropping the least important priority classes thus reducing the packet

losses in the higher priority cl&C<;''>CS.The packet marking strategy is based on the concept

of max-min fairness, where the goal of the marking is to achieve the same video quality for

all the video flows. On the other hand, consideration of the queue size in the scheduling

decision increases the resource allocation probability of the best-effort traffic class.

When the number of video traffic flows increases, as stated in scenario 2, the performance

of the video flows decreases further for all the delay based scheduling rules. The PLR

in the base layer of the video traffic is above the threshold of 5 % as shown in Table

6.17. The video streaming quality of more than half of the video flows is below the MOS

scale of 3 as shown in Figure 6.42. Furthermore, for scenario 3 none of the video flows

receive a MOS value of 3 as shown in Figure 6.43. At this high load scenario, only VoIP

flows receive the prescribed QoS performance whereas none of the video streaming and

best-effort flows receive an adequate service. This shows that when a system is left to

run into overload situations with no rate adaptation, the PPS scheduler with priority

based rate adaptation can significantly increase the capacity of the system. The delay

based scheduling rule can only benefit from having more VoIP flows in the system and

less users for other traffic types. However, when the average input rate is more than the
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achievable rate region, delay based scheduling rules with no rate adaptation degrade the

quality of most of the flows thus reducing the system capacity under high loads. The

advantage with the PPS strategy is that it reduces the need for regular end-to-end link

probing as compared to other cross-layer optimization resource allocation frameworks.

The proposed strategy only requires packet marking coupled with prioritized packet

scheduling and class based admission control, thus reducing the frequent congestion

status signal to the video servers or other traffic engineering modules at the P-GW.
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FIGURE 6.42: Performance of the video flows under scenario 2 for different scheduling
rules.

TABLE 6.17: Packet loss ratio of each traffic class for each of the considered
scheduling rules for scenario 2.

Class Total num- PPS(C =0.2) M-LWDF LOG- EXP-
ber of pack- RULE RULE
ets

1 6616 0 0.0808 0.1421 0.1091
2 7017 0 0.1029 0.2028 0.1160
3 5225 0.0029 0.1082 0.2014 0.1334
4 5063 0.0063 0.0979 0.183 0.1420
5 5367 0.0325 0.0748 0.1543 0.1154
6 5877 0.1422 0.1133 0.1987 0.1339
7 5846 0.5855 0.1440 0.2172 0.1739
8 5746 0.9351 0.1336 0.2203 0.1797
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FIGURE 6.43: Performance of the video £lows under scenario 3 for different scheduling
rules.

TABLE 6.18: Packet loss ratio of each traffic class for each of the considered
scheduling rules for scenario 3.

Class Total num- PPS(C =0.2) M-LWDF LOG- EXP-
ber of pack- RULE RULE
ets

1 8406 0 0.1991 0.2569 0.2195
2 8981 0.0001 0.2394 0.3385 0.2601
3 6881 0.0020 0.2606 0.3255 0.3008
4 6789 0.01 0.2811 0.3172 0.3380
5 6763 0.2329 0.2063 0.2553 0.2639
6 7497 0.5237 0.2564 0.3053 0.2910
7 7587 0.9195 0.2823 0.3325 0.3302
8 7165 0.9859 0.2752 0.3377 0.3110
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TABLE6.19: QoS performance (packet loss ratio for delay sensitive traffic and
throughput for the best-effort traffic) in scenario 1 for each of the considered traffic

classes with different prioritization parameters.

Class Total num- PPS(C=0.2) PPS(C=0.3) PPS(C=O.4) PPS(C=0.5)
ber of pack-
ets

1 5645 0 0 0 0
2 6025 0 0 0 0
3 4399 0 0 0 0
4 4292 0 0 0 0
5 4730 0.0036 0.0038 0.0034 0.0051
6 4798 0.0183 0.0289 0.0288 0.0590
7 4981 0.3104 0.3186 0.4678 0.4830
8 5179 0.8389 0.9140 0.9088 0.9325
9 10000 1738 Kbps 1854 Kbps 2074 Kbps 2194 Kbps

TABLE6.20: QoS performance (packet loss ratio for delay sensitive traffic and
throughput for the best-effort traffic) in scenario 2 for each of the considered traffic

classes with different prioritization parameters.

Class Total num- PPS(C=0.2) PPS(C=0.3) PPS(C=O.4) PPS(C=0.5)
ber of pack-
ets

1 6616 0 0 0 0
2 7017 0 0 0 0
3 5225 0.0029 0.0017 0.0005 0
4 5063 0.0063 0.0055 0.00237 0.0001
5 5367 0.0325 0.0317 0.0327 0.0193
6 5877 0.1422 0.1977 0.1896 0.3408
7 5846 0.5855 0.6547 0.7675 0.7750
8 5746 0.9351 0.9418 0.9449 0.9629
9 10000 1205 Kbps 1384 Kbps 1558 Kbps 1883 Kbps

The QoS performance for the best-effort traffic class (in terms of throughput) and MOS

based traffic class (in terms of packet loss ratio) are shown in Table 6.19, 6.20 and

6.21 for each of the three scenarios. By increasing the priority weight parameter C for

the best-effort traffic class, the throughput performance of the best-effort traffic class is

increased at the expense of increased packet loss rate in the lower priority classes of video

streaming traffic. When the video traffic flows are increased as reported in scenario 2

and 3, the throughput of the best-effort traffic class is decreased as shown in Table 6.20

and 6.21. The main reason of an improved performance for the best-effort traffic class

when compared to the delay based scheduling strategy is the utilization of the same

priority function for different traffic types. Traffic prioritization is achieved through

the design of the weight function for each traffic type. Under higher congestion, lower
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TABLE 6.21: QoS performance (packet loss ratio for delay sensitive traffic and
throughput for the best-effort traffic) in scenario 3 for each of the considered traffic

classes with different prioritization parameters.

Class Total num- PPS(C=0.2) PPS(C=0.3) PPS(C=0.4) PPS(C=0.5)
ber of pack-
ets

1 8406 0 0 0 0
2 8981 0.0001 0.00022 0.00022 0.00022
3 6881 0.020 0.0023 0.0042 0.0029
4 6789 0.01 0.01 0.0154 0.0187
5 6763 0.2329 0.2468 0.30 0.3755
6 7497 0.5237 0.6395 0.7183 0.8001
7 7587 0.9195 0.9381 0.9309 0.9452
8 7165 0.9859 0.9871 0.9884 0.9894
9 10000 712 Kbps 992 Kbps 1275 Kbps 1577 Kbps

video priority classes are blocked, thus allowing higher priority class to b cheduled
within the delay budget constraints. Furthermore, the utilization of th qu u size in

the priority function design eliminates resource starvation for the b t-effort rafEc class.

FIGURE 6.44: umber of machine cycles required for each of th consid red
scheduling rules.

6.9 Complexity analysis

The complexity in terms of the number of machine cycles at each heduling ins ant of

all the state-of-the-art scheduling rules is given in Table 6.22. Ac ording 0 h tabl

O~nJ is the number of machines cycles required at each cheduling ins an. I is th
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number of flows and MpRB is the number of the number of PRBs in the system. The

complexity of each scheduling rule (100 flows and 100 PRBs) is shown in Figure 6.44.

TABLE 6.22: Number of machine cycle requirements for different scheduling functions.

Scheduling Computation
rule complexity

o(n)
PF 1(4 + MpRB)
M-LWDF 1(6+ MpRB)
EXP-PF 1(15 + MpRB)
LOG-RULE 1(9 + MpRB)
EXP-RULE 1(13 + MpRB)
PPS 1(14+ MpRB)



Chapter 7

Conclusion

The continued growth of mobile data traffic coupled with the advent of smart phones

and tablets has triggered a new era for cellular communications. In order to cope with
the continuously growing demand, operators world-wide are enhancing their network

infrastructure by adding more capacity and services thus substantially increasing their

investments. Mobile networks are evolving to an all-IP infrastructure which leads to
a scenario where the volume of voice traffic on mobile networks would be considerably

lower than video and data traffic. Furthermore, flat rate billing models are slowly making

way for quality based billing models. Network operators must introduce new services and

new billing models. The increase in the network capacity can never outspace the increase

in mobile data traffic. Therefore, operators are working on the possible approaches of

managing the huge increase in mobile traffic. The goal of the operators is to deliver

an acceptable level of service quality under all network conditions. The importance of

introducing new business models is increasing thus making way for efficient partitioning

of network resources. Scheduling has a Itremendous impact in implementing a desired

operator's policy rules as it plays an important role in the prioritization of a particular

traffic type and is the main mechanism for assigning resources.

This thesis proposed several scheduling strategies for delay-sensitive applications over

the downlink of LTE networks as different operators may have different business models.

The diverse models can range from providing simple QoS (in terms of packet delay,

throughput and packet loss rate) to more fine level of service satisfaction by utilizing

the content of the video traffic. Furthermore, the problem of traffic prioritization is also

addressed by designing a framework which is tunable according to the service demands

of a particular traffic type.

First an Opportunistic scheduling strategy is proposed which considers delay and packet

loss rate in the scheduling decisions. One of the main goals of the proposed scheduling
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rule is to reduce the QoS violations of the flows with relatively lower channel quality.

The OPLF rule considers the channel quality iteratively (after assigning a resource)

in the scheduling decisions thus fully exploiting the multi-user frequency diversity. In

order to design a composite scheduling rule which considers both the real-time and

best-effort traffic types, the fuzzy logic framework is utilized. The proposed fuzzy logic

based scheduling strategy provides tunable prioritization which can be set to prioritize a

particular traffic type. Different service needs of different traffic type are considered by

the fuzzy logic controller. The main goal of the fuzzy logic controller is to minimize the

QoS violations of the real-time flows while guaranteeing a minimum bandwidth to the

best effort traffic. The novel concept of time-averaged channel quality is utilized by the

fuzzy controller thus fully exploiting the instantaneous variations in the channel quality

of different flows. The fuzzy logic priority scheme provides a considerable improvement

in the QoS performance of real-time flows as compared to the benchmark scheduling

rules. Furthermore, the performance of the best-effort traffic flows is also improved by

efficiently using the robust fuzzy logic priority framework.

In order to efficiently exploit the characteristics of the video traffic, a scheduling function

based on the novel concept of frame significance throughput is proposed. This schedul-

ing function considers the importance of a frame in a GOP and thus provides fairness

in terms of important video layers rather than bit throughput. This metric can be

constructed easily as compared to complex objective video metrics which require com-

plex application layer information. It is important to note that the proposed scheduling

strategies are specifically designed for video streaming traffic. They assign a delay bud-

get to the whole GOP as compared to QoS-aware packet scheduling strategies which

schedules traffic on packet basis. Results show that the proposed strategy improves the

objective video quality of the users with relatively lower channel quality without com-

promising the video quality of the users having good channel quality. FUrthermore, the

scheduling rule provides a good trade-off between fairness and efficiency which can be

varied through the operators defined parameters.

Next, a composite scheduling rule is proposed which considers the strict delay require-

ments of the real-time traffic such as the VoIP and video conferencing flows and at the

same time provides fine level of service satisfaction by utilizing the content of the video

traffic. The proposed joint QoS and QoE strategy (PPS scheduling rule) targets at

offering an appropriate trade-off between efficiency and fairness by considering packet

importance in addition to the channel quality of each user, average throughput, and

Head of Line (HOL) delay. It reduces the need for cross-layer signaling and frequent

end-to-end link probing, through the exploitation of application layer packet marking

and QoE based mapping of SVC layers into priority classes performed at the P-GW. The

main goal of the PPS strategy is to minimize the delay bound violations for the most
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important priority classes. FUrthermore, admission control policy operating jointly with

the PPS scheduler provide rate adaptation at the link layer via class-based admission

control on the video layers. The performance of the proposed scheme has been assessed

via simulation in comparison with state-of-the art schedulers. Results have been pro-

vided for different types of traffic (video, voice over lP, best effort). From the simulation

results, following important conclusions are drawn

• when the proposed PPS scheduler is used in conjunction with the admission control

strategy, there is a performance gain of a factor 5.66 in terms of system capacity

with respect to the M-LWDF rule in the considered high load scenario.

• Different packet marking schemes are considered at the core network. The opera-

tors can implement sum-MaS based packet marking, where the goal is to maximize

the over all video quality. On the other hand, the operators can also implement
a max-min based packet marking, where the goal is to provide the same video
quality in terms of MaS to all the video flows.

• The novel class-based admission control policy provides rate adaption at eNodeB
thus providing graceful video quality degradation.

• The performance of the best-effort traffic flows is also analyzed in a loaded network

with video and VoIP flows. Results show that the composite scheduling function

provides service to the best effort flows by efficiently exploiting the higher delay

tolerance property of the best-effort traffic.

• The complexity analysis performed highlighted that the complexity of the pro-

posed scheduling strategy is comparable with existing non packet priority based
strategies.

The scheduling strategies proposed in this thesis can serve as a basis for further research.

The following paragraph briefly discusses the interesting subjects for future work in the

area.

The considered video packet marking is based on H.264 SVC. Mobile devices running

different video codecs require a common packet marking algorithm at the core network

which can accommodate different video codecs. The network operators may employ

Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) at the gateway of the core network to get information

which can be useful in developing a content aware packet marking algorithms. Packet

marking based on general video information such as distortion, motion vectors can be

useful in accommodating different video codecs. Furthermore, the setting of the delay

bound for packets of different video flows with different scalability levels is another

challenge that has not been addressed yet.
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